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PREFACF

In 1980 a Pilot Paper proposing a "Further Study of Pilot Workload" was submitted to the Flight Mechanics Panel of
AGARD. The paper pointed out that despite confrences, working groups, and AGARDographs devoted to the subject little
progress has been made towards formulating a readily acceptable definition of the term pilot workload nor towards recognising
suitabl. techniques for assessing l-vel of workload.

It was conduded that:

i) Pilot workload is recognised an important parameter.

ii) It is evidently difficult to define and use the parameter in c way that is acceptable to dll who agree on its importance.

iii) A further effort is required to try to improve the situation.

The following paragraphs describing the Scope of the Study have been extracted from the original proposal.
"It is believed that in moat cases the research worker who is required to make measurements of pilot workload does so

with the equipment and facilities that are available in his own laboratory or establishment - indeed sometimes these are
equipment that he has CREATED in his own laboratory. The net result is as many techniques, interpretations and definitions
as there are research workers - each of whom is usually addressing his own piloting task or sub-task in a way which exercises
and makes best advantage of his own methods etc. The result, as graphically exemplified by AGARDographs 233 and 246, is a
universal inability to draw any comparisons between the work and conclusions of the many investigators in the field because
not only are diherent methoe, being used but also different tasks are being addressed.-

"By usinp carefully chosen and precisely defined piloting tasks it is intended that this study will provide the means of
coflectir j, collating and comparing the methods, techniques, interpretations, opinions, and even definitions of specialists who
have explrience in the field of pilot workload."

"Participants, therefore, are aMked to provide a detailed account of the methodology they would employ in assessing
workload levels for one or more of these tasks (see Appendices). It is hoped that participants will also identify the limitations of
their technique."

The proposal was accepted by the Flight Mechanics Panel and in May 1981 individuals and organisations known to be
interested in pilot workload were invited to participate in the study.

The concept of a small and deliberately bounded study was particularly well received and fifteen people expressed their
firm intention to participate. How, ier, despite the initial enthusiasm only five contributions had been received by the end of
1982 and it became clear that for varPnus reasons the original idea of a 'papei study' was not going to be fulfilled within the time
scale. It was accoi dingly recommendeki to the Flight Mechanics Panel that the study in its original form be abandoned. Because
of the substantial interest shown in the study the Panel decided in 1984 that an attempt should be made to produce an
AGARDograph containing as much as possible of the information hoped for in the study. Although many of the chapters do
not conform entirely to the original idea of a "deliberately t aunded study" this AGARDograph should provide a useful guide
for the persm,,, wishing to assess pilot workload for practical reasons: it is not written for the research scientist interested solely
in laboratory experiments.

The first chapter consists of a brief introduction to the subject of pilot workload together with an overview of current
techniques for assessing levels of workload with particular reference being made to those of practical importance. Each of the
remaining fifteen chapters describes one or more techniques presently available - or likely to become available in time. Several
of these techniques have been used in practice with some success; other techniques, with varying degrees of development show
promise for the future and are thereore also of intc. est. Hopefully, the reader will be able to find a technique or, more iikely a
combination of techniques, to suit his or her purpose.

The Flight Mechanics Panel is ve.y grateful to all the many contributots who have given generously of their time to
produce this valuable contribution to this important topic. Particular credit goe • the Editor, Dr A H Roircoe, who has used
his expertise in this field together with his practical experience of flying to coordinate individual papers into a unique guide to
this subject

A.A.OODFIELD
•~1 J.F• ENAUDIE

Members, Flight Mechanics Panel
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

by

Alan H.Roscoe
Britannia Airways Limited

Luton Airport
Bedfordshire LU2 9ND

UK

I. DEFINING PILOT WORKLOAD

Tire term pilot workload is being used increasingly by those involved in the design and opet ation of modem aircraft. But a
review of current literature on pilot workload makes it abundantly clear that there is still no generally acceptable definition ci
the term; nor is there any agreement on the best way of assessing it. Despite a largc ,umber of published papers and seven I
-eminars and workshops on the subject there has been little progress since the last Flight Mechanics Panel AGARDograph on
pilOt workload was published in February 1978. And yet in any discussion about pilot workload it is important - if not
axiomatic - that there is a common understanding of what is meant by the term.

"in the Introduction to that earlier AGARDograph 0) it was suggested that -it may be useful to consider workload as a
multi-faceted concept, primary facets being formed by the three variables: demands of the flight task, pilot effort, and results,
Minor or secondary facets can then be formed by the various methods used for assessing levels of workload. These will be
largely dependent on the experience, discipline, and interest of the investigator". In 1982 O'Donnell ^•'tfined workload as

"an hypothetical construct which conveniently describes th: interactions between multiple factors affecting the operator's
response in an operational sys;em". He went on to point out :hat ... uch a broad and incomplete definition has value only if the
factors underlying them can lie identified, and if metrics to assess these factors can be specified" O'Donnell identified three
broad categories of factors which contribute to workload, namely: taskload, operator variables, and response. Hart (4fterred
to workload being a subijective experience resulting from a combination of several different dimensions; the three main
dimensions being task-relatet. pilot-related, and outcome-related. Nineteen components of these main dimensions were
suggested by Hart as being important in creating the total experienc: of workload. In a later paper Miller and Hart (,4ftferred
to nine dimensions worth examining in detail when studying total workload: tpsk difficulty, time pressure, own performance,
i'entai effort, physical effort, frustration, stress, fatigue, and activity type. "T_ _

The multidimensional nature of pilot workload has been accepted generally but with varying degrees of emphasis on (he
different aspects. For example, engineers concerned with predicting levels of workload for aircraft yet to fly tend to interpret
workload as a set of demands (5)(6), although in this case the term 'tasklhad' would be more appronriate. And those
investigators who measure performance as a means of assessing workload are inclined to emphasise the outcome-related
aspect (7)(8).

Probably the most tavoured interpretation of workload is pilot-related, usully iii terms of effort. Using a questionnaire.
Ellis and Roscoe (9) obtained the views of some 3,50 military and airline pilots and concluded that more than 8(% of
professional pilots think of workload in terms of effort. It is Pdso an interpretation that aigrees well with the inthuence on the
piloting task of such individual factors as natural ability, training and experience together with physical fitness, age, and the
idiosyncratic response to stress.

The individual nature of pilot workload led Ellis and Roscoe (9) to propose that a modified version of the definition used
by Cooper and Harper in the introduction to their Handling Qualities Rating "Kale (I0) would be metst nppropriate, namely:
Pilot workload is the integrated m.ental and physical effort required to satisfy the perceived demands of a specified flight task.
There is evidence that the failure of a pilot to perceive the demands of a flight task correctly has been a causative factor in
several accidents, and so the reference in the above definition to this aspect ot workload reflects its importEnce. In discussing a
conceptual framework for analysing workload Hart and Sheridan (II) refer to "...the operator's perception of what is required
that is the proximate driving force behind the strategies selezted and the resources committed ....

Of course, not everyone will agree with Ellis and Roscoe's definition of pilot workload but it Is probably worth bearing in
mind until presented with a more acceptable one, Other interpretations will be evident in later chapters.

2. ITHE NEED TO ASSESS PILOT WORKLOAD

Modern combat aircraft, with their incres,,ingly complex systetrs and the need to fly faster and lower to avoid
sorhisticated defence systems, generate high levels of workload for their crews, But the level ot w~orkload must not be allowed
to become too high if performance is not to suffer. Cotsequently there is a strong requirement to be able to assess workload at
all stages in the design and development of these aircraft. This point was underlined by Milahn (12) during a discussion on pilot
workload in single-seat fighters when he stated: "Woi kload measurements, whether subjective or objective, should be available
much earlier in the design proccss so that design options can be intelligently considered".

"T.ý- introduction of flight management computers and improved autopilots into civil transport aircraft has tended to
reduce the demands on the crew so that it is now necessary to optimise workload - rather than reduce it - to improve safety.
And so, as with combat aircraft, it is important to evaltbate the different aspects of workload at all stages of development

S(I I)(13).
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In the early desipa stages of projected syatems, prtcedures, or aircraft it is most conveniet to be able to predict levels of
workload for different operational scenarios. Eventually, of coura, such predictana will need to be verified by messing
workload in real ight (14)(1S).

In use cae of civil tr'snsport aircraft the flndings of the President's Task Force on Crew Complieent (16) have stimulated
further effort into developing more reliable techniques for assessing workload - particularly in flipht - in order to satisfy
certificdaton criteria for new aircraft (1X5)(il(8XI9) The assessment of workload snecificafly r. iated to crew complement
certification U tdccribed in Chapers 3,4, 10 and 14.

The influence of the Task Force finding has undoubtely been largly responsible for the preponderance of desesiptio
of techanies mad flioht trials to mmes workload in civil tasport aircraft in this AGARDograph and in otler r n t
other hand, the technical difficulty of aisrssing workload in combat aircraft, together with the cautious interpretation of
physiologicrl responses necessitated by the possible effects of physical stressos, such a 'e, tend to discourage the use of
similar teciniqu in military uviation.

For some years the evaklation of new or modified systems or operational procedures - especially those associated with
ther. re demanding phases of ilght - has often included some form of workload messment (20)(2 1). Valuable experience in
devoing acceptable techniques has been ubtt2ned during flt trials, for example, to evaluate ski-jump take-offs (22), and
low visibility approaches and landings (23).

3 TECHNIQUES FOR ASSESING PILOT WORKLOAD

The seA :h for reliable tediniques for assessing pilot workload, especially ones that can be used in fliMht, has
occupied a large number of researchers during the past decade or so. Various techniques have been examined in a multitude of
expeiments; in particular, the increased availablity of general aviation trainers (GAT) in researmh laboratories has apparently
encouraged a marked increase in the number of projects involviig pilot workloa, Unfortunately, of the many different
tecbniques that have been proposed most are appropriate only for use in the carwfhy controlled conditions of the labWr'tory or
flight simulator (1X24)(25)(26).

Several criteria for workload assessment techniques have been propomed by various authors, they include sensitivity,
diagnosticity, selectively, intnasiveness, concordiabe, reliability, operator acceptance, and convemencc (26X27)(28X29).
Adcitionally, when asessing workload in aircraft the techniques must be compatible with flight safty (20) WhWl it might be
reasonable to strive to satisfy many of these critera in laboratory studies it would be impracticable to aprly them too rigorously
in the real world. For example, the need for increased sensitivity has been underlined (30), but varLitions between pilots, and
even within the same pilot from time to time, may be preater than any small differences in workload detected by an unduly
hensitive technique. As well as being unnecessary such a technique could well be a disadvantage when sssessrng workload in
flight.

The increasing use of advanced autopilots and flight management computers has, especially in civil tramport aircraft,
caused a substantial decrease in the physical content of the total workload with a consequent relative increase in the cognitive
or mental content. This charne, which has been upriedined by several authors, has added to the problan of assessing workload
whatever techniques arc cmploycd (31 )( !I )( 5).

The various techniques for assesing pilot workload can be classified loosely into three groups: obetive., subjective and
physiolog•.

3.1 OjctIve Techaniqa4
These can be further divided into performance measures and analytic techniques.

3.1.1 PWnwww Memsur
SThere is undcubtedly a relationship between workload and performance even though it may not be a simple one (I1 ) but

performance is no, the only criterion - what it costs in terms of pilot effort and how likely is a pilot to become overloaded is of
cricial importance. For instance a pilot my exert more effort and increase his workload as the demands on him increase to
maintain performance. Conversely, as appears to happen more and more often to-day, the demands on him may be reduced
and performance w'ay suffer as lhe perceived workload becomes less due to complam-cy (32). A relationsIp of this kind
precludes the use of performance alone as a reliable means of assessing workload. Nonetheless, it is important when assessing
workload to define performance criteria and then to monitor the result Instrumented aircraft and external measuring devices,

\such cs kinetileodolites sited on airfield3 to monitor approaches and lundings, are ideal (I 7)(20). This is rarely possible but the
use of video cameras (o record crew activity and cockpit instrumentation is an alternative way of monitoring performance -
used by several investigators (I 9), (see also Chapters tO, 13 and 16). Occasionally one i,. "fht have to resort to harnessing the
competitive instincts or desires for challenge, present in most pilots, to ensure performance at a resonnably optimum level.

In Chapter 14 Speyer and Fort describe a comprehensive performance crteria analysis technique used by Airbu.a to
investigate the influence of new digital eqjpment to be installed in the A310. And performance meassures form an integral Part
of an investigation into ausessing pilot workload described by van de Gruaff in Chapter 16.

To overcome some of the problems associated with measuring performance in the primary task to assess workload it is
common practice in laboratory experiments to use some form of sIecodary' or ioawtu task (33)(34) Si4zply, the idea, based
on the concept of spare capacity, is to compare levels of performance achieved on the loadi task alone wi' levels achieved
when combined with the primary task. Various modifications to the basic technique have been iade in an attempt to overcome
many of the objections to the use of secondary task techniques in real-life situations (25)(35), but at present their uge in oiht
does not seem to be all that practicable.

I
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Shingledecker, in ChlPte 2, discus urte the do e of secondary tak techniques; he a1111 describes a novel version. thef etitbeddidsecondary task, Using radio corsmunwicatiom *bktties see to hold some VProt for future use in AOlgt Ti
techniqu should be appropriate for &I three five minsute flight tasks (appendice) although Shingledecker asppie t t h
11-S approach.n an example ofits use.

HAMin haper 3, pa o a OM f tchtlipsrecomnmends the mesamrarsect of performance on asecondary task

Seconadary tasks are also employed #As pant of the methodology described by Doncisin and Wickens in Chapter 6; mid by
Tole and Harris in Chapte 9.

3.1.2 AnstlckTecitctiques
Ax mainamed euarir, many enginaer and designers view workload in terms of the demtandi of the task. This is an

fnteri.etWaIln of workload that stppoeta the use of anslylic teclinkiqu based on somm fomA of tme and mowtio atdy(S).Tlme-
line analyuis carried out in mockups, In ght simulators, or in real aircauft is used to build up a data store of physical activity
associated with speifi scenatrios. From these data modda can be constructed and indices of workload calculateod, the taskiload
for a particular task or aircraft cantoo the predicted. As N111gram, and his colleagues (36) observed- *The ability to sialye
various aspKct Of amw activity during thet carrying out of welb defined Nht seen,.. is of preat potential value both as a
developmental tool and for the desig of Rlight decks arid u an aid for ultimately complying with certification requirements".

Analytic technique have been used by several airframe manuf'tcturera to satisfy airworthiness requirements on crew
complement - both from the ergonomic and from the workload pointt of view (I 7)(6)

L.ater in this volume (Chapter 3). Stone, Gulick, and Gabriel of the Douglas Aircraft Company describe in detail the use of
task/tim line analysis in the quantification of crew workload. The primary measure beir? the ratio of the time required for the
task to the time availale within the constraints of a specific flight. An objective measure of workload sensitive enough to
differentiate between alternative crew station layouts, displays, 3nd controls is provided by a computerised technique based on
comparative analysis Special attention is given to those high workload procedures considered to be of specia significance by

The practical appicationi of the methodohWg is demonstrated by reference to the MD-8O crew complement certification
programme. In-flight collection of data together with the subsequent correlation analysis is of particular interest.

At Airbus Speyer and Fort used task/time analysis for the Static Twasloed Analysis phase of a detailed programme of
workload evaluation for the certification of the A3 10 for two pilot operation (.wee Chapter t4).I ~In Chapter 16 van de Grsasf refers to the use of a video camrera, on the fligt deck to Monitor crew activity as well as to
observe errors.
3.2 Subjctdve Teclialqtse

Subjective reporting, in sowne form, by experienced test pilots is undoubtedly the most commonly used and probably the
most reliable way of assessing workload in flight presently available. This observation should not be too surprising.w in manyIways, subjective impressions of host harze a pilot is working - the amount of effort he has to exert to mteet the demanids ofthe
task - are niobi relevant. As Hart (3) said Workload is a subjective experience".

It W~a been uWiatod that subjective opinions are more refiable when apskwr is flying an aeroplane manually andl Sanders
(37) concluded that "the prootiect of measuring mental load by subjetive udaemnents ore not high'. On ths. other hand,
Butterbaug~h (13) *rote "subjective methods will continue to be valuable tools cpeisl because ofthe cockpit trend towards
more morntoring and decision muking tasks...". Subjective techniques must. of course, alwarys be sensitive to preconceived ideas
and bias, and evidence to this effect has been observed in experienced test Pilot (13).

Various techniques for obtaining subjective opinions exist ranging from simple unstructured interviews andi
questionnairtm for use after flight to sophititicateod rating scales for use during SOLgt Post flight techniques usually have fthIadvantage of simplicity and can provid vaubeifra.no okodbtte rely heavily on a pilos ability to recall

Eievents and impression that nuty have occurred some time previously. Nevertheless, unstructured or stumctured interviews andl
questionnsaires are worthwhile and can be used with uitvantagetocomplement inflight measures (38SX39) (and Chapters 10 an

In Chapt~r 4 RuWer and Fadden describe a Pilot Subrxctve Evaluation (PSE) techniqu for assessing workload whtichs
was used successfully during Boein 767 Minimum Crew Size certification flight tesits. The PSE, consi"n of a post-flght
questionnaire and a d~befrif interview, was zised to obtain informationt from botit pilots for each test sortie. Data obutand in
this wa&y were used to validat time-line anslysib and pan-task simulator data in addition to providi final confirmation of
workload levels experienced in this waerolan.

As Hess (40) wrote -in aDl instances in which human opinion is elicitied, there are definite advantsage in obtaining
quandtittie responses" Wel designed rati" scales, use properly, provide a relatively WInimpsnve and convenaiet means of
assessing pilot workload in a quantifiable form. The literature contains many rleferences to diOferen types of workload raftin
scales; Indeed, it would seem tha morn people involved in the subjective evaluation of workload have desiped thei own scale

The best known rting scale used lfin &* evaluation in the Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities scale (I0). hmfila to many
teat pilots and sometimes used - though mistakenly - to rate workload (41) 'Th prinpe of the Cooiper-Harper scale ha
been used as a model for several workload riing scales. For example. Wlerwille (42) dev eloped a modificationi Of the scale
called the Modified CooperHarper (hICH) which could be used for estimating pilot workload. Think scale was subsequently
compared with five other rating sclals for assessing workload, it wascncue that the MCII was to be prefered sas.ea
therfore, recommended for general use (43). Another ten-point ratin scale based re the decision tree design ofd theoper-

Wali
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Harper scale, asd using the comnept of sa capacity, bas been developed with the help of practising test pilots at RAE
Bedford (I ),Mw use atha scale, whichs has already boen used exterAveiy for rainew wkloadlin Not (l SX22) is efere to
Inha hapters.

Also raferred to later is a three dimensional rating scale known u the Subjective Workload Asaseament Technique
(SWAT) The three dimeasloas of wodoad: time presse, mental effort and psychologial stress erpenenced ar each rated
on a three polnt scale. An overall rating of workload is calculated from a combinatioo of the throe Individual ratings by the
applicatio of a corloint wafg procedure. The technique requires a preliminary scale development for each stbject pilot
when the 27 possible combinations of ratings from the three dimensions are ranked (44X4S).

A Wfght simulator experiment to validate SWAT is described in Chapter by Schick and Han. The experimental task
consisted ofseveral 10 minute flights in an airport terminal area each ending in an approach and lmaning, the levels of difficul.;
being varied from flight to flight. SWAT ratings were obtained for each of the six segments into which the flight was divided,

Presumael. a similar application of SWAT could b-. used to aseess workload in the 5 minute 'standard' flight task, the
approech and landing, described in Appendir 1.

The SWAT achnique and another interval scale (McDcnnell Handling Qualities Rating Scale) are used together with
pre- and post-Poht ranking to assess pilot worklkWd for eight different approach tasks in a study described in Chapter I5 by
van de Gramif.

la Chapter 7 Blfemo describes the use of a subjective rating scale which not only indicates 'what' the rating is but also 'why'
it should be so.

Hart and her colleagues at NASA Ames (4) (46) have designed a set of bipolar rating scales incorporating nine
dimensions related to workload. Although a single value for overall wotklnad can be calculated thL relative importance of each
dimension can also be determined for each subject.

More recently Hart and her co-workers (47) have evaluated in fliht a simpler scale having only five dimensions, stress,
mental effort, fatigue, time p.,ssure, and performance.

In Chapter 15 a new two-dimensional rating scale with six subscales is described by Hrrt; this scale can be twed to obtsin
an overall rating of workload, The importance of each of six factors is obtained by a simple pair-wise comparisa.

Undoubtedly, the most appropriate time to assess workload is during flight and especially during the particular segment
or task of interest (14)( 15 (44). Consequently the value of a rating scale will increase if it is capable of being used during periods
of high workload. There is some experimental evidence that subjective ratings given more thans 15 to 30 minutes after the task
are less reliable (49). The time period or segment of flight for which the rating applies may vary considerably and so to minimise
the load on a pilot's memory it may be necessary to request ratings at frequent intervals.

It has been argued that trained test pilots (47) or pilots given special training (8) are necessary to use a rating scale
efficiently. But Roscoe (15) has reported that a scale developed for the use of test pilots has been used successfully by airline
pilots after only a brief introduction to the technique. The ease with which i he scale was used was attributed to mention in the
scale of spae capacity - a concept that seems to fit in well with pilots' ideas of workload.

In general, rating do not disrupt the primary task but it has been ugMested that during periods of high workload ratings
may not be pombl. dderdale (personal communcation) w surpriaed to dscover that p flying high speed low level
sectors at noht found it perfectly reasonable to give workload mangs on request, though on occasions the ratings were delayed
by a minute or s duc to preoccupatiwn *ith the flying thk. OJde 61vsiatkos , have, likich.,, aepone-J dclaYed Iatitg5 duht io
high workload phases but never complete omission (38)(39).

Rating individual componmuts of workload may well be justified in a research envircnment but it is questionae whtether
the inreased complication is worthwhile in practice. For example, it is difficult to imagine a pilot considering several
dimensions of workload when asked to give an intantaeous rating during a particularly demanding flight task. As Stein an
his colcagues (48) observed -. _. this would make the workload nreponse requirements more intrusive. Nevertheless, it is
interesti to analyse the vanous constituants of total workload and also to determine their relative conributiona during
differen flight tasks. However, one has to be careful in selecting possible components, for example, stress is certainly a parn of
workload - but the word stress is even more difficult to define than a orkload. And, because stress is used so frequently in
common language it has several meanings som of which are outside any scientific context; yet stress is a component referred to
in several multi-dirmsional scaes (44X46))47). On the other hend. the term pacing stress, or time stress - being much more
specific - must be worthwhile idenifying. As Hart tan her co-authors (47) wrote on the subject of multi-dimensional scales:
"One assumption that form the basia of this approach is that individuals are able to assess the level of component variables
more accurately and reliably than they can the combined experience termed 'workload'. This assumption may or may not be
justiied

Workload rating scales are not always the prerogative of pilots, the samne scale as that used by pilots or a different scale

may be used by experienced observers to evaluate a pilot's workload. Two different scakl, one a five point scale and the other a
seven - seal, were used by pilots an observers respectively to evaluate workload in the Airbus A30OFF workload trials
(17). Lat•r, during the A310 cortification a seven oint sKale was used by both pilots and observers (see Chapter 14), Brtish
Aerospace used the smete -s po scal for both pilots anld obewve during the flgt evaluation of the BAc 146 (36)(Chwer
10) Although observers' assessmens of workload mus necessarily be incomplete, for instance mental activity can only be
umed surprisingly ood agreements between pilots' ratings and observers' ratings have been reported (I 7)(39

- ~-- ~ ----.



3.3 l'hyul~~a Techniqe
It is slmpir, convenient, and ecejiamics] to assess workload by using a rating scale for pilots and, where practical, for

obaervers. But the possibilityoi~ tung mileaing data frombiappropriatefratingklnds suporttothideka o usinga secon
technique to magmet subjec-tive opinion (I S)(3%) T'he technique of measuring physiological variables to asses workload has

mneveingenerally vrlo.Btenthuhctolforce ame minimum, a pilot manually kW#ln an aeroplaine where

sy~siri n making decisions.,i becoming an increasing proportloc of total workload -eve in combat aircraft
physiological mesasues have to be selected carefully and used with great caution. Despite the many physiological variabes

studied in laboratories and sinsulator experiments on workload (26)(5 1), only a few ame suitable for evaluating workload in

Assan increasing proportion of present day workload is mental, tecimkiues tha involve meauring brain activity must have
an intuitive appeal. The electrical activity associated with brain functions can be recorded superficially as the
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The use of physiological variables to manss workload is based largely on the assumption that they reflect the level of
neurological arousal determined by the demands of the Riot task, i.e. by workload. It is important not to confuse emotion-
induced arousal with task-induced mrousal; unlike subjects taku part in laboratory experiments experienced professional
pioWs' heart etes, for example, are most unlikely to be influenced by emotionml stressors during demanding flight (62)k63).

Several writers have citicisel the use of physiological measures because of the lack of specificity or diagnosticity.
Certainly, variables such as heart rate and sinus arrhythmia tend to be non-specific and to indicate only global workload - but
often that is what is requiiad in practice.

3.4 Colbs Taeiqsm
Thee Is now sitong evidence tht a combination of different tecnniques provides the most reliable means of assessi-ng

workload in fliLht. Some form of subjective technique supported by a physiologicsl measure appears to be a popular
combination. Donchin, Kramer, and Wickens (50) considered that "there are circuro'ntanca in which subjective reports need
augmentation, and in a subset of these circumstances ERPs may be very useful." A good correlation between heart rate and
respiratory frequency, subjective rtings, overall performance, control activity, and model results has been reported by van de
Cruaff (58).

In Chapter 10 Wainwright describes the successful use of a battery of measures during a mini-airlinc flight trial to
certificate the BAe 146 for two pilot operation. Subjective ratings from the two pilots and a flight observer during each sortie
were complemented by post-flight questionnaires. The heart rates of both pilots were recorded continuously as a means of
augmnenting subjective ratings, Two video camenras situated on the flight deck recorded activity and performance. In part 2 of his
chapter Wainwright sugests using a similar methodoklo for assessing workload during the hypothetical 5 minute approach
and landing defined in Appendix 1.

Lidderdak (Chapter I I Part 1) describes the low level flight trial of a combat aircraft in which crew workload was a most
important issue. Workk'ad assessments were obtained from a tombination ot in-flight subjectiv ratings using the Bedford
scale, continuous recordings of heart rate from pilot and navigator, and post flight ratings using pairnse comparisons. A
critical examination of the results of the two subjective techniques shows a nigh level of agreement thereby appearing to support
sttrony the use of in-floa ratings using the Bedford scale. In Part 2 of Chapter II Udderdale st Vtests using the same
technique - with some ,weservations about the use of an in-flight rating scale in a single seat aircraft - for the hypothetical 5
minute combat task (Appendix 2),

In Ompter 13, Muir and Elwell consider the implications of using a staged approach to the problem of analysing pilot
workload in helicopters. They also describe the methodology - using a combination of subjective ratings, heart rate
recoidings, and video recordinwg - to be used for assessing pilot workloa during a forthcoing flight trial for the British
Amy. Clearly, this methodology may be applied directly to the hypothetical 5 minute helicopter flht task specified in
Appendix 3.

For asaing wo kload during the 'randard' approach and landing task (Appendix 1) Roscoe (Chapter 12) reconunends
using iflight ratings, obtaied by means of the Bedford scale, augmented by recording pilots' heart rates.

Speyer and his colleues at Airbus (Chapter 14) favour a combination of static and dynamic methods whizh include
analytical techniques subjective ratings, performance measures, and heart rate.

In Chapter I5 Hart recommends the use of heart rate and sinus arrhythmia along with performance measures, task
analysis and subjective ratings to improve the precision of workload evaluaion.

van de Gralff in Chapter 16, describes a comprehensivu cxpcnmcitail pfograimme in which scveral techniques for
assessing workload during different .xperimental landing approach tasks are evaluated. Heart rate is included in the battery of
techniques along with pilot ratings, prinmary task measures (control activity. task performance, and error frequency); and model
meaures; (control effort and decision load); in addition, time-motion parameter, secondary task performance, and crew-
Activity analysts using video recordings are used.

It should be noted that presently available techniques for assessing workload in flight do not result in absolute values.
Rating scales and physiological variables are measures only of comparison; in other words, there has to be some form of
standard or baseline whether defined in the experiment or as a function of a pilo"s experience.

IBecause of the high cost of l aeroplanes and the necessity eventually to assess workload in flight it is worth pointing
out that although statistical probabilities arm important they cannot be considered as definitive criteria for evaluating workload
dlata.

4. SUMMARY AND GUIDANCE

The main purpose o thlia AGARDogrmp is to provide guidance for the reader who may wish to assess pilot workload in
practical situations - rather than to be a comprehensive treatise on the subject. It has to be admitted, though, that at present
workload cannot be asessed with any degree o(precisi or scientific certainy, nor is it likely that any significant improvement
inthe tate of the a' will occur during the next decade. Nevertheless, cautious use of techniques selected from those described
in the followng chapters should provide valuable infornation on workload for designers and operators of aeroplanes as well as
ben of smaince in satsyn certification requirements.

Same tecimu my be more appropriate than others for a particular requirement, for example, analytic techniques are
mosre relevant during the design stage when attempting to predict workload, One advantage of using time-line analysis (see
Chapters 3 and 14) is that the technique may be combined with some of the ergonomic studies associated with cockpit design.

-A.--.. Jru
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An exercise of tnis type would be mout appropriate in the desin of advAnced flight d ecks incorporatint new systems, However,
use of prfigbt analytic techniques can prove to be an expensive exercise and the anticipated overall cost might well be of

Iconcern.
During the last few yearsn Airbus, %Jnp,, and ?IcDonnell-Douglas have e-mployed analytic techniques with notable

success in tL'e design &td certification of new Aircuft such a-, the A310, B757r . 767, and the MD-80, British Aerospace, on
the other hand, did not consider it necesry to us pre-flight techniques when assess.ng workloAd on the bAe 146 with its more
conventioiW flight ..gxk. Bet, as Sulzer, Coy and Mohler wrote (14), "Final evidence of design adequacy is developed in flight
tests becaue neither simulation nor analyp;s, without actual flight operations, can provide total substantiation that workload
aad crew duties are satisfactory when compared to existing operational aircraft."

Unfortunately, the choice of technique for use in flht is not a simple one. Whilst it is essential to monitor performance of
the primary task when assesg workload the benefit of actual med urement as an assesment technique is bess obvious. At
Airbus, Speyer and Fort measured performance to compare workload levels for specific tasks (Chapter 14). Measurement of
performance on secondary tasks has been suigested by other authors (see Chapters 2,r6, 15 and 16) but suitable techniques arenot a, preset i readily available for practical use in aircraft - although some do show promise.

From the view point of economy and ease of use, some formof subjective technique -- a rating scale, perhaps
complemented by a post-flight questionnaire -- must be considered, If possible ratings should be capultle of being given during
fligt without intruding into the piloting task. Ile Airbus and the Bedford scales (Chapter 10, 11, 12 and 14) are relatively
simple and have been used successfully in flight on niay occasions; but they result only in overall ratings of workload.

Individual components of workload may be assessed by using the somewhat more complicated and sophisticated SWAT
(Chapter 5) or the scale described by Hart in Chaptez 15. Post flight questionnaires, such as those described by Ruggeiro and
Fadden (Chapter 4), by Wainwrght (Chapter 10), and by I idderdule (Chapter 11) can be used alone or in conjunction with
other techniques and, being relatively simple to administei, have an undoubted value.

In view of the questionable reliability of subjective reporting of workload by pilots there seems to be a clear advantage in
augmenting subjective data by means of an additional technique. There is increasing evidence that a number of physiological
ondices recorded from pilots may be used to comptiment their subjective assessments. In this respect, heart rate appears to be

the most useful at present; it is safe, unobtrusive, and readily accepted by pilots. The technique, with modifications, has been
used to assess workload in flight for over sixteen years by Roscoe (Chapter 12), and more recently by Winwright, LidderdaIt,
and Speyer and his colleagues (Chapters 10,11 and 14). Hart and van de Graaff (chapters 15 and 16) have also recorded pilots'
heart rates in flight during experimental studies. Plots of beat-to-beat heart rate can be used not only to augment subjective
ratings of workload over specific time periods but also to identify short term changes in workload that may not be readily
apparent subjectively or by observation. In addition to using heart rate per se heart rate variability (sinus arrhythmnia) can be of
help in assessing mental workload for pilots engaged solely in monitoring.

Other physiological variables, eye movements, eye blinks, and, especially, evoked responses form the brain (Chapters 6,
7, S, and 9) might well have a practicai role to play in assessing workload with further development.

The prospective user is encouragcd to select techniques suitable for his or her needs - - further details being available from
the relevant authors or from references cited in their chapters.

The table below summarises the main techniques featured in the different chapters.

CHAPTIER 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

OBJECTIVE
Performance measures
(including video) X X X X X
Secondary task techniques X X X X
Time-lineanalisis X_ X X

SUBJECTDIE
Questionne-zes xX X
Rating Scam eX X X X X X X

PHYSIOLOGICAL
EEG (ERP) X X X
ECO Heart Rate
(including HR vari' lity) X X _ X X X X
Eye movements and blinks X X

2( used successially in practice

Y.s
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\'Z ieyacpe conceptual framework which fhima the badls for -ay workload measuremient techniquesa represents

SZýthe humma operaw a a lled capamcty information processing system. According to this general model, workload may be
defed as the degee to which the operator's processing capaity is occupied by mental activites. Overload, d resul•ti

'performance decrement, occurs when capacity is insufficient to eet task demands. Since the momentary capacty of the
oFrator is unknown and submaximal workload levels cannot be im.,red from his or her rerformance on the task of Interest, an
ind.-ct measure can be obtained by evaluating the amount of spare capacity available under a given set of task conditions,

"The bebaviord approach to assessing spare capacity involves the use of the secondary teak technique. In this method,
operators we given an additionl information processing task to perform in conlunction with the task of intereat The rtoale
underlying the use of secondary tasks is that by applying an extra load which produces a tota information processing deman

that exceed, the operator's capacity, workload can be enxgared by observinig the difference between single task and dual task
pioanqe& A nmoted by Ogden, Levine, and EisnL(lecrsn- ,ry teks can be employed in two ways Used as a loading
techniques, the method requi.c subjects to perform the secondary task under al cicumstances with the intent of dmi yig
overload effects in primary task performance. When secondary tasks are used as workload measure, performance on the
primary task is emphlsized and weonday t-Ak performance is observed as an index of the workload of the prmary tas.k
Although specific research questions may reqlore a choice of one of these application., combined task decrement may also be
used a an estimate of mutual interference and workload (2)

Unlike taie-be analytial methods, the scndar tak apprO.h to assi se menta c h t p
for being sensitive to the degree of mental effort or attention devoted to information processing as well as to the temporal
aspects Pf workload. The secondary task technique has the further advantage of producng a measure based on task
porformance, which is the variabe that asE workd'ad meaures ultimately must predict if they are to be of any value.

Although sexondary task methodology has proven to be a usfu technique for the investigation of cogitiv proess itsI practical application as a workload measurement tool has often been confined to the earliest stages of aircraft system design. As
b Schiflett (3) has noted, most workload measures have been developed for, and are most applicable to, the laboratory

environment in which highly controlled, part task studies of workload can be conducted. When subsystems are combined to
evaluate mission performance in the context of ig fidelity simulations or flight tests, many workload assessment methods
become difficult to employ because they are impractical or present potential safety hatards. As a result, workload
measurement at the critical later stages ef system development is often performed using relatively informal and qualitative
techiniques.

Three specific problems are encounted when traditional laboratory secondary tsks are considered for use during
advanced development of aicrafL One practical problem is the physical isrumertation of the secondary task. In a flight toe
environment, and to a lesser extent in a simulator, introd,-ing or adding any extra equipment to the crew station may be
unacceptble. Even when sufficient space can be reserved, tie possibility of obstruction or distraction caused by the additional
intrumentation can limit the feasibility of uing the seconda.-, task.

A second problem with the implementation of secondary tasks is tae possibility of intrusion on primary flight duties.
Although some performance decrement may be tolerable, tak interference can easily complicate the interpretation of data in
test environments where measumr of al performamce variablex may be unavailable. A more serious consequence of primtry
task intrusion in the flight test environment is the potential for compnrmising flight safety.

The finl fa•tor limiting the use ofsecondar task measures is operator acceptance (4). Whether used to induce stress or to
measure reserve capacity, a secondary task is likely to poduce miseadn data if the operator fails to integrate it with his
normal duties. Acceptne ia a potential problem with a- laboratory to becimi they are obvious, artificial dition to the
crewstation and have little face validity or conSgrence with the general pearfmance situation. Such test condidon can lad the
operator to neglect the secondary task or, becuse of its novelty, allow it to assume an artificially high priority. 7hus, lack of
operator acceptsnc can become a maor contibuft to primary task intrusio: as well asa soure of measurement error.

EinAdisd fisesadas1IY Tasks
The embedded secondary task methodology was Jeveloped by Shingledecker et al (5) (6) to improve the practical utility

of dual task measures for in-flIght wordload assessment, while retaining many of the sientific advantages associated with
traditional laboratory seconeary tasks. The concept of the embedded secondary task is boed on the hypothes that
instrumentatiou limitations, task intrusion, an poor operator acceptance can be minimized by dedgig secondary task
which are fully integruled with system hardware and with the crewmetibers conception of the mission environment. By their
nature, such tasks are realistic components of crewstation activity, yet their performance can be manipulated an measured
independently of the primary activities of interest

%i 4'. .- , .
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While severa classes of aircrew activity are potential candidatesaor isolation and use m embedded tasks, radio
communications taeks are paz lad suitable for this pu-po b The radio communkatios which are most useful as embdded
taks awe those initiated by a mesasge set hom snother aircraft or a ground controller to a pikk whose workkad is to be
assessed. Upon detection =a Identification ofa relevant measage, the pilot must engage in a sequence of veroal responses and
radio switdhng .ctivities in order to meet the demands of dhe communicated requeSt.

Such task closely resemble the nosndaptive discete secondary tasks used in numerous worklosd studies and have many
properties of good measulretnwt tasks. Communications cal upon a *ide variety of information processing abilities and can be
varied along seveal dimensons of complexity. Fulthemrore, no au.xiiary crewatation equipment is necessary to control the
experiment or to collect performance data. The opportunity for obstruction or peripherel interference is also minimized sis -
the auditory channel is not shared by other tasks and verbal responses are generally unique to radio communications activities,
while switch actions can be dealt with by the pilot's free hond. Most iaportantly, communications tasks arean integral part of a
pilot's in-flight duties. As a result, lengthy training requirements are eliminated and nigh face aidty is achieved. Additionally,
the realistic nature of the activity makes artificial tak interactions improbable bersuse the pilot has predetermined priorities /
assigned to commumcaion and other cockpit functions. Iles features muke communications activities especially valuable
for use as secondary tasks since pilots onside.r them to be important, but will normally devote less attention to communications
as more crucir. tasks become difficult to perform.

D.ScUiP'ON ON OT TCQUE

Tak Seleedoe
The use of radio communications activities as embedded workload measures for high fidelity simulation or in-flight

-en monients requires canrfi selection of the communicaioms tasks to insure both realism and valid measiuremnt First, a
group of candidate tasks must be identified which are relevant to the aircAft ard mission of interest. Appropriate tasks may be
obtained by interviwin operational pilots. In documenting these tasks, particular care should be taken to specify all verbiage
used by the sender and receiver of the radio messages as well as the manual control actions required of the aircraft ninember.
Additionally, the typical frequency and tue of occurrence for each task shiuld be noted.

Tasks which do not appear in the majority of interview responses or which vary in produre among protocols should be
eliminated fr-n the group. Furthermom those tasks which tend to take preden over normal aircraft control finctions
should be avoided. For example, messages communicating threat would undoubtedly alter a pilots normal attentional
priorities and.would shift any workload induced performance decrement to primary flight tasks. Some sample tasks which were
obtained from single set fighter attack pilot and which meet the requirements discussed above are shown in Figure 1.

Flom 1.
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Traditional discrete trial laboratory secondary iasks insure comparability of individual data points by repeating identical
stimuli Since communications tasks are not obviously comparable in their i,,ormntion processing demands, a second step that
must be taken in task selection is wontload scaling. Such scaling permits the experimenter to select a realistic combination of
tasks for use in workload measurement which present equivalent estimated subsidiary loading levels. Shingledecker and his co-
workers (4) evaluated three alternative apriori scaling techniques to achieve this purpose. Of the analytical and subjective
methods which were tested, an information theoretical approach produced the highest correlation with dual task decrement

k scores

This scaling technioue is based on the assumption that the mental workload of communications tasks can be predicted by
assessing the uncertainty associated with the reception of stimuli and execution of responses required of the pilot. Once a radio
message is detected, the pilot must make two perceptual decisions to identify the intended receiver of the message and its

*- sender. According to information theory, the demands associated with each decision can be estimated by determining the
numn'r of potential receivers and senders in the scenario and calculating a bit measure of the uncertainty of the decisions
(Iog2N). Thus, a message beginning with "Dogbone, this is Pouider...." would require the reception o; 2.32 bits if there were
five active receivers on the radio channel, plus one bit if there were two active message senders in the scenario.

Following these perceptual decisions, the pilot must make action decisions in response to the instructions received.
Action decisions may require verbal and/or manual responses. and again mny be quantified by determining the number of
alternative actions that could be made. Thus, if a UL-iF radio channel change were required, the action sequence might involve
the selection of a tuning moJe with two alternatives (1 bit), turning a rotary control to one of twenty preset channels (4.32 bits)
and pressing a microphone switch with two-positions to acknowledge the message (I bit).

While verbal response decisions are more difficult to quantify in the information theoretic metric, a majority of these
behaviors can be classified into one of two types. The simplest activity is a message confirmation which involves simple
information conservation. Within this scaling method such responses are assigned a value of one bit. The second type of
response requires the pilot to select a new receiver from ritong those active in the scenario and to report some information
from cockpit displays or the external visual scene. in these cases the verbal response requirements arc computed by summing
the bits associated with selecting from among the available receivers, and adding a single bit for the report.

An overall estimate of the loading presented by a communications task is derived by summing the bit values calculated for
all perceptual decisions and for each manual and verbal action decision in the task sequence. While this quasi-information
theoretic method relies on assumptions of equiprobability of alternatives and independence of sequential actions, empirical

"tests indicate that it provides a reasonable estimate of secondary communications task loading. Values calculated for a set of
candidate tasks may be used to select tasks with approximately equal load for workload assessment within a single flight
scenario.

WorkloaJ Assessment
Once usable communications tasks are identified, their application for workload measurement closely follows the

procedure normally used for traditional secondary tasks. Prior to testing the aircrew subjects should be briefed on the
* workload assessment procedure, emphasizing that their responses to some of the communications messages that will occur

dunrng the flight will be used to measure workload. Thcy should be told to respond to these messages in a normal fashion, and to
maintain primary flight task performance under all conditions (ie, the communcations should not receive extra cffort not
afforded them in typical flying situations). Thus, they should respond to communications as quickly and accurately as possible,
but not at the expense of primary flight control and management.

Prior to the test flight each participating pilot should review the communications tasks to be used for workload
assesiment. Finally, baseline single task performance should be recorded for each pilot on each of the tasks. This can be
accomplished by presenting the tasks prior to take-off while the pilots are seated in the cockpits and are able to devote their full
attention to the tasks. Performance scoring in both the single task baseline trials and in the in-flight test condition is
accomplished by measuring each communication task completion time to the nearest 0.5 second. Times may be recorded
manually beginning with the onset of the sender's message and ending with the final word of the pilot's response which
completes the task sequence.

"During the test flights the communications tasks should be presented to the pilots in accordance with a specified protocol
developed to address the workload question of interest Relative differences in workload betwc-'n mission segments, cockpit
design options etc are determined by comparing the magnitude of the difference between total task completion times for the
baseline single task tests and the in-flight tests.

EXAMPLE OF USE

As in most other available workload measurement methods, the secondary communications task technique provides data
which are interpreted in terms of comparisons among baseline conditions and various test conditions. Thus, no single example
can address the potential range of workload questions or experimental design to which the t xhnique is applicable. The
example outlined below involves a hypothetical cockpit/system design issue. Equivalent examples could be developed to
examine other comparative topics such as the impact on workload of flight experience, stressors or environmental conditions.

In the following case, the goal of the operational study will be to determine whether a new flight control system proposed
for a twin jet transport aircraft reduces nilot workload during instrument approach and landing. It is assumed that previous test
flights have revealed no objective evidence of major differences in flight performance between the current system and the
proposed system. Two aircraft are available for the test, one equipped with the current flight control system and the other with
the new system. Furthermore, five pilots who have equal flight time in the current system and have been thoroughly trained with
the new system are available as test subjects.

Wi.,_ A
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Three types of communications tasks have been selectcd and scaled for use in the workload assessment. Fach of these is
initiated by air traffic control, but could be presented by an on N'oard observer whose miicrophone is pitched-in to the radios,
The three messages are: I) a request for radio frequency change (eg "FLYWAY 2 19, Contact approach on I 18. C). 2) a request
to change transponder codes (eg "FLYWAY 2.19. Squawk 5133", 3) a request for traffic information (cg "FFIAWAY 219. do
you see DELTA 1011?").

The pilots are briefed on appropriate response procedures and single task baseline performance is timed before the test
flights. Each pilot flies the standard approach and landing twice in the current aircraft and twice in the aircraft equipped with
the new flight control system. The four flights arc accomplished ini a randomized order determined for each pilot. Data from any
app•oach and landing which does not meet the flight performance requirements specified in the experimental protocol arc
rejected and the trial is repeated.

The secondary communication tasks are relayed to the pilot according to a predetermined schedule starting with the
initial trnnsition to approach and ending with th- touchdown. Six tasks (two of each typc) are presented in addition to normal
communications during the final five minra'ts of flight. Performance is scored by computing the time dLiference between
baseline single task performance for each communication task lind the performance during each occurrence of the task in flight.
Mean decrement scores are computed for each task under the current and proposed flight control system and proposed flight
control system conditions. A statistically Agnilficant reduction in decrement scores when using the new system would be
interpreted as evidence for improved workload as a result of the design change.

LIMITATIONS

Like other operational test methods, the embedded secondary communications task technique can pr'scrnt problems of
experimental control and precision of measurement which may affect the sensitivity of a workload assessment. Consequently.
its value as a realistic methodology should not be allowed to outweigh the need for preliminary testing under part task
simulation conditions. Both laboratory measurements and confirmatory flight tests are required to provide a complete and
defensible workload analysis. Specific issues that should be considered when deciding to employ this method for flight test
purposes include:

I At present, no standardized secondary communication tasks are available for general use. Each applicatin requires
selection and scaling of tasks which are tailored to individual workoad questions, specific !.ystems and their missions.

2 The technique produces relatively few data points per unit time. Each task requires several seconds to perform and
must occur with a relatively realistic frequency. As a result, embedded communication tasks are more suited to evaluating
workload over extended periods of five or more minutes than to brief intervals of interest.

3 The method has not been tested to determine the degree to which diff-rent tasks produce diagnostic mcasures of
workload. That is, it is not known which communications tasks are raost sensitive to particular types of crew station
loading. Available data indicate that communications tasks requiring manual activities (eg. radio tuning) tend to rrovide
optimal measures of crew workload in tasks which involve aircraft control as a primary component.
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USE OF TASK TIMEIUNE ANALYSIS TO ASSESS CREW WORIUW)AD
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~NTRODUCTION
"& -Al'As systems have become more sophisticated, the role o humans in operating and maintaining them has grown morm

Scomplex. There has been a steadily growing recognition that human characteristics, particularly limitatioms and abilities, must
be considered in some depth in system design if design objectives are to be met.

S The size and role of the crew represent critical design decisions. Mission perfomance tas a direct relationship to the
ability of the crew to carry out all of the required functions. If necessary functions overload the crew, some will be omittte and
others ineffectively performed, If this is the case, automation may have to be considered. If the crew is underloeded. boredom
and reduced performance may result, in addition to unnecesary costs being incurred. An additional crew member will
increase weight, design costs, fuel expenditures, and training costs. It has beer estimated that, for a commercial aircraft, an
additional flight crew member can result in a 4 to 5 percent increase in direct operating costs. In the same manner, for a militai y
aircraft fleet of 200 with a life-cycle of 20 years, costs can amount to several hundred million dollars for each additional crew
member.

Issues of crew size were so !riti,-al in preliminary design work for proposals on antisubmarine warfare (ASW) and
airborne warning and control system aircraft (AWACS) that Douglas Aircraft Company conducted research on the problem-
The use of'workload measures to a- ,ss the viability of a selected crew complement as well as other crew interfaces was
c.nsidered. It was established that a v.orkload assessment method should be capable of being applied early in the design phase,
be expressed in quantitative terms, be understandable, and be relevant to the needs of the engineer. It must also have reasonable
validity, be repeatable, be low cost, and need only a short turnaround time to produce results, Finally, the method must include
consideration of the following: mission requirements and parameters, aircraft performance, equipment design, operational
procedures, environmental factors, and crew station configuration.

The subject of workload has received extensive treatment in the literatire (I to 4) and is still being pursued in research and
development efforts. Work is currently in progress throuj,,out the industry on a number of varied approaches, including the
following:

Subjective assessments employing rating scales.

Physiological measures, including heart rate variables, muscle activity or "arousal" indices, and more recently,
electroencephalographic data such as the cvent-rclatcd potential

Performance and/or behavioral measures

Task/timeline analysis measures.

Of the items listed above, the task/timeline approach appeared to be the most easily implemented and could meet most of
the established criteria. A model was developed by Douglas Aircraft Company to utilize this workload measure in the desi,
verification of design improvements, and certification of recent aircraft. This approach will be presented in this paper.

Task analysis may be defined as th.- systematic determination of the activities required of personnel in the performance of
a function or set of functions. Workload analysis, which employs a task analysis base. orovides an appraisal of crew task loading
resulting from the sequential accumulation of task times. This permits an evaluation of the capability of the crew to perform all
assigned tasks in the time allotted by mission constraints&

This analytic approach is derived from methods developed early i' this century called 'time and motion studies" which
were aimed at making industrial workers more efficient in the performance of manual tasks.'r,.i.; analybis wvah promoted ass
useful tool in system design starting in the early 1950s.

In general, applications identified for task analysis include crew duty allocation and the arsessment of design alternatives,
personnel and training requirements, human reliability and safety, maintainability and workload. They are also used in the
development of operational procedures. Several specific approaches have been developed (5).

In spite of certain limitations, the task/timeline methods seemed to offer promise for meiting many of our criteria such as
qbantitativeness, atailability early in design and responsiveness to mission and operational parameters. It was equipment-
oriented and met the needs of our designers. If applied consistently, it should be reliable.

Because there is no universally acceptablo scale of workload, the data are normally used comparatively, that is, if a
baseline workload were deveioped for an aircraft, or subsystems, or both, this could be used to determine if the system under
consideration resulted in a greater, equal or less task workload than the baseline. In addition several configurations could be
compared to determine which has the lowest workload and the percentage differences.

The task/timewne workload assessment methodology, when first applied in 1975, proved to be rather labr-intensive, It,
however, showed promise otH being suitable for computerization of many of the activities, ultimately resulting in reduced cost
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and time during the analysis process, Consequently, the ta&k/timeline analysis approach was developed and partially applied to
the DC-9-50 design. It has been used extensively in later design activities and is currently being used in flight deck and work
station configuration development for Douglas Aircraft. It ws.c applied to verity workload improvements for the MD-80 series
and to demonstrate compliance with Federal A'iatior. refulations. For future aircraft now in design, it is employed in trade
studies and fur early design assurance tlkst ted~s during critical mission phases; including contingencies, can be performed by
the available crew.

METHIODOILDGY

Figure I snows the several analytic steps used in the basic approach to worklad -studies. Initially, mission analysis is
employed to determine amni size the parameteys of tht total fivnctional system in which the crew and equipment will operate,
The anailysis is also used to orgs.'ze the in Wson into phases a" segment& bounded by milestones to assixt in system definition
and establish top-level funcions. This analysis is thme (otuidation of an iterative descending hierarchy which, by further
functional analysis anid task analysis, ultimately rea nes the irredu.. ibl task/subtask level (6).

The task anaysis represents a deailed" iselim ttat i-R elfectie'y used to establish to cotnpr~hensive. crew/eqwpm~nt data
* ~~store, At this level. comprehensive inforimition on twae tasks and task ekneicnts is developed fromn the prevour nisa.ým and

,uNcton analyses The files of baseline data serve as the working library for preparation of crew workload reports.

WOBELOAD DEJV1NFON

Crew workkla' Iis defined u. Ue rtio of time required by the crew co perform wo*.- taks to the time available within a
riveission. plase, or segment.
A workioad hide (WI) Is comipute: 7 thich is expressed as the ratio of the total uiak perfonimace dine. to the time avallat it
within the caamrahawimpoed by misiov requitrm~t;.i' and air .11 idgi; paramneters The basic fornukl for campiftl the
index is:

W, - (dT7A) x 100
wher TR - timuqued
TA-t&Meavalla"i
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Time Avaighi
To provide a framnework for the detailed &anabisi a sceario is divided into massison phases Each phase is subdivided into

discrete segmients, bouinded by specific operational milestones that define the stal and end bume based on aircraft
performaence charaicteristims or missio paraineters or both.

Figure 2 ilustrates the takeoff and chins phase at the stai ofa typical scenario froms which time available paramseter wilg
be developed. The Phase awe then subdivided into seu - echb bounded by a specifi milestone (XA. XD, ._ xz)
denoting start and end timses - which are derived from the aircraft puformame dhurcteristics and mnigsson profile
requiremmbti These rebitionaltips are shown in Figur 3. The diffrsenc betwee ~ start and cad times is the time

Tin a vand
Developing die time requsired begin with the usa of crew station configuration drawings and propowad operating

procedures for the aicraft and Its specific eqimpment. ADl of the aliree tubk and subtaska that must be VperInmed betwee
milestones are then detailed in chrounological order asad enmed 1in the computer task fie along with codes iadetfying speefic
equip mmwfmen7Utrfce oTh ietiyoffthepa~rtr cre membe pedoraingq twmbtmkmed the spmdicbodyc
utilised (^heyes, aftee) are also recordled. Working eclud with S& 1eue esparlenced in timilr aircraft, a vey
detaild description Of the procedure reqired to aenompl each amisson sepent an developed (down to a eticrolee - a
mmmovelun o switch).A typicelseqemchhb gloa Jeitdin P~mnu4.

As the detailed subaik and equipmen listig are cmsmais;e, 1 11dhvihial Via requaimd vaes awe assigned for each
operator activity. These tioe estimates are do'vu from this kowhig swmre

Inde of Electronic Equpapment Operabity, developed by the Amwrlme 11111titu for Raeseach (AIRt) (7)
A Dosgadeveoicped model defining reach time. a finsclon of disssce
L ct action time measmmrei recorded duiring procedural trials in a crew stdo -developmaust mochup.
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The quantification and evaluation of Rlight crew workoiotd involves consideration of the overt physical actions taken by the
,crew to operate the aicraft. rot program then detrmines the detailed work allocation as a five-cnnel input.output

subsystem on a task-time basis for each crew member, it reflects a composite of the physical actions, reactions and perceptions
necessary to fly an aircraft alont a prescribed flight path, 11wi flight crew workload analysis thus produces results in tabular and
graphic format, reflecting the combined duty cycle of total visual, aural, vocal, andl body extremity activity,

All fligt crew subtasaks are coded in accordance with the following body channel scheme-
V/A - Verbal/aural tasks
IV - Internal visual tasks
L - Left-hanid tasks
R - Right-h~andl tasks
F- Foot tasks

The overall Moigt deck actvitie involved in each flight segment are then analyzed in terms of the individual booty channel
utilizatio n as ratio of time required to time available. The results enable specific deficiencies to he identified in thz functional
arrangemtent of equpnmet through exmuination of peak values that might cause crew overload for an individual body channel.

Examples of the alphainumieric and graphic outputs are shown in Table 2 and Figure 6, respectively.

Exera Vbha Avallablity
'lIme is required for crew members to view cockpit displays and controls during the course of the flight, and the remaining

time can be considered as available for crew members to sca the outside environment. This analysis determines the amount of
time available for a crew member to sesa the airspace for traffic as well as to keep the runway in view during operations in the
terminal area, both of which are important duties from a safety viewpoint.

The computer programn examines data in the visio task file sorts the data, and prints out the externa visio tie avalble
for crew members as a function of the milestone start timbes and duration. In addition, for a two-pilot aircraft, a routine is
provided to combine the Captain's and First Officer's external viewing time and present the infortmtion in graphic form so that
total external visio available to both crew members may be ascertained throughout the Moigt. Typical vision analysis data
outputs are shown in T.able 3 and Figure?7.

The amount of detailedl information coded in the data files of the workload program provides additional analytic
capability The following crew interface relationships can also be evaluated:

0.0,1
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2 each piece of equipment b- part number;
3 controls and displays and
4 the effect of their location bWmed on ffrequency ot use.
In addition, the responsible design groups cun be identified.
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These measures can be employed to evaluate crew work stations in preliminary design, including the proposed system
control and display layouts, operational procedures, and to aid in the certification of new aircraft by validating the design as it
applies to the man/machine interface. Additionally, various configurations can be examined in normal operational and in
degraded modes where equipment failures have occurred. This latter capability is of great value as it allows analysis of
conditions in which the workload may be such as to jeopardize mission accomplishment or safety.

VALIDATION

Becauwe the crew workload index is a function of the ratio of the time required (TR) to the time available (TA), there are
two aspects to be validated: 1. the segment times which are based on aircraft performance and establish the time available, eg
brake release to aircraft rotational velocity (rA), and 2. the time required (TR) to perform the tasks within each segmentt

The aircraft performance data used to develop the phase and segment times in the fight profile were provided by the
Aerodynamics group of Douglas Aircraft, and were validated during engineering test flights. Therefore, they do not require
further substantiation. The tasks and task sequences, jointly developed by Human Factors Engineering and Flight Operations,
contain all cockpit interface activities considered necessary for effective and safe completion of the flight scenario. These
interface activities were verified using a fixed base mockup. Validation of computed task times was therefore needed to ensure
that they correspond realistically to actual in-flight times. The methodology for validating the data base task times is described
in the following text.

Three flight test programs were conducted to collect data to be used in the validation process. The first set of data was
collected during the certification flight of the DC-9-50 in approximately 1977. As pot of the validation, a dedicated flight test
was conducted that duplicated the scenario used in the MD-30 analytic workload study. This provided timeline data as well as
verification of procedures used in the analysis. In addition, during the MD-80 crew complement certification process, a series
of test flights was conducted in the high density US Eastern Corridor under airline opeiating conditions to satisfy Federal
Aviation Regulations concerned with the minimum flight crew required for safe aircraft operation. There were nine
consecutive days of flying, a total of 55 separate legs with a crew of three two-man teams, each composed of an FAA pilot and a
Douglas pilot. Videotapes of flight deck activities recorded during these flights were studied using a micromotion analysis
technique to obtain in-flight task time Ilata. Some 122 tasks were examined with relevant human performance times tabulated.

A sample frame of the video tape, shown in Figure 8, indicates the units in which the tasks can be time ie, hours, minutes
seconds, and tenths of a second. This is accomplished with a digital time generator which superimposes these data directly on
the video tape (eg, 3 hours, 25 minutes 36.3 seconds). On the actual tape, the resolution is sufficient to distinguish individual
controls and displays, allowing for precise determination of physical motion times.

Table 4 presents an r-'mple of three tasks and their comparative crew workload data base and in-flight meas ured times.
In all, 122 tasks were examined in this manner. The results are shown in Fifure 9 illustrating the linear regression line of the 122
points. An excellent correlation was obtained with a coefficient equul to (8 1.

As a result it was concluded that the task/timeline analysis procedure provides a reasonably accurate index for predicting
the time required to complete observable Lisks within the constraints of an actual mission. The detailed methodology and
results of the data base validation process are presented in a previous report (8).

APPLICATIONS
Aircraft Comparison During Early Design

The comparative analysis capabilities of the program enable the new design to be compared to an existing aircraft that is
known to have an acceptable workload profile and is duly certified. The existing aircraft will be referred to as the MD-X. The

* •.FIGURE S. SAMPLE FRAME FROM VIDEOTAPS - IN-FLIGHT RECORDING
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configuration incorporates a digital flight guidance system and autothrottue/autopilot capabilities. It also features conventional

instrumantation displays. The new aircraft, designated the MDf-XX. is equipped with a flight management system integrated

with an automatic flight control system. Four electronic (CR1) instrument displays feature redundant primary tight and
navigation displays, whlile two muitifunctlon displays incorporat such features as phase-of-flight display, caution/warning
alerts, fault/lijit !if~g, and procedure/checklits

In this exam~ple, the two airraft are compared using a fliht sceario involving the critical phases of dowcent, approach,.{ ~ana landing at LaGuardia ai&port in New York. The results of dila analysis are shown in Figuve 10 which illustrates the
workloads of thc Captain "n First Officer. t is significant to nlote that while the operational systems of &z' advanced flight deck
are sophisticated, there appears to be only a slight difference in woxkload compared to the baseline aircraft N/hile the First

1- 1W 4
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Officer's workload for the MD-XX is shown to be equal to or lower than on the MD-X. there appears to be some slight increase
for the Captain. Fur'ther analysis indicated that the cause of this slight increasse was as follows:

I IThe MD-XX has an additional task, requiring the navigation display scales to b,- reset as the aircraft get close to
touchldown.

2 During level-off, tl'e altimeter in the MD-XX requires a slightly longer time to read arid the Roi~t data systems control
display unit must be observed to cross-check the Moigt anad navigation displays.

T'his analysis illustrates the manner in which the Moist crew workload program can be effectively utilized. In this study, it
wits determlined that the advanced configurattion Doist dock had slightly higher workloads duin approach aind ladn that a
conventiotid cockpit for the Captains duties and an acceptable workload for the First Officer. The specific causes of the
workload. ,.wo terunt.al were subsequentlyesalhed.allowingfrrede~sin of equipmentor P cane ncpertuoaproeue

... ,. to decrease the workload to aeceptsabe levels..

.. :_- .•:break.own. to ensue tha, whileaverage workloaids are ac&o4)ibKe there are no sharp peaks that amr lost in the averlap in

-. .•y. :•.:,tM, e Conditions. ." ;o '
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Co A
A contingency analysis is expressly designed to evaluate the limpact of a degraded mode of operation on flight crew

workload. This is accomplished by imposing an abnormal or emergency condition in each flight scenario used for the normal
crew workload analysis and determining relative differences or changs

For example, consider the situation in which one member of a two-member crew becomes incapacitated while in flight.
Four steps must be taken to enable a safe landing:

1 maintain control of the aircraft;

2 take care of the incapacitated crew member

3 reorganize the flight deck; and

4 land the aircraft

In this example, the First Officer becomes incapacitated during descent. The Captain's basic tasks remain unchanged, and
he assumes as many of the First Officer's duties as is practical. The number of traffic advisories and communications with the
Air Traffic Controllers (ATC) is the same as in the normal scenario. Additional verbal/aural tasks are inserted for
communications with the ATC and company personnel to present the incapacitation as realistically as possible. Only those
First Officer's tasks umnsidered necessary for safety of flight are assumed by the Captain.

Two types of comparison are performed:

1 anew aircraft configuration with normal operating conditions versus anew aircraft configuration with degraded mode
conditions; and

2 a new aircraft with degraded mode operating conditions versus a baseline aircraft with degraded mode conditions.

Examples of results by flight phase are shown in Figure 11. The new aircraft, the MD-XX, while having an increased
workload for the Captain when his First Officer is incapacitated, does not overload the Captain. In the second comparison,
when the new aircraft is compared to the baseline aircraft, the MD-X in the incapacitated crew member mode, a significantly
lower workload is imposed on the Captain.

-I>

WORKLOAD OFlMAL
INOX

NOMAL

a-

M"X MD-X IX-X WX

MUNIRE 11. NCAPAOTATID CREW R 0WlWOIR .LKAD ANALYUS

In addition, Figure 12 presents examples of the effect of other contingencies on average workloads during the flight. This
indicates the versatility of the workw,*d program and the variety of contingency situatioms which can be analyzed.

Sub tm or quuput An*alis
Workload analysis may also be used as a design tool in the selection of a control and display layout for a particular

subsystem. FIgure 13 shows two proposed audio panel configurations for a moder jet transport Audio Panel 1 represented
the conventional panel with an on-off lever, and a separate control or volume adjustment.

In the second conigurtion, single continuous adjustment knobs incorporating push-on/push-off features are used for
voabm ctr. ThiL pushbutton feature permits prewtting the knobs to normal or to anticipated monitoring volume levels
iu*qie.ande of the on-off function, a capability not available on Audio Panel 1. The time devoted to making volume
adjustmentsmay therefore beless with Audio Panel2 than with Audio Panel 1.

-- " , . .'.
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TABLE 6
WORKLOAD REBtULT-

AUDIO PANEL EVALUATION

I I I WORKLOAO IN OEX
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This supposition is confirmed by examination of the numerical results of the workload evaluation presented in Table 5. In
this case, Audio Panel 1 is considered the "standard" configuration and the results show reductions in the overall
communications workload for the new system of approximately I percent for the Captain and 9 percent for the First Officer.
Naturally, large workload reductions would be expected for the First Officer because one of his primary tasks is
communications.

Another significant item extracted from this analysis is that workload reductions for the First Officer occur primarily
during the climb and descent segments, which normally represent high workload phases of flight. Thus, any reduction in
workload during these periods is especially beneficial. If the reductions occurred only during the low-workload cruise period
and were o(f the low level shown for the Captain in Table 5, then the new development effort might be questioned.

C "r quently, this comparative workload analysis of alternative audio control panel designs supports two conclusions:

I the design for Configuration 2 shows superior workload characteristics over that of Configuration I and therefore is
worthy of further development; and

in-flight communications workloads for future aircraft may be reduced by employing volume control designs which
orporate and on-off feature that acts independently of the volume level adjustment.

Cert "on Analysis
dight crew workload analysis and design system can also be applied to aid in demonstrating compliance with Federal

Aviation Regulations (FAR 25.1523) and its Appendix D (Mimmum Flight Crew) (9). In this case, a comparative analysis is
made between the new aircraft to be certified and an aircraft that has been operating in an airline environment for a number of
years, is cotldereW to have an acceptable level of workload. and has the crew complement certified under applicable Federal
Aviation R ilations.

A study of this type is conducted to demonstrate how design differences in the crew station layouts, controls, and displays
of the tI- *'craft affect fligl.t crew workload during normal and degraded flight modes. The results for the normal workload
are plott,. Figure 14. Overall reductions in workload are shown for the Captain and First Officer of the new aircraft equal to
32 and 7 percent, respectively. As indicated in Figure 14, there is a significant reduction in the captain's workload on the new
aircraft in all flight phases, ranging from 26.8 percent during cruise to 44.6 percent drring climb.

Additional analysis would be presented to the regulatory agency demonstiating the effect of abnormal and emergency
flight situations on crew workload. An analysis of this type was submitted to the Federal Aviation Administration during the
recent certification of the MD-80 aircraft.

Additional Analytic Capability
The task/timeline workload analysis methodology can also be applied as follows to all areas of aircraft development from

the earliest concept through development, detailed design, certification, and crew training.
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IAdvanced design - As a tool in the creative stage of aircraft design to systematically deterinne such matters as
aloainof functions to either a crew member or automation, arid determination of the crew complement.

2Design/developmoent - For assistance in equipment placement, display format development, crew duty allocations,andopeatinalproedues.Durng hedesgn/eveopmat tog, te wrkladprogram may be used to designatraiedesign concepts in various trade studies involving differenit systems or subsystems
3Dtialdesign - The workload analysis process continues to verify crew duty allocation, t-e effiects of contingencieison cew orkoadandmisioncompletion Success (or abort). Verification of the data base in the simulator mockup phaseofdevelopment is aWso Initiated. During this stage when the desig is frowen, the instructional development and traininprga sinitiated, and the task listings, developed for the workload study, become useful in prepuring training mtierials

ISCUSSION
While there have been many symposia, papers and discussion groups devoted to the subject of workloadt de sneems to

be no commonly accepted definition of the term. Because of this, thine have bowt many different approaches to the qualitative
sodvi quantitative meuurement of workload. Thie approach taken in this paper So concerned not so much with obtaining an
absolute measurie of workload - which would be highly desirable but is currently beyond our understanding - but with being
able to use the comas.rative concept of workload measurement as a tool to aid in the design of work stations.

Ile task/timeline approach to workload quantification has certain limitations which preclude its being used in the true
sense of a metric. In particular~

-A1
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1 It doed not comider copidviv or mu uawa las. I
2 It does not take into account va-lato" ausociatd• with abUIty and experence or dynamic, adaptive behaviour.

3 It cannot dead with simultaneous or continuo-usrackin tasks.

At pmtent, sufficient data do not exist on variations in task tin. associated with diffemaces in operator cambility or
learning ability to include this factor hi the analysis. Tasks awe considered n being performed by an averag operator.

With ragard to simultaneous tasks, the workload program considers a serial approach to task pedorsnce and thus the
results o t& basi might be considered somewhat comeraive. Continuous-tracking tasks are hde by an assumptin of
seria tsk l For aircat contro whea or throtle lontinus-inpt W" flight at d"afla examined Fo
determine plo iscret inputs to these cotos AvaWlF front these dama on ftwpency and duration tay than be used in th

Admi ,all of thesecompromissdonotoMow frte prrasonofanabsolutsemrofworkload a, Infthere is no
universal agremeet in the industr as to what lees derived, from tatkdmkllne ansl'* we consdered acceptable --

whether the lvel be overload or underload.

No accepted method has been developed to adequately compensate for these limitations. Subtive assessment or
simulator studies are sometimes used to help improve insights into the significant of these factors. In general, we support this
approach to improving the understanding of human ability in system operation. Each approach has its value. To use one is not
to deny the value of the other.

The task/timeline approach to workload analysis which is described in this paper, however, was subject to close scrutiny
by many agencies because ofthe controversy over a two-member flight crew. The following comment from a presidential task
force is considered significant (10)

"At present, the only generally accepted method for evaluating workload is task/timeline analysis based on comparison
with pr-vious aircraft desims. 'This nique, supplemented by improved subective evaluation methods applied by qualified
pilots, will offer te best meas for demonstrating compliance with FAA crew complement criteria."

The comparative concept provides a basis for extensive use of this methodology and, in fact, allows for a wide range of
evaluation of variations in work station design. Comparsons can be made between difference aircraft, systerm or individual
pieces of equipment, or even to examine the effectiveness of different panel lucations for controls or displays.

If the baseline used in the compaeron is considered to have an acceptable workload, then the analysis will indicate which
has the lowest workload and by what magnitude. Even when used in a noncomparative mode, the technique allows for the
assessment of those portions of scenario where workload levels can be expeced to be substantially higher than ee average, and
thus allows for more detailed analysis aimed at minimizing peak workloads. Another plus is the fact that the procedure can be
applied early in the design cycle and thus have the ability to hIfluence design. Thoaul mockups amd simulators would be
advantageous in establishing crew proedum they at• not absolutely required in the analytiad process.

A typical workload analysis on a new aircraft or work station is considerably labor-intensive in that extensive task listings
describing detailed operation of the system under consideration must be prepared. Moreover, a numlber of different sccnarios
or missions may have to be considered. Once the baseline is developed, however, it can then be modified to reflect various
concepts or design options with little difficulty. It is fairly evident, however, that the only way to accomplish an analysis of this
magnitude is with an automated facility. Machine computational capabilities plus the flexibility of the technique allows for
extensive graphic presentation and facilitates analysis.

An effort is currently underway to improve the computer program and its input software. The new program will
automatically generate various scenaros by supplying , ramtted Nioht segments with their associated time factors, and provide
simplified input formats for task generation. It will contain an extensive library of system procedures with will allow for rapid
computation of task time. In addition, consideration is being given to adapting methodology developed for the assessment of
human reisabty for the program, thus providing an additional measure of human performmnce to supplement the wrkloal

I CHILESW D Objective methods for developing indices of pilot workload. Report No FAA-AM-,15,FAA Department of Transportation, Washington DC, July 1977

2 GREEMINGCP Analysis of crew/cockpit models for advanced aircraft. Report No NWC TP 6020, Naval
Weapom Center, China Lake, California, February 1978

3 CHILESW D On the specificabion of operator or occupational workload with perfonnance-measuremut
ALLUISI E A methodls. Human Factors, Vol 21, No 5, October 197)

4 WILLIGE.SRC Behavioural measures of aircrow mental workload. Report No MDCJ5291, Douglas
WIEWIE WW Aircraft Company, Setember 1971

5 WV rr R Task analysis malhods: Review and development of technique for analyzing mental
workload in multiple task situatlons. Repot No MC1JS291, Douglas Aircraft Company,
Sepftemb 1971
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dTo date thre is no agreed upon definition of mental workload and therefore there is no agreement on hew it should be
measured 4& lrmnt workload relsearche do seem to agree on at least three aspects of moel wnrklad-: it is a
multildlmensonsl construct, a dear distiniction must be maintained between imposed mnental load (task loadI) and the mental
load ea priece (subjectve load), and the use of subjective ratings should be central to ay investigation of workoa ().
On this last point. The Presdent's Task Force on Aircraft Crew Complement nmde th following recommendation: Iis

Stechnique (Mas/timeline analysis based on comparison with previous aircraft designs). supplemented by improved subjectie
evaluation methods applied by qualified pilot, will offer the best means for demonstrating compliance with FAA crtw
complement criteria. We recommend that FAA incorporate such methods in the tests to be employed for the certification of
the B-757 and B-767 si•t•t,(Y--

"Tbe paper outlines the Pilot Subjtive Evaluation (PSE) process developed by Boomg in conjunction with the FAA, to
* supplement the analytical, simulator, and flight test crew workload evaluation techniques used to demonstrate complWice with

the minimum crew size requirements of FAR 25.1523 and Appendix D (4).

767 WORKLOAD EVALUATION

The worla assessment techniques used in the design, development, and certification of the Boeing Model 767 airplane
addressed two bsic Issues timeliness of crew actions and ease of operation. To be acceptabte for mertification both the nature
and timing of crew tasts must be well within the range of demonstrated pilot capacity and the sequencing of tasks must allow
sufficient reserve time to accommodate unexpected events. A three part process was used to ensure that the final design would
saisty these requirements, Analysis provided an early indication of the suitability of "paper" designs. Part-task simulation
provided a detailed look at specific man-machme interactions and, when the design has progressed far enough, verification of
the operational muitability of the integrated design, The final check was a flight test demonstration in the actual operational
enviromment.

Analytic techniques are of particular value to the aircraft manufacturer since they offer the potential for identying and
correcting worload problems early in the design phase, when the cost of change is relatIvely low. The analytic techniques
which we have found to be most useful focus on traditional time and motion evaluation. These techniques give preliminary
indications of tak loading and dmig They also permit comparative evaluations of panel layouts and operating procedures,
The results are chi.racterized -r terms of the time required to accomplish the various hand and eye tasks associated with
operating the sirp A portion of the mental effort associated with these tasks is addressed through an information theoretic
technique (S) which quantifies the information exchange between the pilot and the airplane operating environment.

High fidelity simulations of the aircraft and flight deck permit both objective and subctive evaluahons of the workload
associated with new concepts and demip features. The initial 767 airplane simulation activities concentrated on specific
features of the primary liht displays and the fight management system. Later in the program more complete representations
of the flight deck were used to determine the effect of the electronic displays on the pilot's s paitem during routine manual
fliht operations. The results showed that neither instrument dwell time nor scanning strategy were likely to be significantly
altered by the displays and display formats planned for the 767. Simulation was sdso used ass link between analysis and flight
test providing data which made possible correlation of the objective analysis results with the larlely subecve flight test results.

Flit testing of the flight deck is done to validate the earier anal)sis and simulation results and to check the effect of
mbte factor in the operational environment which cannot be duplicated on the pround. Initial flight testing was primarily
developmentaL a means to finlize certain design chracterstics and to document the airplon performance. Later testing was
aimed specifical~ly at showing compliance with the applicable FAA regulations.

Sinc flight tesing is expensive and time consummn. every effort was made to integrate tests. A limited amount of fight
Noting wa coaducted with a fulyinrumented airplane and a video cockpit monitoring syst,.m to provide data for comparison

with simulation results, However, primary emp•asis was placed on pilot assessments using a nonlntnasive questionnaire
process; a the memuement instrumeft

PILOT SUBJECI EVALUATION

Subjective assessments have been used s panrt of the evaluationof aD modem transport aircraft. In the eae of the Boeing
737 mad the McDonnell Dolm DC-9-80 ths assessmems were formalized as part of the certification record, The
President's Task Force recommendation of aN improved subjective evation" was the subject of considerable discussion

;- ..-
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wih*n osing and with the FAA. The alrlmsa eutsblu" h for development of this improved evaluation wer (1) results must
reles to the workloadf fmcdons and cr of FAR 25.1523 and Appendix D, (2) pertinent conditios for the phase of fight
mist be ldstid (3) the results b d compleme the other comprave worlodad assessment techniques in ue, and (4) the
evaluation methodology must be compatible with the reaiies of. a ajor flight teat program. These criteria were best satisfied
by development of quest•o •naire po to be completed by the Booeng and FAA fht test evaluat•on pilots.

The developmestops for the Pilot Subjectve Evaluation (PSE) involved numerous cycle. of question desig, round-
table discussions wil a cros section of pilots to determine sutability, and dsmulator/filght test trials to refine the wording and
formaL Finally, a validation study involving Boeing and FAA po was conducted using the PSE on 166 flights mid-way
through the 767 fight trst program. Only then was the PIE considered adequate for use during the Minimum Crew Size flight
tests

The PSE questionnaire covers the departure phase, from takeoff to cruise, and the arrival pha, from the beginning of
descem thrmuh lnding. Any nonnormal procedures encountered were also evaluated regardless of fiht phase. The flight
phase deopeadent questim began by establishing certain facts about the flight coidltions, interactions with ATC, wn flight
equipment usa•g nis was followed by questos asking the pilot to compre specific aspects of workload flgt fnctons On
the 767 airplane with similar activities on a r*zce airplane. The flight functions were those specW in FAR 25 Appendix D
plus Flight Management System Operation and Monltoring The choice of refrnc airplane was left up to the pilot, however,
his choice was Identified on the questionnaire The PSE process was completed with a debriefing interview which solicited pilot
comments about eachlight to cluify subjective ratings.

The workload characteristics initially associated with each flight function were: mental effort, physical difficulty, and time
required. During the PSE development phase it became evident that certain combinations of these characteristics and specific
workload flight functions were not possible for the pilot to evaluate and they were not measured. For example, the tasks of
engine/airplane system operating and monitorin& along with manual flight path control and communications involve actions
which are so highly distributed that most pilots feb time estimates would be meaningless ev on a comparative basis.

For the workload flight functions of coqmand decisions and collision avoidance the Boeing and FAA pilots sugested
that time available would be a better measure than "time required". Physical difficulty was readily understandable with all of the
workload flight functions except command decisions and collision avoidance. Similarly, mental effort was readily associated
with all but two of the workload functions.

All pilots who participated in PIE development felt that neither communications nor collision avoidance should include a
mental effort rating. The largest changes in the 767 flight deck, when compared to previous transport aircraft, are those
designed to aid the pilot with navigation and command decision making. It was decided to add a subjective rating for the
effectiveness of these changes to complete the assessment of normal operations.

PSU Ad enolo
Each rating was made by the pilot marking the appropriate box on a seven point adjective scale Te middle box, marked

"same", represented a workload equivalent to that experienced on the reference airplane when operated in similar
circiumstances. The three boxes on either side represent progressively more or less workload than on the reference airplane,
The adverbs slightly, moderately, and much were chosen because of their measured equal spread of meaning (6) and used to
identify the boxes on both the less and more workload sideL It was decided to orient the scales with the "better than" boxes to
the right in all caes. Since the questionnaire was used frequently by each of the evaluabon pilots, there was no advantage to an
alternated scale orientation. This orientation of the scales resulted in less errors by pilots and was easier for interviewers to scan
pilot responses during the debriefing interview.

The questionnaires were completed immediately after each flight segment. Pilots took as much time as needed to complete
the form, without interrup Debriefing interviews were conducted at the eand of the sequence oflights for the day. The
interviewer asked about any "worse-than-mference" airplane ratings and any differences between departure and arrival
rmtig The interviewer als recorded any other pilot comments about the ratings, the PSE process, or the airplane in general.
Completed questionnaires and comment sheets were then coded for data processing and analysis.

Pi' and m .l-s craw do M
Dedicated minimum crew se flights involved 7 different pilots, 10 different airports, 32 daytime and 18 nightime

operations, and approximately 40 flight hours. During 80% of thee flights, inopertive or faied equipment was intentionally
introduced. The 737 airplane was listed as the reference airplane for six of the pilots, one pilot listed the 727 as his reerence
airplane All seven pilots answered "yea" to the question. "Have you flown your refeence airplane (or an approved simulator
for that airplane) in the last 90 days?"

A summary of the flight condition data ;3 hown in Table 1. The information collected for Departures and Arrivals has
bee combined. The categories of ATC tWnrction and Flight Modes used show a wide rang indicative of operating the
airplme In a moser representative of scheduled airline operation

glib
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The absolute frequencies for the pilos' subjective ratmigs of the workload associrted with Normal Operadtns Departure
and Arrival are combined and shown in Table 2; there were no reliable differances be.wea Le~pature and Ay rrvratings. T•e
rating category which contains the 50th percentile rating (median rating) is marked with an arrw. In allcases, the median rating
for the 767 airpoanw was equal to or better than that for the referce airplane.

SThere were 1.3% of the items marked to the left of Name =s reeec sidane" and these ratings wer al in th Nhh

more workload ctegory Pilots were instructed to complete only those items which were applicable to the fight dutim ie
NA (not applicable) frequencits represent situations where one of the crew members did not have flight duties associated with
that wofflod function for a given Departure or Arrival.

The sbJective questomionz reut correlate well with earlier anlyi and simulation results. Pilot comments a

substantiated the pattern of results shown in summary Table 2. For example, hand and eye motion data from the timeline
analysis predicts that the 767 will exhibit slightly low-r physical worload than the 737 for the primary pilot tasks involvingactuation of controls.

Many resear'ers claim a strongcorrelation between mental workload and time stress. (7)The workload analysis package
includes two meamms related to time stres The timeline provides estimates of workload in term of the ratio of time required
to time available. The task-time probability measure identifies time critical or overlapping tasks. These analytic results compare
well with the pilot assessmenents of mental workload. Further validation of the PSE process was obtained from the 166
preliminary 767 airplane flights where changes to various equipment were reflected in concomitant changes to the workload
rating for related functions.

CONCLUSIONS

The multidin*nsioal nature of workload, as it is currently understood, does not lend itself to a simple numerical analysis
yielding a sniile index of workload. In fact, for most design related applications, multidimensionai results provide a better
picture of tihe real Vorld situation and give some indication of what area may need improvement.

The total paika&e of workload assessment techniques applied to the 767 program was successfulin supporting the design,
development, and certiation process. The addition of formalized subjective measures to the traditional objective analyses
provided information validating the analytic and simulation based estimates of physical workloae and complementing the
estimates ofmenotal workload.

In keeping with curtent constructs of pilot workload, the Pilot S'.tbjective Evaluation is multidimensional. The PSE avoids
the vaganes of absolute workload assessments by asking the pilot to compare specific aspects of workload on the subject
airplane with a familiar, previously certified, reference airplane. This technique is nonintrusive and readily applicable to a flight
test operational environment.

Development of-the PSE and the procedures for its use have been subjected to intense scrutiny includinag extensive flight
test. While other aircraft designs may necessitate alteration of some of the workload task functions, the basic approach should
provide usful in many applications. As we progressed through the development of this technique, we were suiprised at the lack
of documented experience with multidimensional, comparative, subjective measurement. We hope that our success with the
technique will encourage others to attempt additional applications and that more basic research in this field will yield more
powerful methods for the analysis of the results.
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CHAPTER5
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th~cIO th neagadw oad l-~a ibreadg ndbased workspace.,the search for satisfactory mental

workload measurement methods has become one of the moat active human factors research areas. Designers and engineers
have asked for better methods to assess mental workload at all stages of system developrncnt - but especially in the high-

Techniques for measuring mental workload (hereafter referred to merely as workload") can be divided into three basic
categore.

S~-k behavioural, and

_QL wecfi )'
.- Thp preset paper deals with one particular technique belosnging to the third group of methods, which always use some
form of operator self-report (eg rating scales or questionnaires). The subjective methods seem at first glance to be almost too
simple and 'unscientfiec. However, as Johannsen (lt1M iaoted, if an operator feels his workload level is high then it is high,
regardless of what other measrmes !hcu~ndeud, it may be the only meaningfu definition of mental workload, he says.

496me of the criteria normally applied in evaluating the various workload techniques are non-intrusivesness, ease of
impleentation, operatoracceptance, and amar ply to variations in task demand. Although the subjective techniques tend to

satisfy these requiremnenta, prb vl better than behavioural and physiological methods, they have exhbited a couple of
undeeiribecbaateitiJs of av4 in must applications of the technique the scales used are specific to a single investigation
and therefore Fot Cri"id fr, general use. Secondly, there is little evidence that workload rating scales have been developed
on the bads of psychometric theory, eg, Wifiges and Wierwilleo~nbe result is that most available scales have unknown metric
properties acid, at best, provide only ordinal measurement capability. Because of this, the variety and power of available
statistical analyses are limited.

In order to deal with these undesirable pruperties of subjective methods, a procedure known as the Subjective Workload
Assessment Technique, or SWAT, was developed, at AIA'dRL byftdd and his colleagues (3) (4) (5). In SWAT, Subjective
workload is defined as being composed of three dimensions;

1 time loud .

2 -mental effor load and

-3 psycht*%*W astresslIOaN*
they am an adaptatlmondthose isuated by Sheridan and Simpson (6). (Itiasgenerally agreed amonug researchers today that no
soinge dimension is capabl of describing workload.) Each dimension is represented by an individuil three-point rating scale
with a description for each level of load. SWAT i basnd on co~oint measurements and scalin (eg Kuantz and Tversky (7) and

-permits rating on three dimensions to be combined into one overall scale of workload. In order to identify the appropriate
mathematical rule for combining the three dimension Into one overall saclp, aacale development" pase is completed. During
this phase subjects rank hider the subjective workload associate with the 27 possible combinations that result fro.s the three
levels of time, mental dort, and strea lood. After vomplation of scale development, an *event scoring phase is started. This
phase is the atal experiment, during which the subjects perform the tasks) of interest anW rate the time, mental effort, and
sraw load imposed by perfonning the task. This fthee-par rating corresponds to one of the 27 workload statement
combiedons from the scale developmenmt phase - and therefore to ame of the de rived interval values on the SWAT scale. The
SWAT value for that time, mental effort, and stress load combination become the datum for incluso in the usual statistical

An imtportanit part of developing any new measurement teclRique is scale validatintSince workload is a hypothetical ,-

consatruct, that.i, not a directly observable phenomenon, validation is accomplished by coihpar~is a new measure with other
measures already in use. ~i~ 41~
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The following description cocentrates on the applimllo of SWAT in a validation experinent, which consisted of a
Sseries of landig appro&ches flown in a moving cockpit simulator. The relations of SWAT to other measurements taken in the
experimmt will be publised in a separate report. The SWAT vesion used was a recently developed German-language

Sversion. However, since a previous in.estigation provided strong support for the assumption that the German version was an
i ~accurate equivalent of the original, the results should hold for SWAT in general.

I &•WTlOD

In order to provide a suitable task and envinmment, a simulated flight task was selected. The task consisted of a ten
minute-flight in Hamburg terminal area, including approach and landing; it was flown manually in a moving cockpit simulator.
The difficulty of the piloting task vus changing along the prescribed flight path. Various combinations of tak elements, which
were, eg, straight and level ffight, curve, descent, deceleration, and ILS intercept, made a subdivision of the entire flight profile
into six segments with different levels of task demand (or workload, respectively) possible. The flight task was flown 14 times by
each subject, prior training runs not included. On one half of the 14 runn, a simulation of a strong low-altitude wind shear
became active in the final flight segment. This was used to pri-sent an additional variable of task difficulty to the pilot, with its
own two clearly distinct levels of workload. To assure that the windshear, used alternatively with the no windshear condition in
the final segment, was actually a significant load factor, one item of an eleven-item qu,stionnaire which was filled out by each
subjet at the end of his experimental session, required the pilot to give an estimate of the difference in task difficulty between
these two conditions. Another item of the questionnaire required the pilot to put the first five flight segments in a rank order of
task difficulty.

2.1 Suhiecb
A total of fourteen pilots were selected for participation in this validation study. They all had commercial pilot licences

and were licensed for flights following instrument flight rules (IFR). Most of them were test pilots. Their flying experience
"ranged from 800 to 9500 hours.

2.2 Flight Scenario aW. SWAT Rating Procedure
The approach and landing at the airport of Hamburg had to be flown manually, without the assistance of a copilot. The

simulation runs started 10 miles from the initial approach fix. Hamburg VOR. On a randomly alternating basis, the pilot had to
take over control of the airplane either 10 miles south of the HIamburg VOR, with inbound course 009, or 10 miles west of the
fix, with inbound course 069 (see Figure 1). He was partialy guided by "radar vectoring" to the ILS runway 23. The ATC
scenario is given in Table 1.
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The flht was divided into 6 segmentL EaCh saegmnt was defined by spedhk partial tasks. In the beguining of segment 1
the plt took over the "clean" plane at 4000 ft and with an ainspeed of 195 ktsL The segment ended with the instruction to
descend to 3000 ft, to reduce speed to 180kts and to give the SWAT-rating for the first segnent. About 1 mile before the
Hamburg VOR the secod segment ended with the iistruction to turn right and to give the second SWAT-rating. After
inte radial 075 .W about 3 miles away from the VCR,the pilot was instructed to turn left to heading 270, to descend to
2200 ft and to judge segment 3 with a SWAT-rafing When headin 270 was established and the airplane had reached the
altitude of 2200 ft, the pilot gave his SWAT-rating for segment 4 end was cleared for ILS-approach on runway 23. About two
miles to the Outer Marker the pilot gave the SWAT-rating for segment 5, which essentially consisted of the interception of
localizer and glidepath. In half of the flights, after passing the Outer Marker, the pilot had to deal with a windshear situation.
This last segment 6 had to be judgpd with a SWAT rating immediately after touchdown.

During the flight, the pilot had to do all R/I" communication himself. He also had to take care of the flap setting and the
landing Sgea The subjective workload estimates were taken at the end of tach flight segment The experimenter, who also did
the ATC communication with the pilot, always asked him to give his workload rating for the segment just completed. The pilot
did so by making a verbal call-out of a three-digit combination, where the first digit always referred to time load, the second
digit to mental effort load, and the third one to psychological stress load. As a reminder of the required sequence of these three
dimensions of SWAT ratings, a small placard was fixed on the lower instrument panel. The SWAT rating call-outs, as well as all
other communications, were recorded on nudio tape. Additionally, the experimenter wrote down the SWAT ratings in his "test
log0.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To make sure that the segmenting of the flight task, as it was done here, actually allowed the desired distinction between
varying levels of load, the difficulty estimates given by the pilots in the post-experiment questionnaire were checked prior to the
analyses of the SWAT data.

First, as it was expected, windshear in the final segment made the piloting task more difficult, at least "somewhat more"
(three quotations), but more frequently "much more difficult" (eleven quotations). Second, the rank orders given for the task
difficulties of the first five flight segments indicated a stepwise, monotonic increase of workload from segment i to segment 5
(see Figure 2 for mean ranks). There was a high agreement between the individual rank orders of the 14 pilots. This is reflected
by ahigh coefficient of concordance W - .846), which is also significant beyond the one per cent level (chi square 0 47,37 at
df - 4). Taken altogether, it indicates that the subtask segments defined here represented clearly distinct levels of the
independent variable, which should then be reflected by the SWAT technique, too.
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Fig.2 Mean of difficulty ranks Mt (solid line), SWAT score means M (dashed line) and Standard Deviations SD (vertical

4' .bars) obtained from 14 subjects in the various segments of the flight task
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As an initial step for the analysis of the SWAT data, the transformation of the three-dimensional ratings into one overall
scale was performed. Under the assumption that the calculated overall SWAT scale is valid for all pilots involved in this
experiment, two-way analyses of variance (with pilot as factor one and segments as factor two) were carried out. The first
Anova, using only the data obtained in the final segment, under windshear/no windshear conditions, was done to check the
validity of SWAT to discriminate between two quite different workload levels of basically the same task. The second Anova,
using the data obtained in the first five segments, analysed the SWAT measurement's ability to discriminato between more than
two different subtasks, which may have much less apparent workload differences between them.

As a finding from both analyses, SWAT ratings showed highly significant differences between the individual pilots. The
large standard deviations of the SWAT scores (see figure 2) appear to be mainly ascribable to this high interindividual
variation.

But, nevertheless, in the Anova carried out first, the discrimination of the final approach segment six, ic % ind shear and
turbulence influenced flight vs. no disturbances, was also significant (probability of F - 6.01 (df~.l; 140) was less than five per
cent).

Additionally, the following Anc-a showed that the SWAT score differences between the first five flight segments were
also significant (probability of F - 179.9 (df:4; 770) was less than five per cent, too). The data showed a monotonic increase of
the SWAT ratings from segments one to five, which corresponds well with the task diffictity levels administered in the
experiment. Moreover, Sheffe post-hoc comparisons of means showed that allpairwise differences between any two successive
segment SWAT scores were also significant beyond the five per cent level.

So, it can be concluded from this experiment that basic evidence was found for *',e validity of SWAT as a tool for the
assessment of mental workload, and thus for its applicability in high-fidelity simulatic a and actual in-flight tests.

It should be mentioned, however, that the collection of SWAT data has to be I lanned carefully, in order to ensure that
calls to do SWAT ratings do not interfere with the flight task (Pilot comments ndicated that, eg, giving SWAT ratings
immediately after receiving ATC instructions might be viewed by some subjects as being a distraction from the flight task. From
this point of view, the collection of SWAT ratings at fixed, rigid time intervals appears to be not a good practice. Rather, the
SWAT data collection should be organized as being event-related, in a way which assures that both, subject and experimenter,
have the surne understanding as to which task or sequence of tasks just accomplished a SWAT rating refers to.
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\,_~INTRODUCTION
'Z' 4The goal of our proposed technique is to employ two converging methodologies to track the workload changes during the

ILS approach to laading. The two methodologies - based upon the Event-Related Brain potential (ERP) and the Sternberg
Memory Search task will provide information that is both sensitive, detecting variations in resource demand when they occur,
and diagnostic, localizing these changes within the multi-dimensional space underlying human processing resources, Each
of these techniques will be briefly described.

K The Event-Related Brain Potential is a transient series of voltage oscillations in the brain that can be recorded from the
scalp in response to the occurrence of a discrete event,41'ese oscillations can be characterized by a number of components
which in turn may be identified by their polarity and typical latency value following the event. In a series of previous
investigations 4 have shown that the amplitude of the P300 component of the ERP can serve as a reliable
unobtrusive index of the perceptual/cognitive load imposed by a primary task, but is insensitive to the demands associated with
the selection and execution of overt responses. In this sense the measure is diagnostic. It has also proven to be unobtrusive in the
sense that it interferes little with performance of the primary task. -,. .

The diagnosticity of the ERP dictates that it will be insensitive to variation in response load. To assess demands on the
response dimension, and at the same time to confirm the variations in perceptual load that occur as the flight task proceeds, we
intend to employ the Steinberg Memory Search task, also as a secondary task. This task, which has also been validated as a
sensitive measure of workload in aviation environments (6) (7) requires the pilot to identify whether or not a displayed
character is one of a set of characters that is held in short-term memory. Reaction time is employed to assess the speed of this
decision. As the number of items in short-term memory is increased, reaction time is lengthened by an amount proportional to
the speed of memory search. The time is typically indexed by the slope of the RT function with the increase in set size. When the
central processed demands of a primary task are increased its slope increases. When the motor demands increase, the entire
function shifts upward as an "intercept" increase. For example, Wickens and Derrick (8) have found intercept shifts resulting
from imposing the primary task requirement to track, hut slope increases as the tracking task is shifted to one involving higher
order control dyn;.lnics, thereby requiring a greater amount of perceptual "lead generation".

METHODOLOGY

Bodi tasks will be administered as secondary tasks, by themselves and concurrently with the ILS approach scenario.

ERP During the course of the mission the pilot will hear a Bernoulli series of tones of two tone pitches, occurring at an
interstimulus interval of 3 seconds. He will be asked to monitor for the occurrence of one of the tones, and make a discrete
response at the fifth occurrence of each of these tones. The relevant tone will occur 33% of the time. Therefore, the discrete
response will be required on the average of one every 45 seconds. On the basis of our previous research, we anticipate that each
stimulus, whether relevant or not, will elicit a P300, and that P300 amplitude will covary inversely with primary task
perceptual/cognitive dr - As. Selection of the particular interstimulus interval, relevant-stimulus probability, and stimulus
modality (auditory rol ... :an visual) is based upon our desire to choose conditions that will impose minimum interference
with the primary tas,. yet maintain maximum workload sensitivity.

Memory Search Task Prior to the beginning of the mission the pilot will be presented a set of either 2 or 4 letters to
maintain in memory. As the scenario is carried out, a series of letters will be visually presented at a prominent location on the
display at an interstimulus interval varying randomly between 3 and 5 seconds. Pilots will indicate by depressing one of the two
keys, mounted on the primary flight control stick whether each displayed letter is or is not a member of the designed "positive
set". The latency from display presentation to response initiation will be recorded. A full replication of the workload
assessment technique will require that the scenario be flown twice; once with a small memory set size (M-2) and once with a
larger set size (M-4). These two replications will allow estimation of both the slope and the intercept of the function. At the
present time it is assumed that the technique will employ visual presentation of letters of the alphabet. However, we are
currently assessing the use of the auditory modality and a "spatial" alphabet of characters as potentially more sensitive to
variance in flight related resource-demands.

DESCRIPTION r'• , QU"-' "LIED TO DEFINED FLIGHT TASK

Since both tectnuques are fo.. .dy "secondary task", neither one is embedded into the primary task, and therefore neither
will impose any constraints upon primary task performance as described in Appendix I of the original proposal. The ERP task
will, of course, require auditory presentation of the probe stimuli, while the Memory Search task will require that a visual letter
display device be integratl d into the cockpit and a 1 bit response mechani,;m be available on the flight control stick.
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Since the goal is to map out transient changes in workload acros the mision, it will be desirable that both of our workload
measures be replicated more than once at each time during the mission, so that greater reliability can be obtained. This
requirement in turn dictates that the minion be flown at leat twice for the ERP task and four times (twice at each memory set
size) for the Steinberg Task. Our intent is to construct a running average of each measure across a sliding 10 second window,
allowing this interval to dictate the 'bandwidth" or temporal resolution of our measure.

LIMITATIONS AND PriTAL•S

Both techniques suffer certain limitations that are inherent to some extent in the application of almost any secondary task
technique. Primary among these is the issue of reib•iab : How many trials will be required to obtain an estimate of transient
workload during particular points in the mission. It is difficult to establish this number a priori, but it is clear that reliability of
both measures will grow with an increasing number of replications. As indicated above, we have proposed two replications as a

* minimum to obtain 10 second resolution.
Inmisiivermdisruption of primary task performance does not appear to offer ainy difficulty with the ERP task. In fed this

is one of its great benefits. On the other hand, the requirement for periodic overt responses in the Steinberg task may slightlyS disrupt performance of the continuous flight ta.t (9}.

POW Acceptance is a third potential limitation and it is difficult to anticipate how readily a pilot will accept (a) scalp

mounted electrodes, and (b) performance of each uf the associated tasks. In this regard it shouldbe noted however that Natani
and Gomer (10) and Schiflett (6) have both obtained performance measures from the ERP and St~mberg task respectively in
the fliht simulators and in the actual aircraft under instrument landing conditions.
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lb determining the safety and overall castoftes m The none-observable aspecta of a perso's work Incluade tems macha

W afoinmtlon processing requirahunt aithe crew to evahiaft ifthey can perform thet tasks required of*=wmIn * thethE~va le
gie a clearly ddfne d oe f equipment. pracedures, and operatting envitanmef.

Therm is avariety of techniques which havw been considered as measures of MWL in &kc.tsyftms9M!(S)49$TeY

inovaeyltlghdet ig dgrees ofueni ativity. Although we have employed task Anlyti workload memasres for

many yew ;on of MWL measures in the validatian of new aircraft desgigs has beeni delayed for at leas
three reasons. lFirst. the requirement to systematically meamar MWL has only gained acceptance in the avlatonmmunityuin
the last five to ten years. With higher levels of automation, the problems of overload and umlerload have received more serious
attention by pilots manufacturers, and regulatory agencies

Second, there is no agreemout about the defnition of MWL This aclemrty linked to Othepitmlgclpolmo
deaming with -n entity that cannot be directly observed. Since aftucdiers are ganierdy concerned with Ne1workload
applications, the evience shows that individuals report the exeineof workload with different teat (ft It is reasonbler
that the scientific community wot Id formulate different ddnitons. The ultimate value of any sidentific definition, on the other
hand, rest. with it. "useflness" in understanding and predicting event.. To the extent tha MWL maintain, funictional
relationships with variables that are important to industry (eg, error rates, equipment costs, customer operatin cast.), it will be
useful and coat-effective to study.

The third reama for a slow repneto the problem of MWL measurement is a complex sot of ecnmcforces. On one
hand industry wants the best measures available since they would reduce the rikofimplementing afailty der*%n on the other
hand, no practical monsure exists which couild reduce thi risk. The use of an invalid or unreliable MWL meanuza would induce
more uncertainty of the desig and cealihecation process than would the use of current techniques. In the face of this technical
uncertainty, industry can be expected to be pragmatic andl employ procedures which they have found to work in the pinL

Today, the manufacturers of new aircraft systems reduce their risk of designing a product which induices excessive NMW
by involving compý,nv pilot. (or other user) at every phase of its development. The pil" are well acquainted with operational
problems and it is their responsbility to assure that anew aircraft can be operated safely by an adequately selected and trained
crew. Primary methods for evaluating workload ane task analytic approaches, early in design, and suiulation or Ilght tests as
the configuration firms up. Both normal &Mabnd ormal conditions are addressed.

Altoug de vliityofthis approach is strong, a number of defcinces hame been recognized by the Presidenft' task
force on aircraft crew complement (8). When employing woirkla analyses to support future FAA certificaidon dasfts, theyI recommended improve nt in subjective evaluation methods and a greater use of fine piot in the area of workload
evaluation. Based on these recommendations we have re-examined the special requirement. for MWL measurement in
transport aircraft and have formulated a short andl long-term plan for improving hIWL measurement

RQRE EMENTS thOy muatb noiteenghehvngtUur vldhtheovicng

Workoadmeaureentgrew out of a requirement to inure that people could reliably perform a task when given specific
equipment, procedures operating environment. and time limitations. The techniques which are of special interest are those
which can be hsdigh-~fidelity testing bo te utb oitraigwiehvn h m ayvldt ob ovnigt
the deepcsig nineer, Protect managtement. user pultocustomer representatives adgvrnm wsoysods

Applications for MWL measurement in aircraft systems can be grouped into 'bre areas: a)deipi validation or
certification (eg, Can the crew member perform the assigned task ?).(b) deslgn/developnoenald pimmc
size) wand (c) blocybernetics (eg- Can overall system reliability bo improved by real-tme nmeauement and feedback of crew
MWL?) Eachi of these applications result in the addition of other specialized requirements. For example, if blocybeatntic
applications are bein considered, the MWL measur must provide valid and reliable information about individuals while they
are working. If ansaid to design is the goal, then MWL measures should inform the design team about specific trouble spt and
sunemt remiedial deepsigoludoans Uf design validation or certification defines the requirement for MWL eanesurement. then the
data should be suitable for answering specific questions such as: Is the new desig better, worse or the same as a comparable
exisin system whinch has an accptable safety record?
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pefr f acticas (a r~vely well umlerstood ares). For exameplefiire: 2 Il~uetrusa F a neommglataprovenmbac

an llgI~with a omuer-ue ayutm.bspoalae'smajr dutiesaretoptathr tforamaionp, nterpe htand thimua prsfomth
uprorifte action in a tim*l fniestb. Starftia fom th" frameework, te source of operator MWFL cem be partitiouad into,
thre arer (a) Whformato gaterU* (control of nayoi prcceassIDO (b) Merital operations (symbolic processing and (c)
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por ining actlons (control atespom. proamsing Thispartitionhig •slpes that MWL is based in the b•olo)of tehuma.
eamen systin mad the beat memare y evauate these domains separately

MfW DNflWNE ASLANGAGE-DASID f ING

Our sdo. of MWL I derived from our pe equlmms for design validaton (acetiflcton) and devopment of
lodpatiommd sysetems wher the roe of the flht caw Is changing fm active controller (a& stick movement) to one of
eyavmtmmr (,& select futomand acntmom via sysiem matomiatlo). Since the mental activity assciated with mamnaginga
higymaomted 3 m pnibebly Iduces a high dc fe of verbal mediation, we have defited MWL for this appication as
beguage-boW sd actsiuvity.Twomethods ofspecifftnadegree oIMWL arebeftgcomldered. 7%eAm vstvleaWLashlW
or-no and its dee would be uxpresed as a pemtg of time when a crew mamber was experiencing m criterion level of
MWL The second views MWL as occurring along a continuum and would be expressed as a scelar which fluctuates from
momet-tl-momnt. The assumptions underlying thes two definitions are beyond the scope of this article and will not be
covered, but practical conmderatlion for a particular qapiation may dictate the usfulness of one definition. over the other.

The moder aircrew perform many huguage-bued activities which range from preflight checklists, flight plans, and
v ol cmmunications to the management of system Other hanguag d tsks include. membering alphaumeric data,
etering d�a�commands into computer systems, fault isolation/problem solving. mental teming,
ooin action and corming inputs. This short list is not exhaustive and does not include verbally-mediated meta sets

to monitor, msarch, interpret, slect, initiate or adjust. This conception of language-based mental activity accep" thtt many
habits may subsume performance to nonlanguage centers but the selection or initiation of habits probably require verbal
mediation and bhc, MWL

G•NERALAPPROACH

Our primary goal has been to develop measures which can be employeC in crew station design and validation. Our
strategy is to initiate a short-term and long-term development plan. Subjective meitsures ar being developed for use in a two orthree year time frame by d i existing methodology where possible and impleuentating new techniques when necessary,
Event-related brain potentiala (ERPs) are being developed for applications later than three years.

SUDJCflVE MEASURE-S

Bwekgrow The standard practice for evaluating operator workload is to ask an expert or trained operator about the
workload le*vl associated with a particular system during a post-flight briefing. The problems associated with this type of
subjective assessment are well known and yet it is the most widely employed technique because it has many attractive features,
such as low-coat/ease of administration, rapid evaluation time, high face validity, data are easily interpreted, and they can be
employed at every rsae of develpment incuding fgt testing.

A major problem with subjective measures is their susceptibility to bias. Whether the bias is due to intentional or
unintentional factors, subjective measures se particularly unatisfactory when an Impartial worklod analysis is required.
Some of the sources of unintentional bias include: distortions of rememberin forgetting and demand characteristics to
behave or feel in predefined ways (11) (12). Sources of bias, due to a persons unique experience, can be partially coatrollcdby

than evaiume a group of representative users. Certan/, experts are needed to organize the evaluation and formulate the

conclusions, but excessiv. reliance on a few experts can undermine the identfication of problems common to pilots who are
Inskilled or experienced.

Ratin of workload have been available for many years but few of the techniques have established their validity and
reliability with standard psychometric methods (14). Two exceptions are the bipolar-adjective rating scales developed by
NASA-Ames (13) and the subjective workload assessment technique, otherwise known as SWAT developed by the United
States Air Force (14). Laboratory studier have established the construct validity and test-retest reliability of these mensures
(15) (16).

Our experience with dtese rating scales indicate they ar most useful when comparing the relative workload levels
betwen two test conditions, but their application appears limited for the design and development of new equipment. On one
hand the data are well suited for statistical analysis (difference tests and goodness-of-fit), but on the other hand they do not
provide much insight into the underlying reasons for high workload. An analysis of the ub-scales of SWAT and the bipolar
ratings, gives a cleaer picture "whar the teat subject experienced (ce& time-load or stress-load) not 'why" the higher workload
was experienced (eg. displays we dMicalt to read). We have found that pilots and other teat subjas, are interested and
cooperative in providing workload ratings but they are often frustatae in communeAting the details of the equipment
prmblems at hand. Since moat rating techniques do not make provisions foraconcurrnt vearel rqxot, this informatio must be
obtained after the test when a person' memory is lees acoate.

s ad Why of MWU.. Decaue of the well know memory problems associated with post-flight debriefing (17), we
adopted an approach which asks people to give verbal reports duringthe Rflght to supplement ratings of VMW Put simply, our
appro h asks peopletoevalua MWL interms of"what and why-. We ask "wht" level of workloodey ae experiacing by

mmof a Wia-point ratin scsi., and If high ratings of MWL are reported, they are &asd 'why" (a verba reason for the high
ratina.Ths ratingtechnique was developad to addreasshigh MWL levels and may notbe suitable for meaturing the lower nd
of the MWL coorumm (underload)

MWL Is defined as the degree of attention required to proom a task. Ratings of MWL ar verbalied intr of how

much attention is required to pform three b. c task-a) gather i(b) perfrm. metal operationsa (c) p

S;¼
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RATE THE DIGNEE OF ATTEINTION nIOUIRIm TO PERPORM1 ...
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cin.F~gure 3 illustrates the three pant nature of each MAWL ratng with sub*ect rating attentional req~uirment..a low,
medium or high. Pluses and minuses are used with these labels so that subjects can refine their pros appro~dmation with small
up (4-) or down (-) sadutments to yield a six point rating sKate. Low, mediumn, and high were emaployed rather than a numeri
scale to minimise the requiremtent for subjects to mentally transform their experience tu a metric formatL

The etperience of paying attention to internal or external cue is assmed to be self-evIdent to sub*ect but they m o
expected to be familiar with our method of categorizing attentional activities into three types. To emair that subjects have a
c ommon basis for ratings of MWL, they are given examples of internal activities which require attention. Table Ilist, some
activities which require attention and then organizes the activity according to three basic inomto-rcsIngtsks. When

* subjects experience high attentional demanids for any of the basic task, they are required to vesbeih a few word or phrases
indicating the conausto the high MWL Fxamples for each basic task might be: *can't read the displaf, "radio Interferes with my
concentratdon, and Ikeys are hard to reach Of course may activities can be viewed as having components of all three tasks,
For eamaple, "confirming an Input" can be viewed as having sub-activities of action (moving the eysinformationgathe ring
(seeboo and mental operatons (Interpratlag whet was seen) The partitionsing of the workoa rating shoulid be guided by the
overriding princple oflmeliness. Since the purpose of the reposs bs to identify MWL problem area and associate themi with
controls, display or system logic, the test subjets shoul consider what aspect of the equipment is drawing their attention and

5tham foossiate a workload rating booed on this experience.

Using this approac to review a complex system, the problem areas can be identified and prioritized by aggregating the
verba explanations of the best cibjects. By assessing the magnitude of the problem acosmany people the problems ofover-
dcslpa and under-desIga weld be aodd

* ~~Adisadvwangeofths approachIsthe triningrc eadto adminsterthe raing sale.Theconsistentuseof the calebya
subject depends on a high level of motivation and sot-,bdcticsfi Subjects must be able to acet and use the definitions of
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attention and apply them in a structure which distinguishes between sensing thinking and acting. This dcivdvantage can be
outweighed by the quality of the resulthi data obtained fromt each test and the increase in understanding which occurs between
the behavioural scientist and the technical staff who is uWS the data. The structure of Isem, decide and act" fit nmey into an
engineering model and provide a useful heuristic for considering how the human component fits into the overall system.

It is likely that the verbal rating data obtained with this technique will be influcnced by the demand characteristic to
withhold high ratings until "good" justifications can be formulated. The loss of sensitivity may have positive as well as negative
effects A beneft may accrue from "filtering out" many of the masons which are unique to a person's traing experience, and
attitudes. lbs most practical subjective MWL measure, for engineering applications, may be one which identifies (converges
on) the fundanental human Information-processing problems and not the measure that identifies the greatest variety of
problems (diverges) Pracbctity is difficult to define, but a measure which establishes agreement about the nature and priority
of probems helps to move a complex design forward, whereas a measure which immobilizes the design proem does not.

EVENT-RELATED POTENTIAL MEASURES

Background Flctrocortical measures of workload, such as event-related potentials ERPs), have the capability of being
less susceptible to bias and less interfering than subjective measures, but a practical measure has not been developed. ERP
measures can be relatively unobtrusive and noninterfering if properly implemented because they do not require conscious
meditation and they can be recorded in ways which blend into many work environments (1 8)

A substantial amount of data supports the validity of ERPs a a measure of workload. Some experiments have found that
the amplitude of the P300, a late positive component of the ERP, increases with peater workload, while others have found that
it decreases. The different results depend upon the nature of the task to some degree. When the ERP is elicited by stimuli which
are panr of a secondary task, as primary task workload increases, P300 amplitude decrease (19) (20) (21) (22). On the cther
hand, when the ERP is elicited by stimuli which are pan of the primary task, P300 amplitude increases as primary-task
workload increases (23).

Recent work has shown that ratings of workload are related te P300 amplitude and a later components called the N400.
Correlations based on individual subject data, were significant in 40 percent of the subjects tested suggesting that the
relationship between ERPs and workload may be strong in some people but non-existent in others (24).

ERP EAcied by POiW's CLa-squs One way of blending ERP measurement into the work environment of a highly-
automated system would be to elicit ERPs with stimuli which are part of its display devices. Since current aircraft employ
digtized speech to communicate with the flight crew (eg& aural warning systems), we explored the feasibility of using a standard
speech probe to elicit ERPa while people work (18). Advanced designs for future flight decks often include provisions for
digitized speech to comnunicate with the crew. Computers can be expected to employ speech messages to annunciate changes
in the automation and to alert an operator when routine tasks need to be performed. Since digitized speech can be employed
acres a wide variety of computer-interface applications, we devised a ample challenge-response paradigm. ThMe computer-
band system notifies the operator that their attention is required and the operator must acknowledge the request with a
response, either vocal, manual or mental.

Since a speech signal reliably elicits an ERP, regardless of the subject's attentional state or sensory-receptor orientation,
this pproach ould be employed in many work applications. Evidence from a number of tests have supported the feasibility of
this approach, For example, when the subjects mentally counted t.e occurenc of the operator's call-sgn, them was an
increase in the amplitude of the late-positive potential of th ERP This increase is compared to a condition where the subject
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ignored the call-sign anldwas engagled in ante unrlatd entl ctivity (readiuangsm gee) The diferec Iin lat-POSitivc

activity shown in Vingumt 4 can be interpreted as resulting frm the menta outing actity Mod hence refetn a tyeof
language-based mental activity (25).orfe h g=ofkgaebsdmna atvtislvlI

Although the presence of late-poeltive activity seemDs t elc h xse flnug-ae etlatvtislvli

reduced under some conditions of Increased processing.Experimenital results have shown that P300 amplitude decreases with

higher memory loed under a variety of conditions. When a key ptes is employed to acknowledge the can-sgn, smaller P300s

won observed at the vertex (Cz) Site (se FigureS5, (26). A slightl different outcome war obtained when a voice response (eg

Itollar' aicknowledgped the subject's cdl-sign. Smaller P300s were observed over the right hemisphere but not over the left

hemisphere (see figure 6, (27).

Measuement of human-inforatiofl- processing levels will become more accepted when the usefulness of its methods

improve. 1he kMn of mehdlgclimprovements which will havc an impact on the direction of future applicationsa arm (a)

better indivldual-sttbiect analysis, (b) better rea-time interpretation of signals, (c) laboratory paradigms which have better

generalization (external validity) to operationallenvironments. Measurement of humafr nformation-prozesisfl) activitlee will

at'jbecome more widespread Nf the benefit of impleetn them outweighs their costs. If a fAvourable cost/benft sado, can be

the lopgtriaEphoning of equipment design.
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SUMMARY
When evaluating aircraft systems, the most weMu mental workload (MWL) menmr ame tioec which can be employed in-

Nfshorbnllmbeodmsabonlmalm.Trequlm meanure tob boohnerferkg rdat lumbtnsivk, and p ovlde estmates of
opatioaal-deevout MWL while umintaining high levels of validity and reliability. in the context of miutomated systems, our
ustraty hat been to ddfne MWL as languege-basad maktal. nctivity and to develop mWbjdtve ratings (opnionn scale) in the

uhos term an ee-ube brain potential (BEP) measure in the long term. Subjective rattings are being employed to
estimaw te required degree of attnetion to perform (a) informaition gathruing (b) mental operatons, and (c) actions. Thi
organiluolao aids in the identification of undesirable MWL levels associated with system displays, logic, and controls. in
addition to providing aquantitative workload raftig this technique elicits verbal. explanations ifhighMWL levels ate reported.
The purpose ofthe verbal reportis to identify speciicflc amssaociated with highMWL ratings and to sugatalternative design
solutions. The ERP is a promising objective measre which can be obtained without interferinig with normal work activitie
regardless of the cre,?, sensory-receptor orientation or conscious state. Expeditnental results support the feasibility of this
approach by using stuimli already present in the modern cockpit (digitized speech) to elicit ERPs that change with increased4
memory load and workload ratirgs
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Glenn Wilson
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From an itiievep t pyilgclmeasures would appear to provide an optimal set of techniques for assessing
workload. They make mini°gal demands on the operatces t•me and attention, they lend themselves to ready quantification, and
they tap functions which are easy to relate theoretically to the workload construct For example, in one view ($ta major
"determinant of workload is the amount of effort required of the operator. It would be expected rationally that the amount of
effort expended should manifest itself in the degree of physiological arousal or activation in the individual Therefore, indices of
such arousal should bear a direct and consistent relationship to the amount of workload.

Unfortunately, the history of attempts to dgive such direct relationships is less than impressive. While there have been
notable successes, such as the work of Beatty 65n pupillary measures and the heart rate results reported by Roscoe in this
volume, there were many instances in which physiological measures failed to show correlations either with imposed workload
levels, or even with each other under identical conditions. Such results led some investigators to abandon physiological
measurement entirely on the basis that it was inherently unreliable.. Others, however, realized that such lack of correlation
might just as well indicate that the measures were tapping different aspects of a complex construct and might, in fact, be
revealing an unexpected and very desirable specificity or "diagnosticity")ombined with the "global" indices of activation
represented by such things as pupil diameter and heawt rate, highly diagLostict hysiological meassures sright pinpoint the type Uf
processing resource, stage, or strategy which is being loaded by a particular task. This realization came at a time when workload
theorists were emphasizing the multi-dimensional nature of the workload construct. Thus, there is a happy correspondence
between the need in workload assessment for measures which tap specific resources or stages, and the growing realization that
some physiological measures may be quite specific in their sensitivity to prea'sely such types of psychological function.

Based on the results of a number of studies the U.S. Air Force decided, in 1979, to conistruct a battery of physiological
tests, each of which had shown some promise in laboratory studies of being sensitive to various aspects of workload. This

-Neuropsychological Workload Test Battery (NWT3) is currently uidergoing validation testing in several simulator
environments. Two of the most promising measures from this battery are the transient cortical evoked response and several
analyses of eyeblink behaviour. It is becoming clear that these techniques can contribute complementary types of information
on the amount of workload being experienced by the operator, and could form the basis of a measurement system which would
tap both global and specific aspects.

RATIONALE FOR THE MEASURES

The transient evoked response is obtained from the electroencephalogram (EEG) when a discrete stimulus is presented to
the subject in some sensory modality. In order to isolate this response from the ongoing EEG activirl, multiple stimulus
presentations are usually necessary, and the brain activity following the stimuli are time-locked averaged to onhance the signal-
to-noise ratio. The typical response can be variable between individuals with respect to precise amplitude and latency of peaks,
but usually shows the same Seneran morphology. This consists of two positive peaks prior to about 250 milliseconds after the
stimulus, and one major peak between about 250 and 500 milliseconds. This latter peak (called the P3 or P300 peak) is found
only when the subject is actively processing infornation, and when stimuli have some relevance to the task being performed by
the subject. In addition, within an individual, the amplitude and latency of the P300 appear sensitive to different aspects of thte
tas Amplitude appears to be directly proportional to the degree of subjective surprise st the appearance of the stimulus,
whereas latency appears to vary with stimulus evaluation time (3). Furthtt, under certasn conditions, it has been determined

"* •.that when the stimuli are presented during performance of a "primary" task (which may be visual, auditory, visual-motor, etc.)
the amplitude and latency of the P300 show a remarkable sensitivity to the workload of the primary task (4).

Further studies indicated that this sensitivity was specific to the perceptual/central processing demands of the task, and":i,-,
was insensitiveto the motor demands (5) (6). Thus, as used by these authors and adopted in the NWrB, the transient evoked

t response can be viewed as a highly diaposic measure of the central processing (mental) workload of the operator. It would
appear to be partcularly appropriate in thoe situations where the operational environment makes it difficult or impossible to
obtain objective, bhort-term measures of the amount of mental activity required by a task.

. . ...... . -.
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Inashnilar way, t is known that theblink pattern ofindividuals changes -as function of several aspects of task deosnmds,
aswlla fmubect tatc. However~studles which uti eblnkfrequenasadepndentvariblehave been severelycriticized
because of problems in design, analysis or experimental contrpl (74 Such measures appear to show great variability, and
recoire a degree of experimental control which would tend to preclude their use in operational settings.

Other approaches to the .nalysis of eye blinks bave been considerably motw successful inassessing longer-term effects of
worklod (4) Studies have indicated that humans have characteristic patterns of blink behaviour which are quite etpecific to the
task, and which are altered only under conditions of stress, fatigue or task load.

DESCRIPION OF THE1 TECHNIQUES

77w Ew~kd Ruponisc flddbPadlips~n. A p arti cularly p owerful ta-chnique for obtaining the transient evoked re spon se
-in awod~oddoadshadn hobeen reported by *aCogntivsclophysidogy Laboratory ofthe University ofllinois (3).In this
peroreae, called the -addbal paradigm, the subject isrequired to attend to~acnay simuli during the performance of

"primry"tuLypk~yfncodoqdmuueofwoo~ydmmmblelum841twotomofidifferent frequencies),
one ofwbidsoomnrsmuch momeoften than the other.Forinstance~whiletsubjcistrackigavisuaitagot(thcprirarytask)
high tomes may be presented through earphones 80% of the dime and low tones may be presented 20% of the time. The subjec
is inatructed to monito (e,6 to count) either dais of tones (the secondary task) while performing the tracking task. 7Ue
sequence of tone may be random or controlled (e4g., presented in a Bernoulli series) depending on the specific goal of the
experimet. In any case, the evoked response generated by one or more of the "rare" stimuli (32 to 64 stimuli are frequently

used) is obtained, and the P300 ampiptude and latency are determined. These values are then used to index the central
processing workload of a task.

For this measure, recording electrodes are attached to the scap. Although the precise placement is not critical for the
recording of the P300 wave in tin paradigmi, records are usually obtained from standard left and right parietal leads,
referenced to linked mastoids. As with most physiological measurement, it is important to reassure the subject that the
procedure is harmless and non-invasive. Given this, subjets typically have responded extremely Wen to thi type of
measuremnent, and rapidly forget about the electrodes and the data acquisition. Further fece validity can belintroduced into the
test by utilizing tones that naturally occur in the environment (radio signals, threat warnings, normal environmental sounds) as
the stimuli With proper attention to the requirements of the paradtig, utilization of such naturally occurruing stimuli can
significantly enhance the co-opeato from the subject and the overall validity of the data.

.1 Ey Blink RecordhlqEye Mblik can be recorded withon eye point ofreard monitor (see chapter 9) or by means of some
form of electro-oculogram (11O0) usang miniature electrodes placed above and below an eye (8).

EXAMPIZ OF UWI 13TECHNIQUE
Recent advances in aircraft landing systems (ecg., microwave landing systems) permit several new control strategies to be

introduced. For instance, complex loading paths can now be directed from ground control stations. However, such innovations
require that fligt directors be redesigned, and that the data they provide to the pilot be changed from that currently used.
Several new designs are availabe, and among the many questions that must be answered before one can be chosen,
determination of the workload of each system is one of th'e most critical. Amsming that overall aircraft performance is
relatively equal for all systems (a necessary prior determination befor workload even becomes an issue) it Is required that a
quantified ordering of the workload involved in each at three systms be produced.

Thmsa.nsssfeerlool aprace i ag icatsmltr Each approach last for 10 to 20 mimites,
andthevarousappowbs ivole dffeentspeifi tu (c6 nmbe ofturs)as well an different enviromental factors

(eCg., turbulence) Subjecs will consis Oftenl volunteer line pilots.
In this sitarstion it is ueoeseary to realize that a badein measure; is absolutely essential. As i behavioral secondary task

Pme=ue (see Shingledecker, this volume) physiological memures such as the evoked response and eyeblinks must be
interprete in terms of a stable individual baselinb. Therefore, the first requirement is to establish a comparable set of

aprahswith existing tnown flight directors having a previous history, of performance acceptability. If all approaches
cannot be baselined, at leas a moderately complex one should be obtained.

A woeod procedural tehoiqu Iso desirable In order tohelp establish the -operational" meaning ofany physiological
differences foun betwe syst=ms One ofthe most frequent errors in phys~olocalstudiesin operabosuenviroments isto
stop when statistically significant difiernces are discovered between experimental conditions. While these may be
thoreticafly importantý, and may often be Interpreted in terms of the construct validity of the Wtet they almost always fagl to

convince the operational pilot that the differenices have any practical value. To help alleviate this, it is desirable to introduce
several levels of sumrata *~a&ad of the experimental condiions. In this way, change for eachIanding systems a result of
consant stress ineasmes can be compared If these functions are different flor one system with respect to another, or with
repeto sm ela conoditionseve the sion-pArylologist can se that the systems differ in their workload.

The final desig would then be a flight directo by approach type by steslevel facora Given four Iflight diretor
(Including the control condition), three approach types, and two stres levels, each subiec would fly 24 suilmuaor missions. A

N ll battery of primary task performance measures rich as gOde slope error, etc., would be taken Several workload measuresA
would also be obtaind, designed towsaple th lblwrlaadto probespecific components of theworkload construct ~ ~
inorderstodiagaethe ourceofanyworlkdta chckepointaidenllfled byhgila meenes.

The cart"a evoked respons would benMI hscase toA relatively smwmetmtso h eta
tz.proceedog load I 'rdcdby tedffrnflgt dNOssa Auditory tones, mnde to simulat normal tones occurfin in the

cockpit, would be psesatod randomly but withi dI'Me probability of occurrenice. The tones would require attention but no
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response, from the pilot. For previously defind segments of the approach (lasting about 3 to 4 minutes each) the transient
tepm to these tones would be obtained. Segments would be chosen to be representative of a range of workimed in the
overall Approaches.

From this design, 3 to 5 evoked responses per mission will be obtained. Differences within each subject (delta scores)
between baseline mission segments and comparable segments within each of the other missions will be used as the primary
data. Thes delta scores can then be compied between flight directors for each subject, and composite statistics generated by
appropriate techniques. Similarly, the delta scoes can be used to generate a "workload increase with a given sa " for each
flight director and for the control condition. This derivative function will further serve as a sensitive measure of subtle workload
differences between experimental conditions.

Eyeblink measures will be used in the present case to obtain both global and specific indicators. The histograms of
inteblhn intervals will provide a time history of differences between flight directors in such things as strew, information
demand, and workload. Analyses will be similar to those described above, with delta scores based on the subject's baseline
condition and response to streus in that condition used as raw data. However, the time period covered by one histogram will be
somewhat shorter (about one minute), allowing somewhat finer resolution of the workload history. Since this is a time-based
measure rather than an event-based measure, it is more important that the events occurring during each time period be
examined and related to the results. Further, since the blink measure is not able to differentiate easily between central and
motor load, inspection and correlation of the events occurring in the scenario is even more importait to interpretation.

Similar analyses ctn be carred out for closure duration. In addition, however, one is particularly interested in the
occurrence of at.cal" closmure durations, either unusually long or unusually short In the one case, long duration closures
indicate the occurrence of "dropouts" in performance - a very significant event if it happens in an aircraft In the other case,
very short closures occur under high information load and stress, and would indicate an undesirable situation if continued for a
long time.

PfVAILS AND LMrIATIONS

The basic pitfall in the use of any physiological measurement is the difficulty of keeping both the experimenter and the
subject from becoming either too enthusiastic or too disappointed with the techniques. Neither extreme is justified.
Physiological metrics provide a valuable adjunct, and nothing more or less, to subjective, behavioral, and modelling techniques
for assessing workload. Whether they provide redundant information, ancillary information, or information which can be
obtained in no other way depends entirely on the question being asked and the environment in which it must be answered.

With respect to the specific techniques described here, several cautions must be clearly pointed out. The evoked response
is usually obtained as an awraged phenomenon. Therefore, very short-term changes not only cannot be detected by the
procedure, but may actually confound the average. Therefore, it is critical that the stimuli used to generate the evoked response
in the oddball paradigm be, as nearly as possible, equal in relevance to the subject over the entire data collection period.
Lacking this, consideration should be given to single trial evoked response techniques.

From a very practical viewpoint, it must be realised that the evoked response is a small electrical signal. While electrodes
and amplifiers have progressed to the point where norms: movement or electrically noisy environments are not
insurmountable problems, they must still be considered and controlled. Artifacts occur in the data under the best of
circumstances, and experimenters should be trained to detect and eliminate themn In the same way, identification of peaks in the
evoked response is not always straightforward. Although it is usually unambiguous in most subjects, there are enough
anomalous casms that a trained observer is still needed unless very sophisticated computer software is available.

For eyeblink recording, the limitations are similar to those for evoked responses. While the signal is electrically somewhat
larger, the eye tends to do more things to interfere with the desired response - the subject blinks, squints, raises the eyebrows,
and twitches. All of these may be difficult to discriminate from the eyeblink in the normal EOG, especially for the untrained
observer. For this reawon, it is usually necessary to "screen" the records and eliminate artifacts before processn. Thus, this
measure also requires a trained analyst, even if the analysis is filly automated after the initial screening.

Head movements can be particularly disturbing in this technique, especially if they involve large movements pivoted on
the neck (such as might be seen in fighter pilots). In severe cases, it might be necessary to use accelerometers attached to the
head to reveal such movements so that they could be screened out from the eye movement record. Large head movements
where the body accounts for the majority of the movement (e.g., bending or twisting movements) do not appear to cause severe
recording problems.

SUMMARY

Physiological measures will be of use in the assessment of workload to the extent that researchers attend to the validated
global or specii diagosticity of measure. They should be viewed neither as a panacea, nor as a frivolous add-oln to an
experiment. Specifically, the cortical evoked response and the analysis of eyebllk behaviour can provide both global and
specific indiators ot workload, and waen used with appropriate caution, can yield valid measures in situations where other
objective measures ar dimcult or impossible

'".4/.
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i INTRODUCTION
N During istrument flight, the pilot obtains information concerning aircraft state by cross-checking or scanning the flight

instruments. The, exact method of scanning the instrument panel varies from pilot to pilot but there are some basic features
common to a "good" scan pattern. Indeed, it was the early study by Fitts and his associates identifying the most common
instrument transitions which led to the familiar "'1" arrangement of t'.c major flight instruments (I)-.r'

The method discussed here may be considered a candidate for workload studies with piloting tasks which will invoke aSregular visual scan (spatial/temporr] pattern of eye movements) during instrument flight. When instrument scan is in use, it may
be postulated that external factors such as noise, inter-uptions, fatigue, etc which interfere with the piloting task may produce
mersurable changes in the scanning behavior. Such measures would be particularly attractive for quantifying workload since
they would be both non-invasive and objective.

It is important to point oat that instrument scan by itself is not a complete indicator of workload nor is task attention
necessarily associated with where the pilot happens to be looking at a particular instant. However, whenever instrument scan is
required in a piloting task, analysis of scanning behavior may yield important direct or indirect information concerning
workload.,iz

Scenarios in which irstrument scan may be considered a potential candidate for workload assessment include:

I Any situation in which instrument flight is required as part of the overall task.

2 Alterations in the design and/or layout of cockpit instruments.

3 Alterations in controls which require visual monitoring of.

4 Situations in which fatigue is suspected to be high.

METHODOLOGY

Measuring Visual Scan
-Measurement of pilot lookpoint (eye point-of-regard) is required in order to analyze the instrument scan. While several

techniques have been applied over the years, the most practical method for in-flight measurements is the remote oculomcter.
This device makes no contact with the pilot and does not restrict his movements while tracking his point of regard to within
approximate 0.5 degree accuracy. The oculometer measures infrared light (from a low intensity source in a comer of the
instrument panel) reflected from the retina and cornea of the eye via an infrared sensitive TV camera and a system of lenses and
mirrors. Computer analysis of thes-e reflections is performed to determine where the pilot it looking. Basic output from the
oculometer consists of the x, v coordinates of the visual scene as a function of time. Temporal resolution is 1/30 second. For
convenience in later analyses, the raw data is usually converted to yield instrument dwell rather than thd x-y coordinates.

NASA Langley Research Center has devote-" considerable effort to the problem of installing such a device in a cockpit.
The current version of their electro-optical (EO) i., sd requires a little more than the space of an instrument on the instrument
panel. A more complete description of the oculome, er is available elsewhere (2).

Analyses of Scanning Behavior

Analyses of the information provided from ie oculometer may be separated ink, temporal, spatial, and spatio-temporal
categories. In all cases, the fundamental premt- ; is that the 'regular' scan path will in some way be altered by some factor(s) (eg
panel layout) which may affect workload during instrument flight The analyses described here do not by themselves measure
workload, however they allow comparisons of the scan path behavior of the pilot uwder various situations and thus may provide
inferences concerning changes in workload.

Temrcnd Analyses

71,m Hiory ofookpomt
The fundamental output from the oculometer is a time history of lookpoint (ie a plot of the instrument being viewed as a"function of time). Besides providing the basic data from which other analyses may be performed this plot is useful as an

overview of the scanning behavior, eg it is particularly easy to determine periods of 'staring' or high rates of blinking.

• ., ", _.,,_ _ _ I
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D.wel Perccngw
The dwell percentage is the percentage of time spent looking at a particular instrument. The transition percentage is the

percentage of transitions which occurred between two instruments regardless of the direction of the transition. These data are
printed on a schematic view of the instrument panel with the dwell percentages inside the individual instrument boundary and
lines between the instruments representing those transitions which occurred (the width of the line can be drawn proportional to
the magnitude of the transition percentage). This diagram give a graphic picture of the scan paths.

Dwell Histogrms
Dwell time histograms may be plotted for each of the important instruments. Such a histogram is a plot of the number of

dwells (looks) on an instrument which lasted for the length of time indicated by the abscissa. Intuition suggests that instruments
with either high information content or poorer information transferability will elicit longer dwells than those with low amounts
of information or good information transferability. When additional fttformation is added to a display or the display format is
changed, dwell histograms may be successfully used to examine the effect of this change on the pilot (2).Te goal is to arrive at a
display design which will provide the mott information with the shortest dwell time.

Dwell time histograms tend to be stereotyped in shape for different instruments. Dwells can be classified by both the
.,C instrument being looked at as well ashe lookin at the instrument. The hor th e pilot was monitoring information or changing the
V indication by some control input while looking at the instrument. The histograms for these two dwell functions have two peaks,
tki one at short dwell times for 'check' on aircraft state and a second peak at longer dwell times associated with the 'reading' of

ait craft state. The control dwells show a peak at a very long dwell time (2).

Oculomotor Dynamhcs
Oculomotor dynamics are a useful type of ancillary data which may be considered during scan path analyses. While not a

direct indication of scanning behavior, the details of how the eye moves between instruments may be an important indicator of
fatigue. In particular, peak velocity and acceleration of saccadic eye movements can be e.c•pected to decrease dramatically as the
oculomotor system f, gues. Measurement of these parameters can provide an indication of the tendency to fatigue under
certain types of instr .nent scan.

Spatial Analyses

Instrument Transitons
The earliest analyses of the instrument scan calculated the probabilities of a pilot making a change in lookpoint between

pairs of flight instruments. The instrument transition matrix results from determining the probabilities of all such changes which
are possible. While it is theoretically possible to statistically compare two such matrices, obtained under different workload
conditions, the amount of data required to make such a comparison valid is often more than can be obtained in a practical
situation. This fact led to the development of a single parameter measure of scan behavior, called entropy, which in effect
, ummarizes the probabilities contained in the transition matrix (3).

Entropy
The time history of fixations has a form which is similar. to that of a communication system which can assume N discrete

states with a varying duration in each state. The orderliness of such a system is related to the probabilities with which it occupies
its different states. A system which always occupied the same state or always made the same transitions between states would
thus be quite orderly. In the case of instrument scan, these situations would be paralleled by staring and by a stereotyped
"scanpath respcctively.

7 'this concept of system order may be stated compactly (4) as:

D

H. = - Z [pilog2piJ

where H. - observed average entre)y
pi - probability of sequence i occurring
D - Number of different sequences in the scan

In the case of the instrument scan, entropy has the units of bits/sequence and provides a measure of the randomness (or
orderliness) of the scanpa"h. The higher the entropy, the more disorder is pesent in the scan. The maximum possible entropy is
constrained by the experimental conditions. The maximum possible vab(e, Hmax, may be calculated as follows. For a given
number of instruments, M, and sequence length N, the maximum number of different fixation sequences is given by:

Q - M * (M-I)N-1 - maximum of sequences of length N

The number of bits required to uniquely encode all 0 possible sequences is log2Q. The onagnitude of this latter number
also represents Hmax of the visual scan for the number of instruments and sequence length being considered. For example,
with 7 instruments the value of Q for sequences of 2 instruments is 56 which yields a corresponding H - 5.8.

In order to include the effect of instrument dwell times, a term for entropy rate may be defined as:

DH - •2 [H-VDTI]

i--!• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f M,,MT).. . :., .'
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where K~ -ustropyforith equenP
U1r, Averag dwall ame for A1 asigunm
D - Nunthar of" di 1rn -fixusaosequen.e

Wh~lim I1Ispossible for pilots to make rIh~ rapi glncs(with dwsl tmesof 100 mor hm)at ther InatUmmita(5).
fixatio rate this high (10 Auiosat/hac)npidlylaads tooculomokorhiigueAmorereallstic average value I probably about 2
fizationa/sac or less for a kegt periood of instrumeant scan (may) 10 swc) Using this value (0.5 secollook) as the average dwell
intervil, the maximum Aitropy rate for?7 instruments and sequences of length 2 is calculated hornmthe Folowing equation to be:

(H4 rate).. - 5.8/0. 4 2 fissitions/seq - 6 bit/n/sc

This number represents an upper bound. Since we suspect doa the pilot mea have some regularity in his or her scn, the
numbers we would expect to obtain tunder actual fligh condition will probably be lower. The observed average raew for the
basic experiments w- on the order of 1 bit/soc. A tendency to star under increased load should be refected by decreased
entropy and increased fixation dines making Hrate tend toward lower value under such conditions.

- -ll~ioprlAbe

Coffedon
In situations in which a workload inducing stimulus is applied either periodically (all verbal loading, secondary tak, etc)

or in a recurring but random Isshion, 0K~ uxe of corr~iation methods may be in order.

Autocorrelation may be performbd on scanning data as follows. A sequence of instrument numbers versus time is
developed from the date. Due to the arbitrary nature of the assignment of instrument numbers, the autocorrelation of the signal
containing all instrument numbers does not necessarily produce meaningfual results. For this reason analysis of each instrument
is examined successively by replacing the time sequence of aDl instruments with a sequence 11(1) where the value is 1 for the
instrument beftg studied and 0 for all other instruments. In order to eliminate the dc component for later spectral analysis, a
two-mean sequence 11(i)] is computed from jzi as followa:

where

Y10i) - I

if specified instrument j is being fixated and 0 otherwise

Y - mean of [x,(i)

The sample autocorrelation of lf,(i)I, or sample autocovariance of 1x1(i)], is calculated by the formula,

RN(k) - I1/n [V~i) * (i + k)]

where RL(k) - autocorrelatiort sequence for instnrumcntj
n - number of samples - total run duration/oculometter sampling period (I1/30th sec)

Thi autocorrelation is computed for each instrument for each loading case 'li order to detect possible periodicity in the
scan, the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation is taken to prouc the power density spectrum. From thi& a value for the

domirnant frequency may be obtained. For skilled pilots, this frequency tends to be close to that of the workload stimulus which
has been applied. Tis sugests that the pilot has a tendency to multiplex the flying task and the periodic task for greater
efficiency. Overload occurs when numbers are presented too rapidly for the pilot to efficiently multiplex both tasksI Novice pilots, however, do not seem to have any consistent patternin their autocorrelation sequences. Most of these pilots
show little or no periodicity in their scams for any of the loading conditionsi. One explanation may be that skilled pilots have a
better developed ability to time multiplex several simultaneous tasks

For stimuli which occur repetitively, but not at periodic intervals% it is plausible to consider the use of cross correlation
between the time at which the stimuli are applied and the scanpth although this has not been attempted to date.

Vimal Scamlag Measures Applie to the Siandard III Task, Mansually Fleam US Apprach a&W Landin of TWO-Pliot
PaMumae Jet Transport).

We now briefly diacwu the application of our techniques to the valuation of workload durin an RS approach. Two or
three factors must be manipulated to use the techniques described above. (a) a piloting task requiring a stereotyped scan path,
(b) a verbally presete menital loading teask, or (c) a visualy presented mental loading teask. It is assumed that the cockpit to be
used for the experiments may be outfitted with the NASA Langley oculomeets system or an equivalent and that ample time wilt
be allowed (approximately 5-10 minutes) for calibratio of the ocukometer baonor an experimental session begins.

Thei proposed US approach scenario requires the use ofa stereotyped scwnpath, thoug it should be eiplaiaslad that the
task and hence the scan pattern is not constant throughout the scenario. Thus, the second to second level of loading due to the
flighit task and the corresponding hinstument scan will vary, albeit insa somewhat predictable fashion The additional verba or
viual loading task serves to' as" the *1tal amount of mental load on the pilot with the goal of locating peaks in the load due to
the piloting task alone. The notion here Is that the workload due to the additional task is roughly adiditive with the instantaneous
load due to the piloftn task. The hope would be to bias the total load to a high enough level to demonstrate a performance
decrement (which may be a non-linear function of loading) while at the same time hopefully observing a monotonic rhange i.
the measures ut scanning beha-Aor asa functiorsof the increased'ond.

J 7 , L
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Several leveh of difficulty of the ad'ltional task am required. Then may be achieved in two ways. A constant level ofdfik'uly may be imposed over the entire approach; this method in to be recommended at present as we am no as ye sur ho

to analysp thort temen. of the ma pown, Each level of difficulty of the Imposed ,ixtra tak would thus require a separate
ni. Since both the verbal and visual tasks are periodic, their respective difficulties may be altered during a run by changing the
period between presentations of the task. This method would seem more attractive if the piloting task were indeed fixed over
the entire nin.

A verbal task may be used as one means of biasing the loading level. This has been shown to work well in our experiments
and is easy to Implement and score (6). Such a task should be designed to approximate one which would ordinarily be
performed in the course of flight; eg a constant rate of radio communication or periodic manual computation of navigational
coordinates.

An alternate, visual vernon of this task is also possible and perhaps more appropriate for actual flight conditions. A small
display could be mounted in a convenient point in the pilot's visual field. The display could present either a"+" or a '-" sign. At
periodic intervals an auditory 'beep" would signal that the pilot should observe this display and indicate (operationally) via a
rocker switch whether the display is currently indicating + or -. The interval between "beep" determines the difficulty of this
task and one possible measure of workload is the % of time the pilot is actually able to observe the display.

Entropy rate calculations could be made on the scanning data regardless of whether the visual or verbal loading task is
used. Since both tasks are periodic, the autocorrelation technique may also be applied. Although we have not done it as yet, we
expect that cross correlating the time of presentation of the imposed task with the scanning data is likely to yield good results
especiaL e in the type of flight scenario proposed in this study. We expect that a characteristic "signature" will appear in the cross
correlation between the loading task and the instrument scan and that this signature will be altered via changes in task difficulty.

Umitatlons and P1t"ls of the Technique

There are a number of potential problems in applying our techniques. These are enumerated below-

I The piloting task being performed must require instrument scan.

2 The relationship between where the pilot is looking and the focus' of his attention maybe misleading (clearly this is the
case if the pilot is staring)

3 The scan must be repetitive, at present, although it may be possible (eg using cross correlation) to analyze short
segments of a scan pattern.

4 An onboard oculometer is required and must be mounted in the instrument panel (NASA - Langley Research Center
has worked out many of the technical problems however). Jet Transport simulators at NASA Langley and elsewhere have
also been fitted with the oculometer.

5 It maybe necessary to calibrate without the pilot's cooperatf.a due to time limitations in the proposed experiments.
However sufficient setup time prior to the experiment will minimize the calibration needed.

6 The behavior of the various measures of scan has not been examined under a wide variety of situations as yet, hence we
are unable to comment on flight scenarios in which the task is most applicable other than the obvious requirement of some
type of scanning behavior.
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FuG rTr It'VAW.AION Of CTlW WOUKLOAD

by

W A WslnwrllttSTest Pilots Offce

British Aerospace
Hatfield, Herts, UK

PART I

MCAIHtJT CERIVlCATION FOR A MINMUM CREW OF TWO PILOTS

- pe, describes the method developed in 1982 to certificate the BAe 146 for operation by a minimum crew of two
pilots to th6 requirements of JAR 25.1523. The method was based primarily on subjective assessment of workload but
employed objective data to rupport that assessment. All the data were collected from one flying phase and no fit or ground
simulator assessments were performed, neither were the results correlated with any previous evaluation. in this respect, the

Sevaluation of the BAe 146 was unique amongst civil workload certification programmes.

The flight evaluation was conducted as a mini-airline exercise simila to that done by other aircraft manufacturers
z Three teams of two pilots flew consecutive three day intensive flight schedules around a circuit of 3 major Eutopean

airfields, London - Heathrow, Paris - Charles de Gaulle, Amsterdam - Schippol, with crew duty hours on some days
qmoniderably in excess of those normally allowed for passeercar operations. The flight schedules called for multiple legs
in a high density air traffic environment, and thus the evaluation was concentrated upon the high workload phases of airline
operation. Additionally, operations with inoperative items from the Minimum Equipment List in conjunction with in-flight
failure conditions were assessed. Deliberate in-flight failures or dispatch inoperative items were not simulated on the first day
of each teams participation in the valuation, but those unplanned events that occurred were logged. Prior to the evaluation,
preview flights around the exercise route were arranged for each crew in a BAe 125. ,Z.

"The style of evaluation was evolved from the following considerations:

1 The purpose of an assessment of crew workload is to evaluate the workload experienced in flight, and all predicted
values of workload obtained from other sources must be confirmed by an in-flight assessment. Therefore all ground-
iased assessment techniques, including fight simulation, are design tools and not part of the final proof of adequacy, and

we resolved to concentrate all our effort into an In-Flha Evaehwom

2 Any issessment exercise that was not prohibitively expensive was considered to represent such a small sample of
experiences that it would only be relevant if the environment was so demandieg that it would be conducive to exposing
weaknesses in the design. Thus the measurement of workload under normal benign conditions was disregarded and we
concentrated on the high workload regions of aiurcm opemrion& These were considered to be the arrival and departure
phases at very busy airports.

3 No single evaluation technique was considered to be sufficiently reliable on its own to be the sole arbiter of
acceptablity. Thus a matrix was developed incorporating several vindiiad uidkoorsofivorkloadthat were correlated to
give an overall assessment of acceptability.
.4 There is no totally =cpted definition of workload, but studies have shown that most pilots prefer a deUition that
relates workload to eant (4), Equally thre is no generally accepted objectivL measure of effort, although heart rate
monitoring has been successfully used in co-ordination with subjective assessment (5). We therefore chose to base our
evaluation on subjectvepot asiesm.ent corelated with heanr-mte monkophigas the principle indicators of workload.

5 A high workload was considered to be more of a problem to a tired pilot, and therefore an excessive workload is more
likely to be revealed when the crew is faigued. Thus our participating crews were asked to fly long dutydays tsh mbumum
rest perIodL

The decision to use subjective assessment was based oi the following assumptions:

Workload is best defined as related to effort.

The most accurate measure of the effort expended by an individual is that individuals subjective assessment.
lPowever, subjective assessment is subject to the accusation of bis since it is produced by individuals who have many

different and conflicting interests. Thweroe some objective support is required for a subjective evaluation. The technique of
using heart-rate to evaluate workload developed by Ros°oe at RAE Bedford, Emnbln (5) was chosen as the most reliable
.indicatorof effort by an objective technique.

S"-Heart-rate monitoring was used in a supporting role because the idiosyncratic nature of beart-rue and the differing
aro !s behavlouro ofinividusl memethathUart-rate moitmoingcannot be used asan absolute indicator of workload although
it can be used to validate subjectiv opinion.

5"
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Two basic methods olust to meoasre workload b) subpective assessment - Questlcnsalres and Ratting Scabes.
Questionualres can only give a broad assessment which hi based more on the fading. after the event, but ratng scales can be
used In give instantaseous impereslmu that arn not subject to fading with time, and the individual ratng can be assembled b-
give a detailed record of the Noigt. Thlerefore assessment by use of a rating scale was chosen as the primnary indicator of
workoad.

The Roecoe-Ellls rating scale (Figur 1)was derived from the well established Cooper-Harper rating scale (6) to be ascale
specifically to rate pilot workload. Its use was pioneered at the Royal Aircraft Establishment whore it was used during the
Economic Categom 3 programme and other flight trials (7) (S)ý The Be 146 Workload Evaluation was the first use of the
scale on a civil certification programme, and It proved to be eminently suitable for this purpose,

PILOT WORKL.OAD RATrItR, SCALE
(for a specif Led Piloting Masl)

D~ddMeTre WoUndm Descriptihn patkal

-00 Workload inaignifllant WI, I

worklold low WL 2

Enuous $part capacity for all

YES Inaumejeint $Pare capacity foreay W4
attention to additional talks y W4

Wa wrillad rtiarctor NOReduced spare capaityý additionial
withoutrklodu*lction~ tsks cannot be liven the desied WL 5

without aeossnt of attentionI:allows little attention to additional WL 6

YES Very litle spare capacity. but
n-W maitensance of efltos in the peitnasy WI.7

WIN woritiesd tolarable for NO Very fhlj workload with aknoet so
thetlrk? f m par capacity. Difflcuky in Wi.
she task. a.siltaionif level Of effon

Extremeltybih~worki~ad. No &Pare
cpacit. Seriou doubts atoablhsy WI.9

YUS

Wa o~eto couiplete NO Task abandoned. Pilot untable to. l
ithets? apply suawlen efot 1:01

ftlPilot workloadratiagnaie

TheP" oftWedecsow-asking process at the bottom. let cornser of the decision tree
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MHrfl L LCONAMoI MOSTIONS

ItmiMM
The followig woe considered to be essential requirements for crew members involved in a Rlight test evaluation of

womkoGAd
Exper•ence on the aircraft to be evaluated.

Eaqerlotm in evaluation ednmiques.
E xpeence in airline fnyi/
Where the evaluation includes an element of subjective assessment there exists an additional but paramount requirement

for impullabty. Although it is not needed for any scientific reason, the principle objection raised against subjective assessment
as a mem of evaluating crew workload is the possibility of bias by the subject pilots.

The above requirements are contradictory •r an aircrft that is being evaluated during the pre-certification phase of its
development because the only pilots with the requisite experience on type will be Company test pilots, who may not be
considered to be Impartial by external lasies. Furthermore there will be very few totally impartial pilots, who have any
experience on the aircraft. Thus it is necessary to use a melange of pilots - all of whom satisfy some of the criteria, but none of
who satisfy them all - in order to form a balanced evaluation team. A mix of BAe and CAA pilots was used for the evaluation
of the M~e 146.

Observers were carried on the flight deck for the following reasons: firstly, to enhance the imnpatiality of the evsluation,
and secondly to broaden the scope of the assessment. Thus the observers had to satisfy the tollowing criteria:

Independent of any commercial connection with the aircraft manufacturer.

Expert in either human factors, flight operations or airworthiness.

+ Amu~met of WarkloauAn acceptable workload was demonstrated by the following means, the results from which were correlated to give ai

overall view of the workload experience during the evaluation:

1 Efficient Operation during an intensive 'mini-airline' schedule by several crews of two pilots.

2 Safe Operation in a high density Air Traffic environment by several crews of two pilots.

3 The ability of two-pilot crews to operate the aircraft safely and without physical or mental fatigue on demanding duty
schedules.

4 Subjective pilot opinion oft onceived workload

5 Subjective opinion of perceived workload by independent aviation experts

6 Analysis nf pilot heart-rate.

The aircraft was fitted with instrumentation to the scale described in Part It of this chapter,

Asesment ofPcdeoance
The aim of any airline is to run an efficient operation and one indicator of efficiency is the ability of the aircraft crew to

operate to a dananding schedule. Thus the workload involved in operating the aircraft must be amenable to the achievement of
such an aim. Therefore the ability of the crew to keep to the schedule is an indicator of an acceptable workload, although one
that would be unconvincing if required to stand on its own. The schedule established for the mini-airline exercise was
deman Q (7lep on each of the first 2 days with a 131 hour duty day, and 4 les in the third day with a 71 hour duty day), and an
deviations from it were logged. The deviations were correlated with other data to establish if any could be attributed to an
excessive crew woriload.

Another aim of any airline is to run a safe operation. The achievement of this can be assessed by the occurrence or
otherwise of ATC violations or potentially dangero incidents. The observers were tasked with logging any incidents or
violations and any crew errors and deviations that could have led to incidents or violations under other circumstances. All
occurrences of errors were correlated with other data to establish if any could be attributed to an excessive crew workload.

The efficient and safe operation of the aircraft by crews of 2 pilots was achieved when operating to duty hours well in
excess of those normally permitted for public transport crews. A lack of crew errors was considered to be indicative that no
undue mental strem was experienced, and was confirmed by the analysis of pilot heart-rate which also indicates whether any
physical fatigue occured.

The principle measure of conceived workload was the pi/ot mting scakand the use of it is described in more dtall in Part
II. Other vsubve data were obtained from questionnaires. A post-flight questionnaire was completed after every sector by
each plkOt. This questionnaire asked for information about the ATC and weather situation, about the level of workload
-experiened in each phase of fllght, and asked for an opinion on the cause of any gigh workload that was experienced - the

available causes ranged from difficult ATC environment to poor aircraft handling. An opinion was also demanded of the
workload experienced compared to that previously experenced on a similar type of aircraft under similar conditions. Finally
post-exerdce questicanaires were completed by each pilot which called for a more reneral appreciation of workload attributed
to individual features of the aircraft The specific criteria of JAR 25 Appendix D were used as a basi for this questionnaire.
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The obstervers were used as a source of perceived workload. They gave rating scores for ea't pilot using the pilot rating
scale, completed a pcst-flight questionnaire that was similar to that of the pilots, and completed a post-exercise deposition that
save their iVau impression atthe workload maproaced by th ,lois.

Hemr-rate was coninuouslyrecorded for each pilot from starting engines to shutting down at the end ofteach sector. Th
rating s•ors give, by pilots and observers were superimposed on the heart-rate trace tether with a time banso that the
reiults could be correlated. Moam heart-rates for the 30 seconds preceding rating scores were compared to the iatings, am the
nirtntieou hean-rates wer examid for evidence of rapid variations in rate that could maMest sudden chanm in
worklad Heart-raea am esmentially idioyncratic and it is not possible to compare the heart-rate of one pilot to that of
another. It is notmal, in fact it is desirable, for heart-rate to rise as a pilot becomes aroused in preparatio for the take-off and
the hindin, Equally, bidividuals have different arousal pattern in response to changin events. 7hus simple comparison of

bisl•• o w •-raw a misaiin and each pilot has toad as his owncontrolsad dat obaie the preve M•t

in the BAe 125 around the exeW.se routes were used to give a base-line behaviour pattem.

"lhe core of the results wa the pilot and observer rating scores (se t P 2 of this for de of te aFwe 3,4 sad 5 for mpks

The results obtained from the analyyis of the rading scores were then compared with the fvlowine other sourcesd

b Questionna.res - broad statements on workload levels were obtained from post flight and pOrt-exercise
qTesico se sMateFnats were compbaa to the conchaort -e hm die individuals reins scales
2 Error coutst -- Observers were asked to record any crew errors; that they noticed, an th raig gie at th tie of

the occurrence of an error wers examined to ideyify whether the error . ould be attributed to a h w .

3 Spodtiofic - Observers completed Depositions on their opinion ofnthe rew workload afterethey had coclude their
Finticipation in the exercise. Ile opinion expressed was compared to the ratinsl given by the observer.
4 Hewr-rate -- Ritting scores were compared to the heart-rate behawiour appertaining at the same time.

The assessment of workload achieved by the above comparisn was then ethods - in relation to the followins dati to
establish whether it was consistet with it-

q a. Eftai ency of partatiov - obtained from analysis ofmthe prosramme achieved.

be Safety ofn peration - obtained from the Error Conmt Ba Observer Comment.

po Physical or Mental Fatigue obtained by analysis of heart-rate traceas
d. Comparism with Similar types- obtained by questionnaire

e. Spectfic Complance with JAR 25 Appendix A - obtained by questionnaire.

Finally, the video record was available for examination to resolve any inorhaveapp cies in the results.

CONCLUSION

The flicht test evaluation of the BAe 146 used a variety of assessment methods -a inpludin practical demonstration,
qualitative and quantitative subjetive evaluation, subjectve comparison with similar aircraft types, and objective ph~ysiological
evaluation-- ano all confirmed that the crew workload on the BAe 146 was compatib~le -Aith operation by a minimumn crew of 2
pilots. Ibis result has since been further confirmed by in-st.-vico experience and by the subjective wisssmenmt of lin pilots
flyin the type in airline service which has been obtained by questionnaire.

No inoslwe or ambigtles occurred durin the evaluation or have appeard since it was conducte. 7M suport
the contention that a single phase ffight tam evaluation of wodr,,load is an adequat and approprate test of the suitability of an

aircraft for operation by its Wminimum crew. Furthermore the agmeaent achieved during the evaluation ot the BAs 146
between all the types of data collected endorses the integrity of the method of subjective assessment supported by heart-rate
nlyi
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It is esnsmeain that my e a et wtsdevelop does not su Mimpeoste my eltia w orkload o n top of that In 19at

Ibis aim may be achieved by the•llowingma
1 A smple scoring pad with 10 buttons - one for each rating - should be provided for each individual in a poeition
where it is eay t use and does not intrudeinto normal operations, for example, situated on the central bos of the control
whel at each pila station.
2 No mental effort should be required ofthe participants to remember when to give a rating -theyshouldme have to
respond to a call by an Exercise Controller, who calWs for ratings in reslxnse to a specific programme.

3 The participants must be given practice in using the rati scale prior to the exercise.

4 Differmeniing between individual ratings hla to be easy and consisten. The rating scale (Figure 1) i based on the
concept of spem capacity and differentiating between ratings is done by assessing the amount of spare capacity available.
Primary and secondary tasks are defined, and thus participants only have to assess how much spare capacity they have
available to devote to the secondary task whilst performing the primary task.

The ratings given must be discrete so that an irdividual is not influenced by Us partner. This can be achieved by use of
individual scoring pads.

GUIDEJINW FOR USING THE RATING SCALE

Instantaneous ratings of workload can be misleading - they can bo given during a temporary lull or peak. Therefore,
participants should be asked to maintain a continuous estimation of their workload and to give a scale number for the workload
pertaining during the previous 30seconds or sowhen responding to acall for arating.

The primary task for each pilot is all those taskloads that are essential to operating tie aircraft in his crew capacky of
captain or first officer. Thus, the captains primary task includes all necessary actions to control the aircraft tlht path, to
manage the fliMht, and to comply with ATC requirements, including visually searching for aircraft reported by ATC. Similarly,
the first officers primary task includes all necessary actions to operate the aircraft systems, to navigate the aircraft, to manage
the radio, and to search for aircraft reported by ATC.

Spare capacity is estimated by assessing the amount of time available for, and the ease of performing, all secondary tasks.
Secondary tasks are defined as all those tasks normally performed on aircraft fligt decks that are not considered to be part of
the primary task. This includes such non-essential duties as monitoring the otlhr pilot and visual lookout not in response to
ATC directions, which are actions normally carried out by a competent crew member, but which are often the first duties to be
shed when workload is increased.

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this paper is to describe the use of this technique to evaluate workload during a specific phase of flight - -
the approach to landing. It is assumed that the aircraft is a passenger carrying airliner configured for a crew of 2 pilots but
possessing a seat on the flight deck for a 3rd crew member. The task being assessed is the ability to fly a standard ILS approach
to a full stop landing.

The operating crew of two pilots and a suitably qualified observer occupying the 3rd crew ser , form the evaluating team.
An Exercise Controller co-ordinates the exercise, requut ratings eccording to a pre-determined rating plan (an example of
such a plan is shown in Figure 2) cd imposes systems failures when demanded by the evaluation programme. The following
instrumentation would be appropria-, to an evaluation of this kind.

I A data display and storage system should be installed to record the rating scores and heart rate. Instantaneous display
of data should be. available, together with hard-copy print out.

2 A two camera video system should be installed - one camera to view the main panel instruments and centre console
and the other to view the overhead panel. A split picture giving views from both cameras should be available. The display
format sljould be crntrolled from the exercise control xoitlion. A video recording should be available for eraination
post-flight to resolve any conflictions in the data,

3 An exercise control position should be installed in the cabin of the aircraft continulng a video display of the cockpit, a
Sconsole for the video system, and the rating score system. A communications point should be provided.

. 4 Rating wore pads must to provided for each pilot. A suitable position for thwe would be the centre of control wheel
Indvidual push-button electros must be availae for each rating number (1- 10) and a cancel button must be provided. A

, light on each pad should Illuminate when a rating has been requested and extinguish when the rating is given (the primary

'41 4 ts( j
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FRatings will be requested at the following events:

1. Intercepting the glidepath

2. Overhead the Outer Narker

3. 1000 ft above touchdown

4. 400 ft above touchd~own
S. On the runway - decelerating through 80 kts

6. Turning off the runway

Fig.2 Workload rating plan for evaluation of workload on final approach

means of calling for a rating isby verbal command over the aircraft intercommunications system). The observer should be

provided with two score pads - one for each pilot.

5 Plug points must be provided at pilot's seat to transmit heart-rate signals to the data system.

The subject pilots fly the aircraft in accordance with standard operating procedures maintaining a constant awareness of
their spare capacity in accordance with the established guidelines. The observer monitors theii actions and maintains his own
assessment of their workload. At the appropriate point on the flight path, the Exercise Controller requests a rating The pilots
and the observer give their response on their score pad. The Exercise Controller confirms that 4 score have been received. The
lights on the score pads are available to the pilots and the observer for them to confirm if they have responded. No other tasks

*• are required of the evaluating team.

The data - heart-rate and rating scores - are recorded automatically for future analysis.

INTEPRETATION OF RESULTS

The first analysis of the results should include a correlation of all ratings that stsid out from the general scale with other
available data. This would include subjective data from other sources and objective data such as the h-art-rate pertaining at the
time, A comparison between the pilot's own rating and the observer's rating for him is particularly useful, and the time taken to
respond to the call for a rating should be considered. This first analysis should eliminate any ratings that are obvious selection
errors and could attribute instances of high workload to particul-r problems such as weather, ATC, or simulated system
failures.

A second and simple use of the ratings is to merely examine a graphical plot and note the predominance of particular
scores. But in this context, it is important to consider the distinction between satisfactory and acceptable on the rating scale. The
scale was primarily designed for use in aviation flight research, although the concept of spare capacity appears to be ideal for
workload certification. However, the workload description for a score of 4 describes a situation that is sabtifactory for multi-
crew aircraft operating in a high workload environment where it is normal practice to allocate priorities and to time-share
between tasks. Thus, a satisfactory workload is not only demonstrated by all rmings falling in the range I to 3, but also when the
mean workload is in that range, with some deviations into the acceptable brackeL

A more sophisticated use of the ratings is to compare homogenous blocks of aggregate ratings and histograms cmn be used
for this. The following comparisons are sugested:

1 Comparison of a pilot's ratings with those given for him by the observer. (An example is shown in Figure 3).

2 Comparison ofindividual pilot's ratings. This, combined with 1, can be used to prove a lack of bias within the results or
to correct for it. (An example is shown in Figure 4).

3 Comparison of a pilot's ratings for normal ffightm with those for flights when simulated failures are included.

4 Comparison of ratings for Captains with those for First Officers to establish the balance of workload within the Rlight
deck. (An example is shown in Figure 5).

A statistical analysis of the ratings involving the calculation of a mean and standard deviation for each subject is
considered to be inappropriate because it could reproduce a mean rating that is not an integer and a deviation that is a fraction
of a raft score. Both are meaningless in the contest of the rating scale, and it ts considerd litat an overall view of the
accumulate ratings obtained from graphical representation or by means of histograms is the only valid interpretation of the

The final correlation of the ratings is with heart-rate (10). The following observations on the use of heart-rate data in the
"aslessment of pilot workload are based on the results of the BAe 146 evaluation:

..........- ,.... . ' • , ,- . • : - • - : '
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I Plilots eart-rate levels tend to snwnent their ratings of workload; int particular. there should be no significnt
disagrammunt between the two. Soma minor differences may ocmrwhen mming ame give withoazt considering the
waakloacl Ouingthe Sp recedin 30 wA..

2 Eumination of the heart-rate i should reve evidnce of unduly high levels of workload. An overall incese in
e-rate would suggest stram, time pressure or pacing whereas a decrease in the heart-rate variability (sinus

)lhmla) would indicate inc ed ment activity.

3 A compario o heart-rae levels recorded at various times during the working day would indicate whether workload
uwa ifluenced by fftu

SPROBEM IN USING SU.IUKIWEI RATING SCALES

it is worthi noting the kdaowin8 problems which were erperienced during the application of this technoiqe in the
evalofe t of the BAe 146.

Subjecve r scores are evolved eter& for the use of the rating scale in a at t re
iadividual variatios in approach to the rating - but wt everyon follows the critei For example one observer commented
that the rating syStem did not reflect task shing, indicating that he had not understood the eria that fr w
be related to the previous 30 seconds.

One would expect the observers' scores to be generally lower than the pilots' own scor - since mental workload will not
be apparedt to an observer. However, the above relationship was completely reversed for two pilots, whis one pilot scored a
mean almot identical to the observer. One would also expect the workload to increase with the difficrLty of the task ie when
coping with in-flight failures and dispatch with inoperative equipment. But, in the event, no change occurred for five pilot's.
This can be explained by increased familiarity with the ATC environment counter balancing increased difficulty in the task.
However one pilot's ratings actually reduced as the exercise progressed and one must then suspect a change in his own datum
albeit only by one point in nine.

Unfiamiliarity of the pilot with the aircraft can affect the results. One observer commented that one incident where a First
Officer was experiencing a high workload was obviously due to the pilot's unfamiliarity with the aircraft. J.erlaid over
everything else, there always exists a difficulty in being consistent when asked for instantaneous decisions, and this is bound to
introduce some scatter in the results. And there is the problem of exercise artificially, How do you rite workload for an
emergency situation that would normally demand an emergency call and special treatment from ATC when the pilot has to
handle the simulated emergency and conform to normal ATC? But the main problem is that of bias in the subjects. We used
impartial pilots as a form of bias control and we obtained reasonable correlation between theh scores and the scorcs of the BAe
pilots.

Finally, these problems reflect the difficulty in using subjective assessaent as an absolute measure. However, with
meticulous cross-references between the rating scales and correlation with other data such as heart-rate, a valid overall picture
of the workload experienced in flight can be drawn. But the problems will be exacerbated if a discontinuty is introduced asw il
occur if an attempt is made to compare difference aircraft or different environments without the teams of participats
remaining identical throughout all phases of the evaluation.
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MEASUREMENT OF AIRCREW WORKLOAD DURING LOW-LEVEL FLIGHT

by
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PARTI

cV .he A COMPARISON BETWEEN IN-FLIGHT AND POST FLIGHT ASSESSMENT METHODS

INTRODUCTION

The opentional evaluation of modem military combat aircraft requires aircrew to operate and monitor complex systems
whilst flying at ultra low-level, often at night in poor weather and in hbilly terrain.

In this demanding environment, the development of crew cooperation procedures and the integration of these with new
tactical manoeuvres has pushed aircrew to the limit of human performance. The continuing development of sensors, weapons
and flight control systems will place even higher dtmands on aircrew in the coming years and it is for this reason that the
development of practical and reliable methods for monitoring cockpit workload is a high priority.

LOW LEVEL FLIGHT TRIALS

During recent flight trials of an advanced combat aircraft with a two-man crew, a combination of heartrate recordings and
in-flight workload ratings provided measurements of workload during critical low level manoeuvres. The physiological
recordings provided detailed continuous data whizh were useful in identifying short duration increases in workload and also
gave some indication of the differences between mental concentration and psychomotor activity (1). The subjective
assessments were made for critical flight manoeuvres and represented a summary of the workload for a particular phase of
flihot As such these assessments proved to be useful in identifying the absolute, perceived, workload and for making
comparisons between different aircrew performing the same task.

However, as flights were made at lower flight levels and over difficult terrain at night or in poor weather, it was thought that
the aircrew would not be able to make in-flight workload assessments. In anticipation of this potential problem a method was
devised for obtaining accurate workload assessments during the post-flight debrief.

Despite initial doubts, the aircrew were able to give in-flight assessments even in the most demanding environments. As a
result, the technique developed for these low level trials provided data frozm both in-flig;!t and poet-flight asesets.
Although there are many recommended techniques for assessing workload, there L little published data from flight trials and
even less which compares the different methods (2). The trials described below created the opportunity for such a direct
comnparson.

IN-FLIGHT WORKLOAD ASSESSMENT

An aircraft mission profile was developed which continued 10 elements of low-level flight which were of operational
interest. f r the sake of simplicity, these tasks will be referred to as elements A to J. The trials were designed to assess workload
and develop crew cooperation procedures during terrain following flight ita a modem two-man combat aircraft.

The method chosen for the in-ight assessment of workload was n adaptation of the Cooper-Harper rating scale (3) The
method was pioneered by Roscoe and Ellis f4) (5) at the Royal aircraft Establishment at Bedford and is sometimes referred to
as the 'Bedford Scale'. The technique relies on aircrew ancing a subjective judgemeat about their workload using the
hierarchical decision tree and rating scale shown below. It was found that aircrew understood the scale readily and whilst it was
suffickndy comprehensive to cover all circumstances it was eay to remember and small enough to be carried on the flying suit
kn,,d. (See F*m 1, Chapter 10.)

Befooe each sortie, the airctew were rehearsed in the definitions of the scale so that it would be more easly recalled during
the flight. In addition, a copy of the scale was attached to the flying suit kneepad so that it csuld be referred to if necessary.

lndepemkw nssesmentr An important requirement of the trials was to obtain assessments which were, as far as possible,
independent In order to achieve this, the navigator was required to record his own ascssment before asking the pilot to rate the
workload in the front cockpit. it was found that the navigator was always able to perform this task without degrading his primary
duties whema the pilot was often unable to write notes.

A cockpit voice recorder was also used Wnd this provided additional and useful information. The tapes often provided the
key to otherwise unexmlained riss inheamte and also acted as a record ofcrew commentarymwhich was usefulindeveloping

. . moore effectv coo•atclon procedures.

p. " addw ACC Studl~rnc•bhdonfoutlcn Syst tSiv llu,Spnme HeadquarteAliedPowes Europe Technical Clntre,
PO Box 174,The Halue.7TheNe6eflands
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Results of in-flight workload assesments Two crews, each comprising a pilot and a navigator, took part in the flight trials.
Each crew flew a specified rout, both in day time and at night on separate days. The route was designed to contain 10 key
mission elements, A to J, which were of operational interest and each element was assessed using the'Bedford Scale' described
above.

The results of the trials are summarised in graphical form as Figures I and 2 below.

FIG. I AVERAGE WORKLOAD RATINGS FOR PILOTS
* BY DAY AND BY NIGHT -

.......... NIGHT FLIGHTS

DAY FLIGHTS
o "" -- AVERAGES........

SORTIE ELEMENT

FIG. 2 AVERAGE WORKLOAD RATINGS FOR NAVIGATORS
6 BY DAY AND BY NIGHT

I

z NIGHT FLIGHTS

.. .DAY FLIGHTS
SAVERAGE

0

A S C 0 £ P

SORTIE ELEMENT

POST-FUGHT WORKLOAD ASSESSMENT

The use of assessment techniques which require aircrew to make judgements during flight necessarily means that some
attention is diverted from the primary task, even though this may be for a very small period of time. This concern stimulated the
search for a post-flight workload assessment technique which would give equivalent ratings for the phases of flight under
consideration.

,- r''
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The fledford Scale'(4) (5) which had proved to be useful for in-ght ausesments was foud to be anlnaoppropriate tool

foruse during the post-Moigt debriet The primary reason for this stems fromn thefinding that when ratings aermde atar Mogt,
aircrew find preat difficulty in reoconstructing the complexaevnt of each flgt element in sufficient detail tobecartalnoftbsir
response. What is possible however, is for aircrew to make sk relative workload comparison between any two elemesits. Based
on this finding, a ma&ho was devised which reduced the asaessmsest tas to the "ee of peirwise comparisorso and yet which
enabled the investigator to reconstuct the sortie workload from these results.

The method chosen for this task was based on the Analytical Hierarel Ptne reported by Sonty (6)ý1Ths method is used

TAKLE I RELATIVE WORKLOAD ABSESSMZENT SCALE
1 EQUAL WORKLOAD

2 SLIGHTLY HIGHER WORKLOAD

3 MODERATELY HIGHER WORKLOADI 4 VERY MUCH HlGlHER WORKLOAD
j 5 EXITREMELY HIGH Rr;IATIVE WORKLOAD

The Smaty Metho As tte tral sortie contained 10 elements which were to be assessed, a clear and concise method of
presenting all possible combinations of pairs of elements is as a matrix, in this case a 101x10 matr~ix The matrix is rymmetrkica
about the diagonal line as shown below with 45 unique combinations in the half matrix.

(it should be noted that when Vn alternatives are to be compared, the number of comparisons is *nn-1). Although each
assessment is an essy procedure when there are a larg number of elements the number of pairs can be very large.)

EXAMPLE OF THE POSTIFLIGHT DEBRIEFIG METHOD01 OF WORKLOAD ASSI3SMENT

The folitwing example of the use the post-flight debriefing method for workload assessment is given as an illustration of
how the technique can be applied in practice.

For a matrix of 4 elements, as shown in Table 2 below, each pair in the bottom half of the matrix is assessed using the
relative workload scale in Table 1 above- The element on the vertical scale is compared with the element on the horizoontal scak.
if the element on the vertical scale is the higher in workload, a positive numbers entered. When tbe element on the vertical scale
is lower in workload the number entered is the reciprocal.

TABLE 2 EXAMPLE OF A 4 X 4 MATRIX AS CONMPLEME DURING POST-FUGHfr DEBRIE

SORTIE ELEMENT

AlI
SORTIE B 2 1
ELEMENT C 3 1/2 1

D)2 14 1
In the example in Table 2, element 'B' is rated ass a'2' ccnipared to element A;this means that B had a slightly higher

workload than A. The comparison between elements 'C'and L't resulted in an assessment of I which indicates that C had a
slightly lower workloaad than B.

as c thsircrew had completed the loerangular matrxi sasmpleprocedure t il toteupper trianular mabix

TABLE& 3 EXAMPLE OF 4 X 4 MATRIX AJFl COM0PLEKION BY ANALYST

SORTIE
A B C D

A 1 1/2 1/3 1/2
SORTIE B 2 1 2 1
ELEMENT C 3 1/2 1 1/4

D 2 24 1
The analymj of the matrix would normally require complex algebra which is better undertaken using a micro-computer

program. The technique is described by Seaal (6) and a simple compute prorm is reported by this author (7> However, a
simpler, and broadly coarpoabsle result can be obtained using the followinig method:

a. Given the matrix oC4 x 4 elements as shown above, the sircrew compleates the lower triangular Matrix toogiv the results-
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as dmomu in Tab 3 ad** thealyuast.11ocomplofs the matrix so dth*at upper trminua ulr ixrizs the reciprocal c~the
lwlmL~bremtlsowmhew inTable3.

b. From the completed matrix~ product ofthe mimberslneadt rw is calculated.

Q. Tbantrootoffdmproductlscmutedwebath botemstmallticx petehcts

d. Tissronsarethmsuamtedtoglveatotal.

e. Each product roo roc, is thtendivided by, the sumtmed total of produc eomtgwaw oed product. Tbe smmof
all weighted products will then sums to unity.

A worked examnple from the matrix at Ta"l 3 i shown below.

TABUE 4 EXAMPIZ OF ANALYSIS OF 4 X 4 MATIM

SORTIE ELEM[ENT PRODUCT ROOT WEIGHT
SORTIE A BC D
ELEMENT A 1 1/2 1/3 1/2 0.008 0.3. , 0.72

B 2 1 2 1 4 1.414 0.338
C 3 1/2 1 1/4 0-375 0.782 0.187
D 2 1 4 1 8 1.682 0.403

Sum of roots - 4.1778 1.000
The results from this method give a comparable solution to the more complex procedures desx.ibed by Saaty (6) and this

has the advantage of rapid analysis and feedback of results.

CONSENSUS MKIrHOD OF COMIBINING WORKLOAD RATIlNGS 13CM THEK POST-4UGHT MWflOD
When it is necessary to combine the results of two or more subjects, the vreigting can be averaged using the consensus

method described below.

As an example of the consensus method, the weights of five subjects is taken for 4 sortie elements A to D. Having
calculated the weights as describe above, the results are placed in a table a shown in Table 5.

TABLES5 CONSENSUS METHOD FOR COMBINING WORKLO)AD WEIGHTS

1 2 3 4 5
A 0.58 SU.29T 018 0.23 0.58

SORTIE B 0.09 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.04
E.LEIVENT C 19 0.56 0.60 0.63 0.29

D 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.09

TOTALS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Having completed the table as shown above, the rows are now rearranged in ascending order of weights to produce a new

table as shown below at Table 6.

TABLE 6 CONSENSUS MEIhOD OF COMIBINING WORKLOAD WEIGHTS

SORTIE 0.23 0.28 0.29 0.58 0.58
ELEMAENTS 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.10

0.29 0.29 0.56 0.60 0.63
0.04 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.09

COLUMN
TOTALS 0.60 0.67 0.99 1.34 1.40

Now, by interpolation between the 2 columns whose totals are astride unity, a new set of weights is computed which Sum
to unity. In the above example, columns 3 and 4 staddles unity and interpolated weights which vim to unity are computed as

bel~rA 0.30

B 0.07
C 0.56
D 0.07
TOTAL 1.00

Results of the post-fight workload assrsinvnu The results of the post-flight assessments of relative workload using the
K ~ method described above are summarised in graphkil foun~ in Figures 3 and 4 below.

'-Ar
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F10.3 CONSNUMS WEIGHTINGS FOR PILOTS
oWA WDAY AND NIGHT
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FIG. 4 CONSENSUS WEIGHTINGS FOR NAVIGATORtS
0.5 BY NIGHT AND DAY
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COMPARISOI DETWEE UIE IN-+FLGHT AND) POST-FUGHT MEIHODS OF WHUCLOAMDASSESSIMENTS

By omparin the rwsui shown in FVgurs 1 with FgRem 3 and the results rFigure 2 with Figur 4 fth similarity between
fth methods is readily appareWt Clearly. the remAts can never be fth safe as, whfie the it-&.*Ih ratin scale gives an absolute

measure of woritload. The post fligt method is a relative isuessmumL However, the similarity of the reslts tend to s~umt that
the modkifed Co per-Hasper or Bedford Scale!'maysl"oproduce results wlch anreltve to some extent ftiapossible that all

s~e~n~sof workload at made from a buealine of comarisons with other demuents in the fligt and, if this listhe me, all
raftin methods may be reative.

,j4c
OUsharn RakOrdsrnoreltiafthcoeffdhtforpllohsw 0.86 sadthe w~cimt for navipacawmas0*; both sllflcnt
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SLMMAY AND CONCLUMloN
'The paper reports the results eta comparative study odihe uae ofin-lilt wnd pod-SOh me os ofsubsective workload

m@@NWMha a "mdr mfftary combat irct. The NMM 00 asma eema~de uringadmadinglow-levelfigh~ttak which
wasiuta to NAMes workltd and define crew coopuadon procehs for pldots and navptors during terrain following

The i-ligt worklod sseaments were made Uwln a modified version of the Cooper-Harper nab which is referred to
as the 'edford Scale' (4) (4) Post-ilght ratings wer made using a method of pinrwise cotmarisons based on a methodreportd by Ssty (4)

Other mesmu including physiolgial recordings and voice tapes were also taken during the trias to provide additional

From the result of the tialý it was found that both methods of subjective workload assessment produced uimilar resuls
amd a nink-order analysi gaZve high correlations.

The use of the Ildfr Scale' was found to be easily undersood and gained ready acceptance hxx th aia on th

trial. Despite initial doubts, It was found that both pilot and nvilltor were able to g a m o d M t,
band on the scale, even under the most demanding flht conditions. By adopting a technique whereby the pilot passed his
rating to the navigator over the intercom, the assessment ta"k did not interfere Significanty With the Prma Utk In single meat
operations, however, the use of a rating scale during flight may be more problematical because although a voic. -oe could be
used to record the pilot's ratin there would not be a second crew member to ask for an assessment - an essential : equirment
during the triab reported in this paper.

Udsg an adaptation of the pairwise method of comparisons reported by Saaty, a poet flight workload rating system was
devised which was found to be easy and quick to administer. An analysis technique was als devised which produced results
without the need for oplhhtictted computing power. This technique was found to give relative workload assessments which
could be ompared to the in-light ratings and it is proposed that this method could be used in circumstances where in-flightassessents are not possible.

The results reported in the light trials described above are based on limited data and it would be unwise to draw firm
conclusions from this initial evidence. However, ther seems to be sufficient cause for continuing with both methods of
assessment as they appear to produce comparable data and give greater flexibility to the research scientist The 'Bedford Scale'
has proved to be a practical solution to in-flight workload measurement even during the most demanding tasks. However, for
singie-seat operations the post-fliht method may prove to be the only alternative.

Note: The author wishes to acknowledge the advice and g'.idauce of Dr Ahn Roscoe of Britannia Airways and Peter Haysman
of the Royal Ordinance Future Systems Group in the development of the methods reported in this paper.
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PART 2

AFFUCAimO OF THi WORKLODAD MZLASUREMMN ThlINJffQUI TO A RMCCIVATTACK TASK FOR FAST
JKTAICKUFTMINI......11xus

~Ahypothetical ReaWeAttack malkt or hat Jet aircraf has been chose to Illustrate the appicatin of the workload

BACKGROUND

The choice of workload measurement technique depends both on the task sand on the purpose for which the task is being
"gone&

1 T&A coiwwhsu For single neo operstiona, the main constraints will be those of limited space (for stowing
recording equiment) and the unavailability of prompting sand note taking by another crew member.
2 &Uaid reqS~ukowm Th. purpose for which workload is being assessed will have an overriding impact on the choice
of measurement techniques and on the way In which the task is subdivided into demuents. As an example of b suggested
method, it will be assumed that an investigation is being conducted into the task loading of the operational procedures
of a single sea pilot during the ingress, weapon release and egress from. target.

WORKLOAD M ASJUREMMN MKITIODS

The Recce/Artack task in a single sea aircraft is a high workload procedure which contains many individual edements.
Some of the element are very absort in duration wWi are preceded and/or followed by other high workload elements. For this
type of task, it would not be possible or desirable to require subjective ratings for all elements. Equally, physiological
recordings in isolation from such ratings are difficult to interpret. A combination of techniques seems to offer the best solution
in this case and the foillowing technique is proposed:

Heartrate recording through the task would give a continuous record of events and provide data for all individual items of
the task. The size constraints of the cockpit and the flying clothing worn by the pilot would constrain the choice of
equipment althouigh there are smiall recorders available, such.= the Oxford Instruments Medilog', which can be carried in
a flying suit pocket.

2 Cockk Vokce Recording
Not all aircraft are fitted with a cockpit voice recorder, but where this is available, it m useful in three ways. Firstly, it
provides a mean of identifying the timing of key tasks which can then be related to the continuous heartrate recordings.
Secondly. it can be used as a verbal notebook -writing; may be impossible during the task under investigadoa and averbal
record way be the only way to obtain ratings during ffigt. Finally, the voice recording can provide addtional evidence of
workload and, although it is not sugested that voice stres analysis should be used in this context, this often prompts the
researcher to look more closely at specific elements of the task. The recording can also be used to hep the pilot to recall
the task during the post fligt debrief.

3 &Wt- rtig
Subjective ratings canbeused to give estimates of percived absolute or relative workload. Absphute subjective ratings are
best obtained from ratings made during the flight whereas; relative ratings are obtained during the poet-flight debrief. The
techniques augliasted for obtaining subjectve ratings for this task are as followc

3.1 In~fha ,walu The modified version of the Cooper-Harper Scale which is referre toeas the ~Beford SCale is the
preferred method of in-fligt ratng. It is a scale which has been validate in a wide number of trials and with many
different aircraft types and has been shown to be usable during low-level fligt and under extremely high worklosd
couditwios see above report by this author)ý The single seat task presents two particular problems for the use of this
techn ique. y the task conitins too many individual elements for the pilot to rate and many are of extremely short
duration and occur at a time when distraction of rating would be unscceptable. Secondly, the single seat pilot does not
have acamnmember to prompt him when araringis due orto refresh hismemoryifhe cannot recall the exact definitions of
the scale. In order to overcome these constraints it is suggsted that the task is divided into elements which meet the
following CriteriLa

3.1.1 'They are sufficiently low in number (10 or less) that the rating task willnot overload the plot.

3.. hy repreent elemsts which are meaningful and which will provide the data to answer the requirements of

SUM MIISON' OF THE TASK WNO ELEMEfNTS
A flying task can be divided into denments inanumber of different ways. The way in which the task is subdivided will have

imanoven dillfecton the datas and the couclusiomAof the stridysad great attention must begie to this from the earliest stag.s
!n the experimnestal design,

IV"YV Innmany studiesflyingtasks are divided into those elements which are used for mlssonplanningietake-4 checks, lm
etc. This may be a valid procedurefor some studies howeve, careu consideration shouild be given to ac-pig- such a

dssaifKNOWN
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By using a task clausfication of this sequential type, it would be possible te monitor the differing workload levels
thouahout a mission or sortie. However, if one is interested in the difference between psychomotor and monitoring tasks, it
may be neseas to me a totally different dchlfiacAn.

In addition, the method chosen for the measurement of workload may constrain the choice of taxonomy. In order to be
compatible ith the method suggested in this article, for example, the number of subjectively assesse. elements would have to
be kept to a mall enough number to be used In a matrix during the post-flight debrief using the Saty' method. In summary, the
subdivision of the task into elements should meet the following criterim

I The number of elements should be kept to 10 or leas to ullow the 'Saaty'rmethod to be used during the post-flight
debrief.

2 The elements should be meaningful to the subject (in this case the pilot) and should provide the data necessary to
answer the requirements of the study.

3 The temporal spacing of the elements should be such as to permit in-flight assessment.

WIETIOD

PART 1 - TASK SUBDIVISION

Having defined the data requirements for the study, the Recce/attack tUsk is subdivided into 10 elements, each of which
will be assessed in the air and during the post-flight debrief using the 'Saaty' method.

A possible subdivision of the task, which meets the criteria set out above, would be:

ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Element I Approach to IP. This element includes all of the subtasks for the 3 minute navigation leg to the target:

L Checking slip, adjusting speed.
b. Weapon switchirg to final arming.
c. Map to ground track check.
d. Revision of ETA for IP ±5 seca.
e. Checks of wing mans 6-o-dock.
f. Estimate s/w for weapon release,
g. Set wind/am depression for attack.
h. Ht fix to IP; update pressure alt or auto ht fix at IP (INAS).
i. Set or confirm next heading,

Element 2 Acquire IP visually.

Element 3 IP to pull-up. All tasks within this leg should be assessed together.
Element 4 Acquire target visually.

Element 5 Attack manoeuvre, to include the following items:

a. Top at ht required for dive angle.
b. Check speed/power.
c. Sight/bomb fall line on tgt.
d. Final arming switch (peace tine).
e. Start camera if not auto.
L. Phan change if INAS equipped.

Element 6 Weapon release, including final tWt tracking.

Element 7 Recover from dive.
Element 8 D nsive manoeuvres.

Element 9 Egress, including switches sae and track to next turning point.

Element 10 Locate and identify other aircraft, switch off camera, regain HUD NAV mode.

Some of the elements are summaries of portions of the sorties while others are individual times. Where several items are
combined, this portion should be assessed at the end of the leg concerned. The very high workload portion of the task will
cearly be during the attack and weapon release phase; the number of elements to be assessed during this phase has been kept to
a minimum whilst still retaining the required level of detail and discrimination in the task.

PART 2 - EQUIPMENT PREPARATION

Before the fligbh, the physiological and voice recording equipment should be checked and tested. if possible the pilot
should have the optimum elctr attachment points identified and marked on his chest

"7"Th post-flight Ssty' matrix should be typed. The matrix for this task would be 10x 10 with each element summarised on
the side of the matrix.

ii i
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It isas suraml that the pilot will nave been conulted during, the. pireputi of &Ce WMmans Which IMe tobemssd.

rehearse fte definitions of the Medford' workload scale and a copy should also be attached to the kde Paid.
The' ezpernmenuz should give aR comnprehensive briefing on the entire sortie to indude

1 Pocefures for switching on/off heaulrat recorders ff Mo sUed throughout the sortie.
2 Reviewof aD sese lnet o nlde ti=Weming for g vin eramrtns.
3 Procedures for giving a verbal commentary which might be u&.M during the analysis.

PART 4 -DATA CLUCI1ONr AND ANALY~SI
After tbe c ompeino h otitepltdx be ake tcomplete the UaW workload marixs This task should be

The piloc afrol -WW..Wiefd ano tes taken.
The heartramte recording and the voice tape should be warked to identify the fliht. The ground crew should also be

supervised to anure that the fligt data recording (%here aVbpvlica) is removed and sent for analysis. Where possible the
ansao~ue hearirate panttout and the flight lata printout should be. an the same scale so that one can be placed alongside the

Thevoice otap should be iranscribed and the worlklod iatings noted. Where there are missed ratings the pilot may be able
to provide asrating retrospectively.

Th .etsiled analysis and interpretation of the heartmate rezordings is outside the scope of thiq brief snidce. The workload
ratings frum Saty method can be analysed udrng the inethn 4 outlfined in the paper above by this author.
SUMMARY

Using aRecce/Attack task as an example, a method for workload assessment has been proposed. The technique relies on
the - o ubjective ratings scs~es and physaolo~scal meaesures supported by voice recordings and flight data recordings.

A subdivision of the task has beat propoa d which permits the use of the'lledford' scale during Moigt and fth 'Saty'
method during the debsie. The elesnents of tho aortiot have been devised to give the manimum discriminiation between the key
poli of the sortie while prestating the pilot with a practicable rating task.

V, . - ~ . -.-
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IN-IFU•GHT fASSSSIM OF WORKLOAD USMG PILOT ATINGS AND HEART RATE

by

AlanHRo@sc
Britannia Airways
Luton, ESaghd

S INTERODUMrON
tpresent the most ued and probably the moat reliable methods for makesing pilot workload in flight ar based on some

foam ofsubecv reporting by experienced test pilots. Unfortunately, subjecti.v opinions are susceptible to bias and pm-
c, ceived ideas and so may occasionally result in fahe estimates ofworkload. For more than fifteen years subjective reporting
by, pilots at RAE Bedford has ben augmented by -ordlng their heart rates. At first pilots described workload in a rclively

Sunstructured manner but the need for some form of raung scale was soon apparent After much trial and error and with the
valuable assistance of practising test pilots a ten-point rating scale using the concept of spare capacity was developed (fig 1).
The overal design is based on the Handling Qualities Rating Scale of Cooper and Harper ( dy fmilia to Bedford test
pilots and sometimes used previously, though mistakenly, to rate workloads4

D•ring the last eight years a number of flight trials at Beaford, includingte Harrier ski-jumap take-off trial and the
Economical Category 3 landing trials, have used pilot ratings and heart rate responses to assess workload*(fl)p-

The rationale for using heart rate in assessing pilot workload is based on, the concept of neurological arousal. Flying an
aeroplane, especially during the more difficult manoeuvres, requires the pilot's brain to collect, filter and process information
quickly, to ercise judgement and make decisions, and to initiate rapid and appropriate action neurological activity -
which must Ltve been essential for the survival of primitive man -is essociated witha state of p & etimes known
as arousal. There is evidence that increased arousal im to a moderate le.vel enhances a person's capacity for complex sklls; and
it has been suggested that the relationship between performance and arousal can be described by an inverted V-shaped cure
(5X6). There is also some experimental evidence that a similar shaped function describes the relationship between
perfirmance and task demands. In addition it has also been suggestod that levels of arousal are determined by task
characteristics or demands, by how•an individual ptrcelves the situation, and by how he respods to his environment (7)(8). It is
hypothesised that a pilot is more likely to produce an adequate - if not optimum - level of performance by matching his
arousal to the perceived demands or difficulty ofthe ffight task.A coarse setting of his arousal maybefollowed by fine tuning as
the task develops. Heas rpte tends t., reflect neurological arousal via activity in the autonomic nervous system. An appropriate
definition of pilot workload, modified 4ightly from that proposed by Cooper and Harper in theintroduction to their Handling
Qualities Rating Scale, is: pilot worldoad is the intagrated mental and physical effort required to satisfy the perceiveddemands
of a specified flight task. The interpretation of workload as effort is one that appears to agree with the views of more than 80% of
military pilots and civil airline pilots (9, as well s being consistent with the effect on piloting ability of a number of individual
variables.

Deucrilium oftie Techniq
Worklmoad rad-igs- Itis almost essential when using a workload ing scale to specify the flight task in reasonably precise

terms. The workload being assessed should be tLha involved in the execution of the primary task. The pilot will almost certainly
be perfonning additional tasks, ht the effort expended on them must be included as part of his spare capacity.

Ratings, which should be given in flight wherever possible, may be for a complete flight task, for example, an instruent
approach and landing, or for a sub-task, such as becoming established on the glide slope. On the other hand an experimental
protocol may require regular ratins ,. specified time intervals which might very according to the stage of flight; perhaps being
more frequent during expected hih wor' toad phases of flight. Regalar ratings of this kind tend to be less reliable unless related
to a particular fight task.

The rating scale is not linear and probably lacks sensitivity at the lower end; half ratings are allowed within each decision
branch and tend to be used frequently. Originally it was decided not to permit the use of half ratings between th- decision
branches but the occasional difficulty of deciding between the last two branches, in effect between ratings 3 and 4, was resolved
by accepting arating of 31

It is important that pilots are fully briefed on the scale to be used. L, its final frrn thir particular scale has been generally
welcmed by pilots who find it relatively simple to use in practice, especially so If the task to be rated is short and well defined.
Somewhat msuruinl, & lne pilots unfamiliar with rating techniques have recently used the scale with good effect in assessing
workload on SocIng 737 and 767 aircraft. These tavourable observat ions are probably due to the use of a definition of
w, '-lod accepted by pllots and to basing tho scale on the idea of spare capacity.

Reconft Hemr Rate Heart rate recording is non-intrusive and it is compatible with flight afety; pilots seem readily to
accept beWi 'wired up'; and the discrete nature of the basic data encouraes various forms of analysis. The tcnique used to t o,

S..... • . +,record hdrt ra from pilot during flight is boaed on the ekctromardiogram (ECG). Amplified ECO signal, detacted by
vicas of two disposable electrodes applie to the pilots chest, are recwrdud in analogue form on magntic tape along w~th

.4) speech ( Wich might include workload rmg) and, where posib other aircraft paramete• in the first • no the baok
isial-- the ' wavedthe ECO--is plotted out alon with heart rateininstaaitneous or'oeat-to-beat! form (deu'med from the .. '
WR waves by wdiatschometer Subsequently mean rates for a particular task, suib-task, or time interva may be cluae

•according to therequiremensa workload ratings. Plots of mean iAes for 30 sec pochs are often useful in dcamo trating
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PIDT'WORKLUOAD RATING SCALE
(for a specified piloting tatsk

Deiso Tres woWoda Description Ratling

-4P Workload insignificent WL I

411 Workload low WL 2

EnIough spare capacity for al WL 3
desirable additional tasks

YES nsufficient spare capacity for eBay WL 4
attention to additional tasks

Was workload satisfactory NO Rduced spare capacity: additional
widotredctin?-4.- tasks cannot be even the desired WL 5

amount of attention

U~ttle spara capacity: level of effort
allows little attention to additional WL 6

ta~sk

YES Vary little spare capacity, but
40maintenance of effort In the primaZy W 7

tasks not In question

Wsw odot tol;= rable for NOVery high workload with almost no
the tls? miantaining level of effort

Extremely high wsurkload. No spare
6-wcapacity. Serious doubts as to ability WL 9

to Maintain level of effort -

YES

Ws it pouisl to complete NO Task abandoned. Pilot unable to
the task?~ apply sufficient effort LIOEI1

Fig.1 Pilot worklad rating scale
11we ecisiown-naking proces Is started atfth bottern left comuer of the 'decision treew 2' 1.

-71hvorklosd bog usacued is that Involved In the excuttion of the primary task. The pflot will almost certainly be
perfoexeha additional task, but the effort expanded on them must be incklued as part of his spare capacity.

ýz2
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uigdfa hiutt rats. clomip bysmoodut (fl 2 is anezafpl). On the odr handbert-to i pot hay s hadvo ' e
Ag.iv*"*Wd =aWiut, m- Wa'chaw otieakirtIn fti Absence of any s*fcn dm~p In over'al hertras e t&a d*w o d u ar'hytii i •ok~ br raze

kqmdkn of b st pkat; rm nmmsbo d Wslbwmous we adlysior scoring amyar although none m to tre

ed*ach sdotfresu an is exeriencedfiboseresated v~hc on tefih ec.flos

foPrA Nl Asr wotog t ind desnto torte gldto it e tent inedepeiddent it in important whes alopesi. die
3.mn tomoultor lafte. In m Soit is a rlatvely sipl ow to record QFEa peomr fn approac.i o
a. ne ceml ertatotan c t roud by l Where *6 1, nt prc"mlistic perform60ce -fifiarean tho
deUned tad eantsr by a raote onnerver, ba v Pderfeormned i or by the p bot fighto e

appropriat peri wolds eore thertings ar canalclate aond bnsrackente wpith the rat uing scrs The gh bet io-eatohert rastempo in a

twin-je tfnor t vdnm by a crow oi two sddct (See Appndix I for detasupe The defined task Ias th fiIvn scn

Hear rates bay recorded pi oo both pactaanide u meuy througomuti Wots oad ratino s are req ticular nt= t ps and
, ~~for each pilot forw an experienced flight ob~serve seate on the Rlight dock ns foaows:

s tude inmore detaring ftAddsen note ld oe

p2. At corft d FE - for cic e sdope actusiition.

3. At 100ft tFE - for final approach.

4. On deceleratoh to 60K -w for flare and touchdown.
Untoward events are rated on an ad hoc basis. Performance is monitored by the flight observer. Mea bea rate for th

appropriate period& befor',e the mutln are calculated and bracketed with the rating scores. The beat-to-best heart rate plot is

eamhined for evidesce of inappropriate or sudden changes and also for suppreseion of the sinus arrhythier. (inspection of
heart rate p d by the pilots will often act as an aide memw)" Ambituitieh are a nme of impotanai intertotns and pi to benaware

ofuie whn assessn leetals.fwrla nralgt

These data provide some idea of workload levels but become more valuable when compared with data from the same
pilots recorded on other ocasiots wae, uhesinfgre, nt techniques or system, or when flown in different weather conditionhs
For exa2ple, this flirht director approach may be compared with an approach using a diferent type of flight director, with a
raw tLS approach, or with an autoland.

S Pitfll and l~isslt~ovi

The tichndiue describcned above does not result in the more Precise mepmorements adivted with edferientts carried out
in the controlled conditios of laboratories. Furthermore, there am a number of important limitations and piveld to be aware
of whea assessn s leves of workdoad in real flight.

6. Ratings depend largely on the personal experience of the pilot and do not result in absolute values of workload,
mpari between pilots are, therefore, not valid; minor inco distenes between different pilots flyino the sameaeroplane should be expeced.

2. In-fight ratings may not be possible when t ssehn ing workload in singte-sest aircraft.
3. As the rating scale is non-linear statistical treatment of rating numbers must be treated with caution.

r4. Ihe idiosyncriatingure of the hean rate responae precludes comparison of results derived rom different pilots -f each
pilot must be used as his own control -- unless large numbers of pilots are involved.

n5. Heart rpt relmonion rcorded durinablet tasks involving increased physical eaort or physical sitycnb sums usefu in'
manoeuvres must be interpreted with cal

6. Ambipties and incosstencies betweeh a pilot's rmtings mW his heart rate responses are sometimee due to a piot radn a
particulat aspect of prt of aso M or epoch rather lum the entire task or period of tim e t

r7. The tachncue is mo f ctuable whea n the handlin Pilot is manully flying the aep du a rlivey d
or when he is ant,-ieting takng manual control at short notice. Both ratins and beart rate responses for non-flying pilots

Sin a purely moniorn role are less valuable, althouglh changes in beat-to-beat heart rate variailiy ca be mot ue in
•detecting chimpas in meta loid.

.8. Finally, experience so far suget that rankls from one pilot in five show poor agreement between subjective raig an
'•, .heart rifte rqxmw&7 ea soI n •o for Q'-;.,- disgooetis not known for certain but may b-, due to th falr ofhe rat to

S: , lect accurately laelsa of central arouma in theme individual

.............. , T
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THE ASSESSMENT OF WORKLO)AD IN IlLICOPTE.S

by

' r Helen C Muir and Robert Elwell
Applied Psychololy Unit
College of Aeronautics

Cranfield Institute of Technology
IZ Bedford MK43 OAL, England

valie of uflight assessment of pilot workload has beeo recognised by aviation researchers and designers for over a
decade (1) (2). Initially d subective reporting of workload by experienced test pilots was based upon an application of the
Handling Qualities Rating Scale of Cooper and Harpet (f-This subjective reporting led to the development of rating scales for

Sthe assessmt of workload (4) These subjective techniques were later augmented by the recording of physiological variables
which could be interpreted as indices of workload. (Sk* _

In the last decade, rather than restrict the assessment of workload inaviation to d ita obtained from test pilots, studies have
been reported in which small samples of professional pilots have been used.(=i,).A more recent development has been the
employment of workload measures tor exploring differences between pilots and to look for correlations between these
measures and performance, and success in trainink+*Vor~koad estimation has additionally been used to assist in the
ergonomic design of systems including crew station geometry, and control and display locationo ---d--.-

In these, and other cases, the requirement to measure workload has had a practical and 'applied' character. It results from
a need to specify and predict the future performance of the operator within a system; to determine what effect will result from
changes to an existing system, or evaluate the consequences of entirely new procedures or technology. To this extent workload
is fundamental to a wide variety of disciplines.

Although there is broad agreement on the importance of workload, partly as a consequence of the wide range of areas to
which the workload concept may be applied, there is no universally agreed definiti n. In any investigation in which an
assessment of workload is to be made, a definition will obviously be required as a basis for both briefing subjects and
interpretation of the results. A definition which'is frequently used in both aviation and other areas is "the combination of
physical and mental effort required to complete the task".

Workload concepts may in fact be refined into 'physical' and 'mental' subsets, represented at extremes by the power
output of manual workers to studies of 'decision making' (10). The pilot's task is a combination of the two, with advances in
technology emphasising the mental element, ie, monitoring, anticipating, decision making, the need for the pilot to wrestle with
the flight controls is largely dated. However, for the military pilot these same technological advances are tending to degrade the
physical conditions under which performance is required, eg, increased g, thermal changes, longer duration sorties, more
restrictive (albeit more efficient) protective assemblies. Similarly, the Pir transport pilot enc.inters more sectors in a duty
period, or more rapid change of time zone.

Besides the approaches of different disciplines to the investigation of workload in aviation, there are two other conditions,
which at a fundamental level, are extremely difficult to isolate from workload; these are stress and fatigue (I 0). The concepts if
not defined in terms of one another, are implicitny inter-related. Thus if workload is defined in terms of effort (as above), such
expenditure cann2' be continued indefinitely, hence fatigue. Increased workload will therefore imply the faster onset of fatigue.
In turn the mental.and physical concomitants of exhaustion may be characterised as stress. Stress results from an excessive
demand on the hidividual.

Workload studies may be employed to determine the current and potential operating capacity of a system. It may be that
the material ass.-*ý are fixed, by that re-scheduling, or re-rostering of crews, or re-defining their duties can allow greater
efficiency. For the military, an aim may be to achieve greater combat efficiency, whilst in civil aviation it may be to take on extra
routes or services. Other objectives, which are not exclusive may include, increased reliability, efficiency cr safety.

Thus workload assessment is frequently a component in a programme with externally defined objectives which tends to
follow a particular pattern.

The stages which might be required for a programme of research, and the reasons for their inclusion can best be described
by reference to a specific study. One study of this nature, currently being conducted by the authors, is to determine the
appropriate allocation of tasks between two pilots manning an Army helicopter.*

The research is undertaken in 5 discrete steps. These are described below and smnmarised in Figure 1.

STAGE 1: DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AND RESEARCH OBJECtIVES
When any programme of research is required, prior to the actual cimmencement of work, there is the rather obscure

"phase of the organisation requiring the research (sponsor) coming together with the researchers (who may be internal or
"external to the orsanisation). nitially it may be difficult for the organisation to recogeise the true nature of problems which may

S The Army Personel Research Estalishment (UK) have commissioneJ the College of Aeronautics at Cranfield institute of Technology
to csry out a programme of research ia order to determine task allocatio between helicopter plots and to develop Standard Operating

: 4': Procedures.

-T 2
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have arisendover time or be generated by operational chan"e. The orgenisation may not be aware of the contribution human
factors research ad the benefits of rigorously applied tuchnie can make to resolvin such changes, and confuson is likely to
exist about what constitutes an optimum resolution.

The ideal case is when an orpaisation either recgises an existing problem, or foresees one in the future. It is important
to realise that the problem may range in scale from a high accident rate through poor crew communication, air traffic
procedures, to rostering. The problem may not only involve the flight crew. A problem becomes amenable to human factors
research, and particularly to workload assessment techniques, when there is an involvenment of people in the process and it is
believed that it is the performance of these people which is the limiting factor.

The sponsors, having identified a problem, accepted the need for behavioural analysis, and engaged researchers, must
define their objectives. Thaee are the objectives by which a solution derived from workload assessment techniques may be
judged. Whilst this is of critical importance to the validation of the study (discussed below), it has the additional advantage of
forcing the sponsors to consider fully the implications of their identification of a problem.

In the helicopter study curently being undertaken by Cranfield, as pan of Stage 1 it was agreed with the Amy Air Corps
that the primary objective of the research would be todetermine the appropriate allocation of tasks between two pilots manning
an Army helicopter. This would be derived by separately assigning flight and combat tasks to crew members. The emphasis
would be upon the operational employment of the h-.licopter. This would be achieved by analysing crew workload during flight
and subsequently determining which crew member would best perform which task. Analysis of current and projected mission
profiks would be undertaken to determine how these affect task allocation between the crew. Finally, Standard Operating
Piocedures would be drafted.

The complexity of the aircrew task together with the need to reproduce with maximum fidelity and conditions prevailing
whilst actually flying at ultra low level meant that objective evaluation of aircrew worklood had to be taken in the air with
representotive missions. The use of simulators and non-aircrew subjects of "equivalent" tasks was not considered to be
sufficiently representative.

STAGE 2: REVIEW OF THE DATA BASE AND DETERMINATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
PROGRAMME

Included in the concept of the Data Base are the abilities, skills and techniques of the researchers themselves, the
information that cap be derived from the appropriate academic, and organisational literature, and knowledge that is held within
the organisation itself. For instance, management may be aware of a problem, but unclear about the details of related processes,
these being the province of experts.

This in turn can contribute to the difficulty in identifying a problem: for instance when senior pilots are promoted into

manaeemct positions this can occur, either because they are cushioned by their status from everyday operations or the system
has evotved subsequently.

On the flight deck, the experts are the instructors and training captains. Detailed individual interviews with them will
increase the researchers understanding of how the operations proceed, and normally provide dear insight into the scope of the
problem under investigation. The other major source of information will be the ordinary flight crews. For this large group a

survey of opinion, by questionnaire, is frequently the most appropriate method of data collection.

It is clear that the ways in which the Data Base can be refined are as varied as the operations that are under investigation.
Also that dte depth of analysis required is variable, whilst the sources of information that could be consulted, freed from
constraints of time or cost, mre virtually unlimited. The duration and extent of this phase is therefore dependent upon the
research team's prior knowledge. Ideally, the research team should include a psychologit and a pilot

In the helicopter study, this stage involved a literature search and a series of informal and semi-structured interviews with
experts inaircrew training, tactics, standards and safety from the Unit which had the requirement for the investigation and who
were responsible for the operation of the missions.

The technique of semi-structured interviews involves the use of sequentially structured general questions which lead to
choice or branching questions. Having registered a prelerence in responu to a particular question the interviewee is then asked
to describe the reasons for their choice. The interview may be recorded on tape in order that the responses from all of the
interviewees may be pooled and used to provide information for subsequent stages of the research,

The importance of these interviews should not be underestimated since without their inciuion assumptions may be made
regardin% orgaisation and deployment in the operational ut.t )b&sed exclusively on the beliefs of the commissioners of the
study and the resceachas. aLta from this stage provide informaion regarding current and proposed mission profiles and an
exsaustive list of notentialecrew msbks (and potential aliocations) together with priorities and as assessment of criticality to
mission suciess

This stage also involves the construction of a questionnaire based upon the results of the interviews asking for subjective
ratings of workload for the tasks identified on representative missions. This is applied to current airerew members and to the
experts who initially provided the information. This should be supplemented within a small percentage of the former group by
short informal interviews. Stage 2 strengthens the iepresentativeners and validity of the data collected.

"As part of Stage 2 a representative ample of aircrew who will be required to participate in Stage 3 is determined Studies
are repoited in the literature, especially regarding workload and cockpit iasessment in which the sample was limited to a
number ofpilots who we: unlikely to represent the fA range ofthe user population.

,• .2.•_-
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Halloopter pik way be callad uWo to undertaken an almost infaht variety of diferent sorties, e#Ah of which wil
impose a p~rtlcouhr load upon the crew. To ut~al workload measmremtt techniques beletively requires that this variety Is
reduced into a am of stwndardised (and hence reproducibie) profiles. WhIfth these profiles the hicility must be avsllabh to

d~sU. oadngan ihiitcrew meibiers, and apremilog and quantifiable technique is to varytbecommunications load
McoRding t~o the=lve of difculty that is desired.

Derivation of saitable pri.fillu In the heicpterflightregiefollowsfrm the analysis of the *m~tft Waks (via Interviews
mat workload queoile)and a stud of the o n ays 'sci osa carried out. 7bb Informaton may be obtained
from the Operations Manual of adivil company, or theTactIcal Doctrine promnolopated by smilitary operator. Shownin Figure
2 is a VSmpleremition which migh be undertaken by a reconnaissance helicopter of the British, Army Air Corps. Thec task
briled might~be to look for thes mey, rorni a defined geographical area, and to report any sightings.7'lb.transit to the area can
be made mom or les demanding of map-reading sad low flying skills by imposing 'realistic" constraints, such as I*Bmagn
artillery positions, drone launches. Radio communications can be requffed to increase the cockpit activity.

mission 5lieItna Low-level transit to Wt Coat~aot with. Tasking Selection of observatlion
and Preparation. observation aera. Agency. Tactical Up-dats. Poaitions. Detectioun and
Do-camouflaga. WTt contact with. Castireatioa of tasko Atuporting of' Usmy.
Start-up. around troops. revised tauk.
iTaotical Dopartuft.

Fig 2 Hypothetical 'simple' mission for reconnaissance helicopter

T1he selection and occupation of observation positions is a demanding activity in itself, whilst detecting, and subsequently
locating the enemy on a map can be varied by using actual vehicles to provide areal target. A further pedormance measure may
involve the 'enemy' using a video system to record occasions when the reconnaissance helicopter is visbKe and hence
vulnerable it occasions of poor performance.

'This 'Simple mission can be extended (as demonstrated In Figure 3) nierely by requiring the aircrew to complete the
sortie, Thus the helicopter can be relieved by another (probabiy a notional one), and the crew must bebriefed upon the current
situation, whilst on the route back the Waking agency must be updated, and fitiler navigation hazards can be introduced.

Tactiical Approach. Low-basS tfwnst to flu-blaet to taskif as relieved by -aecd
ShUt-down. Loadinag Olt*. St a1trep sago . balloaptew. NP-datu
Casouflag. to Auiation and Mgabw IQ. asocand balloopter.

Da-briut. V Extension of the 'simple' mission

A mejor increase in activity can be Intoduced by requiring the sircrew to make s. more comprehensive Identification of
teenemy, and then msess its suitability for amtck by various difffta.t weapon systems, eg artillery or Fighter Orcuad Attack

alrcraf!L In the example in F~igure 4 the appropriate system is Anti-Tank Helicopters. By the Wiptgration of other aircraft on -

normal training exercises, into the experimental sortie, the aircrew task can be made as reslistic as possible. ~
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STAGE It NEASLIUEMMN OF WORKLOAD AND P12W(NMIAN(1

Whllethe vauiety of techniques devised to stu'Jy workload is efasve (11)thoecthatmay beapplied on theM&lghdec or
in the Cockpit mre few In number, and the methodological and technological restrictiom cause severe constraints. Most
siwiflknt sam the safety implication otowment, compathility ih mcraft oystenndoanduptntaly hrouardinterfeauace
with crew activities (12). Already perhsp encountered in the interview and questionnaire stag may be a mlsppfehuaion
about the purpose and outcome of the research From the Individual's point of view these Sears may be well grounded if, for
eaimple fth workload study was to determine uhadier two crew could do the work previcualy done by three (13).

Ubi obbeessAtlcalStapwoul involvethe aight assessMM and workload mefturead kdthfwowtalk. A owle
of the reseatol team should fly with typical crews on repesosntative missons determined at the eni Of isg 2.

The workload data colleted from the sirorw on these sorties fall into two categries:

a. Subective ratings o pilo workload.t It s important thaadefliniton of worlrosd Is agreed by the research teem and
sponsors prio to the commaneemevat of the stud and *ha fta defiton a given to the aw aspse of thei brifin t*
before thea sion osts mawm. hwork ldaadr usinthhelcpe s~dyie bAsedoi2eattBedford Seals(14).

b. "mcrbsilgm idcsofworkload. Aflthoug the most wklely used method for swessing workload is tha ofN
subiective eo sneI canot be directy observed, the aeft~ of workload my alobe Infrred from differeace In

augmesed by ceutain pliyslolocal indice (5) (1S).

.;~ ;$)f
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at obWaIf dagreiabe readings, mad rdehul then to real-world it on To a considerabl extent the restrictions that must be- svpandmaa caleetko naircraft onamin thremearber'cholce of methodolop. Cosuprebsersive reviews ofteissuesi

In the laelloopetlar wvstigdon it wans decided to limit the recording of phtysiological data to thitt of cardiac activity. The
remfor this chice were that the data con be reliably collected from both membera of the aircrew with minimal interference

and shtsohua nesanrts have been reported by most researchers as reflecting. to a considerable extent, cognitive as well as
physical activity.

From the cardiac data two Independen indices may be derived.

I Mans Hesa.1 Rate - the instantaneous ~er rate derived from measured time intervals between successive
ventricular contraction (ft-waves of the cardiogrami) expressed as beats mc minute.
2 Heart Rafte Variability - this takes into account the normal physlolka trend of mean heart rate and minimzes its
effect by considering observation order thrugh difference: scores
Although mean heart rate and beadt rate variability have been ehow to correlate highly with subjective indices of

workload, there bs evidence to stigest that mean heart rate can be more valuable in situations of high workload whereas in
situations of relatively low workload then heart rate variability may be the most sensitive measure.

lInany task analysis or assessment of workload it is essential that both subjective and physiological indices of workload are
related to objective measures of perfonnance.

The experimenter must have criteria to asess airrew parformance, because it is when performncsne falls below the
specification tha onem'ay say that workload is excessive. In the relatively straighitforward assessment of performance in, for
example, fixed wing public transport aircraft accuracy in maintaning flight parameters might suffice. In contrast, if the speed
height and direction of the combet helicopter are not changing the experimenter must suspect overload.

Video pictures of cockpit activity provide the most accuat and objective recording of events, particularly when
comard t ethe osereror th b s own reports. In th eiotrstudy vdocmea i be mounted in the cockpit

The member of fth research team who is trainied both as a pilot and a psychologist, will fly as an observer and record gross
crew activities as the sortie progresses. The intercom and radios will be taped to provide a record of crew interaction.

Analysis of the performance data from the observer reports, as well as the recordings from the video, intercom and crew
radios will allow an accurate record of crew activities to be compared againist objectively specified mission parameters Thesc
parameters will have been developed from the data obtained from Stage 2.

Cardia recordings time locked to the actviy record will permit the independent assesment of pilot workload. This Will
be correlated with the aircrews' own assessment of the effort involved. It will then be possible to estimato and compare the
workload of the crew at succeeding intervals of the flight, and to relate physilogtical andl behavioural measures to mission
elements. The recordings mey also highlight occasions of under or over loading either crewmember.

Cosdrto was Stves to instrumenting the aircraft fliht controls or recording flight path data, however a number of
factors led to the rejection of this suggestion when using workload techniques to determine crew loading Not the least of these
was the sheer quantity of data which would b- collected. Should the data be collected, it may be of limited use, as skilled
performance, especially motor performance, does not decline steadily under incrueasing workload, rather it continues relatively
unchanged until catastrophic failure In addition only the performance of the handliag pilot would be recorded.

lItthe results from the task analysis minicab, either decrements in performance or unacceptably high levels of wo.kload, it
will bo necessary to change a parameter within the operational fligt setting. and repeat the observational process. For reasons
of waitty, the experimeontal technique will be to increase task difficulty with successive sorties. This will be achieved by
increasig 1110 frequrcy of task related activity.

STAGE 4-. PRODUMIlON OF RECOMMENDA11ONS AND PROCEDURES

When the test conditions are satisfied the research team should specify revised or new procedures or --omedtig
These shouild resolve the problem and meet the objectives initially identified by the projet sponsors at Stage 1. In the
helieqise study, this, will be the appropriate aflocatiton of tasks between twopilots cranning the armiy helicopter and the
development of Standard Opieratinig procedures.

STAG S5: VAIDAMTMO

The iniportece of testing the procedures or reomemandtlons derived from Staop 4 onesnindqepndlentgrotip ofmjbje~cts
kwth purposes of valdisdo caninot be ovwemephaslaed. In fthe ucopWe0sud*tis wil be doe by replicating certain of"te
misasonrtleusagor nswew w eeno yvdinv dthe origialepRmi = programeA representtve
6anpleoarews womid be require to carry outanuanber ofmissions which had been itiluded in the rigiuudtest program=ein

Se3and to falwo the -wl developed Standar Operain Procedures Performancei an woritload data would be
AI I tedthm*AghoutdiemoteAny fid~ngsof uaccepeshe lvels cwosHlod or performnewewould idctaeurmn

y~
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cekdaant the objectives determined at Stope 1.

In aviation an assessment of workload is frequently used uaone component in aprogramme of research. The objectves of
the research may vary frim an assessment of the activities of the crew to an evaluation of cither cool p modifications or
operational cbaqes Thus workload assessment will form one of a series of staeps in the research. A model is presented in
which the stages of the investigationi which will proceed and follow the workload assessment arm described. An application of

*this approach to the assessment of workload in hellcopter Is used to illustrate the practical implications of the model.
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PART I

STATC WORKLOAD ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

t ITRDUCTION'.

The verification of both functional effectiveness and human welfare ha4 evidently always been a major objective in flight
test but a formal and rigorous investigation of the man-machine interface itself was gradually prompted by the crew
complement question.

When the FAA e rted the 80,000 lbs rule in 1964 it stated implicitly that the weight of an aircraft or its number of
engines had no true uZ cn whether a third crew member should be included. Instead the FAA adopted rules to base crew
complemenristrdsition on workload.

'-The new rule, FAA's FAR 25.1523 on Minimum Flight Crew mid its Appendix D (Figure 1). provided a set of design-
rlted, operational and human factors parameters.

In 1979, AIRBUS INDUSTRIE launched a preliminary version of the Forward Facing Crew Cockpit for instalfrtion on
the A300 FF. This version incorporated all the new technology for the A310 cockpit except the Cathode Ray Tubes for flight
data and system monitoring. In view of the two-man crew certification of this version we launched a major workload research
programme in order to develop refined, rational and scientific methodologies for workload determination in flight test. This
human factors activity was however not just started for certification purposes but also because crew workload is a fundamental
design parameter influe ichig the cockpit design itself and the operating procedures. In this sense our work started a process
which potentially could become iterative in the futtue so that the man-machine interface would eventually be designed,
investigated and improved well before an aircraft's first flighL)

The critical importance of man-machine interacti Jltiong been recognized in the field of aircraft handling qualities.
What is relatively new, however, is to zaeno t That man-machine interaction is part of a complex information transfer
process between tl€ pilofs,-lriaircraft and ground facilities (1). Clssical are the systematic methods for assessing aircraft
hau dlingqulies such as the Cooper-Harper scale and "s even inspired our approach to workload assessment.

•Also lassical topics in flight test are the determination of static and dynamic stability, the former indicating the tendency ,
-Aaircraft to return to its equilibrium position, the latter indicating the way an aircraft returrs to its equilibrium position. -,

Aralogous to the complementarity of these evaluations, we developed the Static Taskload and the Dynamic Workload
Methods which were first used for the two-person crew certification of the A300 FF in early 1982. As shown in Figure 1, these
are complementary but overlap in certain areas. Both methods address particular workload functions and factors listed in
FAP.25.1523 Appendix D simpliffiing the verification of results against specific requirements.-.

"WORKLOAD AS A STUDY ITEM

Th •-.• . •tvast ltmerture onworkload reveals anunusual diversity in the way workload has been definedeand used. Clearly thereS• .• "-Y•:"•meeas to be no gpenerally accepted definition and there is no universal metric, yet no direct method for measurement. !
A; survey of the lterture (2) (3) indicated however that the many operational definitions adopted by research can be

,•,• •.- .... •:,athered into three funt•ionally related attilutes% namrely mp oa,* operawor effort and output result&

be

_,_ _ _ _ __.---_.,-. --- ,...--- I.
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FAR 26.41US A.,enheD AMUCITHK

a)BANC WONCOAD FNCTItO

i Right path cont"a D
2 CiltivOn Avoicdaree

3 Navigation D

A commiuncat-ors D

5 op- o and Mondanto~flQa eng-e andj systems D

6 Comm~and Oscssions D

b) WOCIh1OAD FACTO"S

I EGA d cpi0esaton Of flight. PO~~w and equVTsat
conr~tols

2 Atcess~ItY and valblibty at 11-stFnflrflts and
taiut owfni%. S

3 NUntLg. .xgm~y aria complexity of opematng
ploceckme S

4 ~e101o and rA,~sicol ~fo insohed in normal.
aoflrvmd nat and engemcy situatiCS S. D

5 Extent 01 s~titeqs antortoing requited entwaute D

6 Actions necessitating unavailability cia crew
snemriw at his assigned Juty station S. D

7 Degree di auftomation Orheded in, the aircraft
wsyten 5. 0

8 The communuccaruss anid navigation WOrklocid 0

9 The possf,bty, of Increiased voeirrad associated
with any esmergency that may t*a to other

10 incapacitation or a light crew mrnmbem D

FAR 2LI623. Ajpusrdlit D

Input load or taskload considers workload as a set of observable or identifiable task demands.Chssk densuidtvrnisis(aied
for a given scenario in terms of task elements, their nominal time duration, their inherent difficulty and their schedule and
requirements i.e. a normative, detailed description of what is overtly required or demanded of the rperator or pilot in the
performance of a task but it does not measure the resulting physical or mental response of the operator.

The operatfor effort or workload viewpoint is on how hard an operator or pilot must work to satisfy a specified set ot task
demands i.e. workload is addressed from the standpoint of measurement of covert or intenally, generated responses to these
task demands. Due to the complexity and covert nature of mental functions such as information acquisition, processing and
decision making, there is a lack of knowledge about the nature of mental workload. But when we speak of workload we certainly
mzan something to do with a sense of mentGl effort, how hard one feels one is working. In general it can be said that mental
workload is some undefined combination of mental effort and emotional stress in repo-nse to task demand (4) (5), Moreover, a
wide range of physiological workload measures (6) (7) have been used to infer workload states. Physiological methods are
based upon measurements of activation. or arousal which is a state of preparedness of the body associated with increased
activity in the nervous system (7). The question is what these measures do in fact reflect: emotional stress, physical activation,
cogniltive workload or some unknown combination thereotf.

Output resull or performiance looks at workload as activity or accomplishment i.e. the aetual task performance or tdie
quality of task accomplishment. Task perfornance can be defined as workload in terms of accuracy, timeliness etc. ... and
compared to an established task criterion for perfoi mance. The problem with these expressions, however, is that they do not
always lend themiselvs to sensitive reflections of workload as an operator can adapt and work harder to achieve equal
performance. Performance degradlaticin may occur only after substantial demand and eifort increases beyond the range we
wish to measure (4) (7).

2.Objective and Subjective WorkioAd Study Methods
A review of the methods available for pilot worklo&i determination indisvales that they can be gathered into two

complementary groups, i.e. objective and slubjective methods.

The first ones use physical or physiological measuremnents. Workload interpretation is made a posteriori involving subjective
appreciations.

The second ones use subjeitctve criteria defined a priori through rat-ýtg scales or si;.sltal 1toad modelling. Whether it is a
priori or a posteriori some subje,-tive judgement always seems to play a role in whatever workioad evaluations we consider.

The following methods are presently in use or under rc'.ve development Fitt AIRBUS INDUSTlRIE:
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Objective Methods
- Static Taskload Method developed by AIRBUS INDUSTRIE.

- Timeline analysis developed essentially in USA by BOEING arnd McDONNELL DOUGLAS.

- Physiological measures such as Ambulant Monitoring of Heart Rate developed by COCHIN FACULTY and AIRBUS
INDUSTRIE.

- Performance criteria measures developed by DUNLAP & ASSOCIATES EAST and AIRBUS INDUSTRIE.

Subjective Methods
- Subjective Assessment of workload such as with the Dynamic Workload Method developed by AIRBUS INDUSTRIE.

- Human Operator Models developed essentially in the USA (SAINT, HOS, PROCRU, .,,) and under d&velopment in
France (MESSAGE) on behalf of AIRBUS INDUSTRIE.

3. Workload &W Cockpit Resource Manapement
The work of a crew is characterized by the apFearence of a multitude of tasks or in other words man-machine messages.

These seem to arrive simultaneously and to interrupt one another. The processing resources for controlling these information
transfer processes are limited and when several processes compete for the same resources eventually there may be
deterioration of perfornmare. The process for allocating these resources is called Resource Management, It refers to the way
the diAffcrent task backlogs are priortized and delegated and to the management of the dit.'eeit human and material adjuncts
available to the crew.

Resource management training therefore improves crew coordination, communication, role playing and decision-making
.,kills.

A majority of airline accidents in the last ten years appears to be related to human iactor problems and mist of these seem
to have had as a causal factor some aspects of inadequate resource management. There is a growing awareness and consensus in
aviation circles that crews trained in cockpit resource management skills can operate at a higher level of safety and efficiency
especially dluring periods of Lncreased workload (8).

Proper resource management can in fact also serve as a very effective workload control tool.

1%

WORKLOAD ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES AT AIRBUS

In the following paragraphs are described some of our assessmeat techniques developed throughout these last yem s.

Ths two main methods, the STATIC TASKLOAD ANALYSIS and the DYNAMIC WORKLOAD ANALYSIS are
complementary and were used in early 1982 for the first two-person crew certification in the world of a wide body passenger
ai.craft: the A30C FF, ,tot yet equipped as the A310 with the EFIS, the ECAM or the FMS. Another method was to be added
for the A3 10 certification, i.e. the PERFORMANCE CRITERIA ANALYSIS. The common rationale of ail these analytical
methods is that they work by full comparison to previously ce, tiflicated man-machine systems. Since early certification days, all
airplaaes had been certificated with reference to an existing product. With regard to the cockpit, the Airworthiness Authorities
pilots were traditionally basing their judgement and verdict on their own (subjective) assessment in comparison to other
cockpits. Without any way to know results in advance, AIRBUS INDUSTRIE effectively made a step forward by developing
objective measures and quantifying subjective assessment.

THE STATIC TASKIA)LiD ANALYSIS

1. Principles of the Methodology
Thc static taskload mathod allows an objective quantitative task analysis of system management procedures that attempts

to quantify the ergonomic aspects (visibility, observability, accessibility, operability, monitorabiity of control and displays) of
the man, machine interface of a new aircraft through a direct comparison of procedures with a previously certificated two-
person aircraft. It provides quantitaive taskload data or in other words objective indications of Ua6i1vidual crewm.ember task
demand by measuring the impact of a new cockpit layout, the location and nature of controls and indicators ir comparison with
a former cockpit layout. After selecting a series of comparable normal, abnorma! and emergency procedures each of these
procedures is analysed individually for both aircraft. Each task in a given procedure is split into 6 basic actions i.e. look,
obsirve, monitor, reach, operate and monitor (the result of the operation) (9). Each action is linked with a feasibility index
which expresses the elementary difficulty to accomplish the action. These visibility, observability, auL..ssibility, operability and
monitorability indices are intimately linked with the cockpit layout or hardware. They are expressed in terms of valu-s on a
continuous difficulty scale ranging from 0 to I, the static taskload scale (Figure 2). This scale is adapted from the Cooper-
Harper rating scale which is a widely accepted method for subjective assessment 4f aircraft handline qualities (10).

The laws governing the value of the feasibility ridices are determined by means of small mathematical models which were
defived from the ergonomic literature and validated through subjective assessments in mock-up bý Airworthiness Authority
pilots (11) (1 2).

The method is called static for several reasons.

First, the correspondance between specific actions and feasibility indices is stopped with information processing,
problem-solving and decision making activities. These dynamic aspects of mental workload are addressed by the Dynamic
Workload Method.
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JAVDLOAD SCALT 0UFFICUITY APP*FCIATION

0 C. 2 Very &m~oll
0.2 0. 4 Small Satisfactory
0. 4 0.6 Moderate
0.6 3.7 Significant I Acpgi
0.7 ~ Very signlhiCficat Aceioi
0.7 Ol.eeer .. esool

0.9 .1.0 Very severe usioht

> 1. Pro~ihibtive Iffooii-ta

Fig.2 Static tasklond scale

Second, the method is also based on the assumption that taskload differences between the new aircraft and the reference
aircraft principally exist in systems management. The other dynamic workload functions such as flight path control, co~Ision
avoidance, navigation, commounications and decision making are an integral parn of the assessment procedure in the Dynamic
Workloaid Method.

Thire, the analysis assumes a strict teskshsaring whereby one crewmember (in this case CMI1) is flying the aircraft (PF)
while the other cwiwtriieber (CNM2) is mainly involved in operating and monitoring aircraft systems (PNF). In a -real world
dynamic cortext tasksharing t;nd task. alloc lion may often be diFie: *np event sbgittly from the prescr~bed procedures but this
can again N,, taken into account by th,ý other complementary method

Fourth., the (static) qperator retu-ns to his ncatr~tl (eye-reference) position after each task and this is also asot necessarily
the case in a dynamic context.

2. Application to the A300FFaid A310
In the early stages of crew complement research and well before the Presidential Task Force's audit we peiformed a

feasibility study comparing th? A3 10 with the B-737 and the DC-'). The in.-thod was then validated in cooperation with French
and German Airvorthiness Authorities.

For the A300 FF mittimunt crew certification the Static Taskloae Analysis was comparatively applied to the A300 FF and
the McDONNELL DOUGLAS DC-') whlich has provL . in service experience and a reputation for safe and efficient two-man
operations (13).

For the A3 10 minimum crew certification AIRBUS INDUSTRIE benefits from this former experience by comparing to
an in-house aircraft, the A300 FF (14).

The Static Taskload Antily.-is wes carried out as follows (Figure 3):

K ~ ~ "MOAO

Fig.3 Static task'oaa analysis flowchart
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(a) Comparmble normal, abnormal and emergency procedures were selected for the A300 FF and the DC-9 on one hand, for
the A310 and the A300 FF on the other hand; in each case this involved at least 10 normal procedures and 10 abnormal/
enmrgency procedures.

(b) Task anayhses of system management activities were performed for each crewmember of each aircraft with a task
breakdown into basic acticts (look, observe, monitor, reach, operate, monitor) CM 1 (or the left hand seated pilot) being
PF, CMZ acting as PNF ; the task analyses of the A300 FF and of the A3 10 were conducted in dedicated mock-ups to
aitcraft production standard ; the task analyses of the B-737 and DC-9 were conducted in a flight simulator with the
assistance of a type-rated flight instructor.

(c) Geometric, ti,'e and mechanical mea-urements from cockpit drawings, mock-up and simulators were used to calculate
parameters that are ,onsidered in mathematical models of ergonomic feasibility labs.

(d) Feasibility indices for each action of a ta•,k are calculated by means of the mathematical models of each type of action.

(e) Tas/doad mwnices -ere compiled for each procedure so that comparisons could be made between the aircraft under
evaluation and the reference aircraft, initial results for each crewmember (CMiI or CM2) and for each procedures are
expressed in terms of Burden and Weighted A vege Taskload; Burden gives a measurement of the overall amount of work
demanded for exccuting a particular procedure, whereas Weighted Average Taskload gives an idea of the average degree
of difficulty generated by the execution of a procedure.

(f) Histognmmic plots of Burden and weighted average taskload for each crewmember were drawn allowing to take first-
hand conclusions. Figure 4 illustrates results of the initial studies with respective examples for some normal procedures
comparing the A3 10 and the B-737 and some emergency procedures comparing the A310 and the DC-9.

4-73? - A310 DC9 - A310

sm.. a wsminn aumam iamtoa
K040 I WRSOf AVS KD4S YAILOAfl
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* It

m w m

I

I I

ow s III9 II "a

I' U'''' 11111

Examlke for NORMAL PROCEDURES Exw"id for EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Fig.4 Histogrammic plots of static taskload anaydsi
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3. Dbcussioftlseflaults
It appears frorm these graphic plots that the results of each aircraft under certification wecre generally indicating decreased

taskload burden for each crewmember when compared to their reference aircraft. Burden figures for CM2 are always much
higher than for CMI as the former is carrying otit the bulk of the system management work. With regard to the weighted
average taskload the individual crewmember tigures far the aircraft under certification were generally equivalent to their
refe-ence aircraft. More important, however, was the fact that they stay well inside the satisfactory range of the static taskload
scale. It is concluded that there are lens tasks on the new aircraft and that they are easy to execute.

Several other ways exist t,) graphically reprcsent the results of the Static Taskload Analysis one of which being
Normalized Principal Components Analysis of the taskload matrices (15).

The objective of normalized principal components analysis is to provide a synthetic representation of the information

contained in a matrix of p continuous variables and n observations.

The structure of the information included in this matrix would be visible if it were possible to represent the shape of the
cloud formed by the n observation points in the p dimensional space of variables. This is not possible when r p 3.

Principal components analysis brings a synthetic solution to this problem at the cost of some merginal loss of information.

In this particular way of representation we used procedure matrices whose observation points corresponded with the
burden data for normal, abnormal and emergency procedures of both aircraft to be compared. The variable corresponded with
the 6 elementary activities in a task. Differentiation of the two aircraft to be compared (the DC-9 and the A300 FF) was done by
attributing different codes to the projected observation points. Figure 5 projections for CM i and CM2 allows to appreciate the
relations between points as for example the subcloud of one aircraft may extend beyond or stay within the subcloud oi the other
aircraft. One can also get an idea of the homogeneity of procedures or of the homogeneity of action burden data associated with
the procedures whether the subclouds are clustered or dispersed. In essence this method indicated that as a whole the
elementary activities (look, observe, monitor, reach, operate, monitor) on the A3%0 FF are more homogeneously grouped and
centered and therefore less demanding than on the DC-9.

)DC.,
A3OOFF ",

-3A30OFF
- .6 . .• . . l a - .• • ,l - .. " • " *,- " • . . - - . 6 -

PROCEDURE3 CM2

COOE: DC- -- -9IA30FF .°....

I I

Fig.5 DC-9-A300FF: normalized principal components analysis. All procedures cumulated

Another analytical evaluation of feasibility indices consisted in corisidering cumulative percentages of actions with
feasibility indices on the same II intervals between 0 and I. Separate analyses were conducted for normal and abnormal/
emergency procedures amalgamated so as to compare the distributions of specific actions for the A3 10 to those of the A300
FF. The Kolmogorov-Smimov two sample test (16) was used to determine if a significant difference existed betwen the
distributions'of both aircraft and the direction of any difference detected, i.e. which aircraft was better. The majority of
measures showed no statistically significant difference between the distributions of the A3 10 and of the A300 FF. This is not
surprisiag given the strong similarities between the two aircraft. However, the statistically significant differences which do exist
strongly favor the A310 particularly with respect to abnormal/emergency procedures where the ECAM is most instrumental.

In general the Static Taskload Analysis showed that taskload data of the aircraft under evaluation for certification were
within or close to the envelope defined by the reference aircraft which by itself already indicated the plausibility of acceptable
two-man operations on the new aircraft. Besides this the Static Taskload Analysis also allowed first hand tasksharing

----------------------------.-
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evaluations to oe made in mock-up task analyses with early sets of procedures not yet subjected to flight experience. m"lis
caused eve" - major redesign of the electrical system after task analyses for the Avionics Smoke procedure on the A300 FF,
suggtme 4 that the method may also be a helpful technique during initial cockpit design,

PERFORMANCE CRITRIA METHOD

The Performance Criteria Analyses presented in the following are a complemennt to the Airbus Industrie man-machine
interface studies originally based on the three functionally related attricutes of input load (taskload), operator effort
(workload) and output result (performance). They were developed in the aftermath of the US Presidential Task Force
recommending increased focus on man-machine interface analysis. In this part two studies ame presented performed unde.
contract with DUNLAP & ASSOCIATES EAST (Hartford, Connecticut, USA) to investigate the impact of new digital
equipment that was to be installed in the A310 (17).

(A) EFIS Perburmanee Criteria Analysis

I Principles of the experiment
In March 1982 AIRBUS INDUSTRIE conducted an extensive experiment to determine relative system performance of

the new Electronic Flight Instruments (EFIS) versus the conventional electromechanical instruments. The Airbus Industrie's
research and development A300 constituted an ideal experimental platform fot such a study as it was equipped with the
conventional instruments in front of the left pilot seat and with the EFIS configuration in front of the right pilot seat- The aircraft
was also equipped with a ,.ophisticated data recorder which can collect most relevant performance measures and record them
on magnetic tape for subsequent analysis The experiment consisted in measurinj relative pilot/aircraft system performance in
the execution of a specified and relatively demanding circuit (Figure 6) to be flown from each seat. in order to provide for
experimental control, a factorial experimental design was employed in which factorial, pilot and instrument/seat were the
major variables. Three conditions were chosen to provide a range of situations under which, the instruments would be
compared and to vary workload for statistical comparison.

These conditions were:

Flight Director:
Flight director and autothrottle system on.

IS:
Flight director and autothrottle off, but "raw" ILS glide and localizer information available.

NDB:
Flight director, autothrottle and ILS off resulting in a totally non-precision configuration.

Go around was initiated at 100 feet radio altitude for the FD and ILS conditions and at 300 feet for NDB approaches.

To ensure geralizability of the results, two pilots flew each condition from each seat, In order to control for learning and
fatigue, each of the twelve situations (2 pilots x 2 seats x 3 conditions) was repeated once in a counterbalanced fashion so that
the total design called for 24 trials (12 situations x 2 replications). The flying pilot always wore a helmet-mounted hood to
restrict his view to only those instruments on his side of the cockpit. Twelve segments were defined in each circuit (Figure 6) so
as to be able to compare the two sets of instruments during individual, homogeneous portions or segments of each circuit.

Subjective ratings using the I 0-point interruption scale described in the section on rynamic Methods, were also collected
at various points to compare workioad levels in either condition.

four basic measures were calculated for each segment and for many of the 61 parameters recorded:

"* Mean:
The numerical time-based average of the parameter.

"* Standard Deviation:
A standard measure of the amount of variation around the mean, the standard deviation has preyed to be an excellent

measure of system smoothoss and stabi'ity..

0 Transitions Throut, Zeto:
The number of sign changes per minute for those parameters which can have both positive and negative values, this rate

also measures stability and the extent of control inputs needed to achieve the observed mean and standard deviation.

* Reversal Rate:
ThM- number of direction reversals per minute of controls and control surfaces, reversal rate is a direct measure of the

control activity and the taskload of the pilots.

The major analytical technique chosen for the instrument comparison was multi-dimensional analysis of variance
(ANOVA) (18).

This technique separates the variation in a dependant variable (the various measures derived from the flight parameters)
into the components which can be attributed to each of the independent factors (in this case pilot, conditions, seat, segment and
replication) or interactions between or among the factors, and a component (error) which cannot be attributed to any of the
factors or interactions. The amount of variation associated with a factor by the A NOVA calculation procedure can thereafter
be tested for statistical significance.

- - .----...-
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The statistical result of this method dearly xhow differences as a fthntlon of the sat fr: n which the aircraft was flown. In

all ?310esati alts o figncance were examined(l4effects per measurex 165measuresretained for ANOVA) exclusive
of the replation factor. It wns found that the numb.-r of significance effects involving the seat factor was well above what would
ikely be produced by chance (116 when testing at the 0.05 level of ,IpgIfiane, meaningless than 5 chances out of 100 the' ifie

effects were produee'J by chance).

Given that the existence of a specific difference has been shown, it could have favored the EFIS or the conventional
i.smiments. However, all of those measures which could be interpreted in terms of smoothness or precision of flight favored
the EFIS. The remaining differences either favored the EFIS or showed variation across the experimental factors which could
not reasonably be interpreted as favoring either instrument type.

These measures were for example:

"* Pitch speed or rate chaig-q- through zero were significantly higher for the EFIS (18.46 versus 17.48 per minutes for
conventional) across all flight conditions and in each one individually. At the same time, the standard deviation of pitch
rate, a measure of smoothness, was the same ot lower for the EFIS. Together, these measures showed that the pilots were
making finer corrections around the criterion value (higher rate through zero) while stil maintaining or improving overall
smoothness.

" Elevator position reversal rate was also sigificantly higher in all conditions when the aircraft was flown with the EFIS
(32.15 versus 30.12 per minute for conventional). Also the standard deviation of elevator position was not sigiofim.antly
different for both types of instruments.

Thus greater precision was accomplished with the EFIS with equivalen' smoothness.

" Engine I power lever angle reversal rate was signiicantly higher for the EFIS flown trials ,21.49 versus '0.37 per minute
for conventional). The difference was most pronounced during the ILS and NDB conditions in .Ahich the autothrottle
system was disengaged and the pilots had to manage the engines manually to track the target &irspe-.ds.

It is interesting to note that the superior performance of the EFIS was particularly pronounced for those measures which
are related to information which is displayed in a new, mote precise fashion on the electronic instrume'its. The smoother
wnd more accurate performance of the ptiot/aircraft system may be simply because pilots tried harder when flying with the
EFIS or because the EFIS presented more or bettrr information for flight maneuvering. The .esults must be interpreted
with the understanding that neither pilot had e.terrsive. experience with the EMqS. It is reasonable to hypothvsize that a
greater level of pilot familiarity with EFIS wouid have shown an even larger performance benefit when flying in the normal
to moderately difficult flying situations experienced during the experimeni.

The increased reversal rates of elevator position and engine power levers and the higher rates through zero of piih speed
are indications of increased taskload since all flying was under manual control of the pilots. With regard to workload the
rating method described in Part Ii on Dynamic Methods shows a slightly lower meau worklcad for the FFIS seat but this
difference was however not statisti.;ally significant. Since the experment was not designed to examine this aspect
specifically workload in both configuration is roncluded to be equivalent, greater precision being accomnp!ishetJ with the
EFIS.

(B) FMS PERFORMANCE CRITERIA ANALYSIS

A similar experiment was curried out by Airbus Industrie in Januay 1983, to assess the p.- rformance of the A310
aircraft/pilot system with and w.ithout the use of the FMS when the attopilot was engaged and to examine the ability of pilots to
uie c FMS inmormation directly without aid of the autopilot.

The experiment coisisied in measuring relative pilot/aircraft system performance in the execLtion of a specified and
relatively demanding circuit which combined a SID and STAR (Figure 6).

Three experimental conditions were studied:

* NAV:
"Normal" flying with the Flight Management System commauading the autopilot and the pilot monitoring horizontal track

and entering altitude and speed adjustments.

9 STANDARD)
"Normal" flying without the Flight Management System in which th: pilot commanded all course, altitude and speed

changes through the autopilot.

e MANUAL:
Manual flying without interventiota from the autopilot or help of the flight director but using FMC track information as

displayed on the ND for navigation.

As in the EFIS study, to ensure generalizability of results snd increase the precision (f analyses, it was desirable for each
pilot to fly each condition twice in a counterbalanced design. However, to permit data collection !o be undertaken Ln a single
tfight, the NAV condition was only flown once by each pilot. In addition subjective worklosd ratings using the 10-pinut

internuption scale were again collected as in (A) to compare levels in either condition.

Similarly to the preceding study, six basic measures were extracted for each segmcnt and for many of the 75 parmelters
recorded. The major analytical technique obviously wa&, again multidimensional anal) sis of vati'nce (ANOVA) (18).

A statistical examia'stion of the significant effects in this experiment shows three cl-,ar patterns of findings.



First, m.iv of the significarit differences appear to relate to whether or not the .iutotihot was engaged. Thi, autopilot
clearly has vastly different response characteristics to those of the pilots. In general, the autopilot allows "error" to build up
more before it rcsponds than do the pilots.

I1 then brings the system back to a nominal state with little overshoot ot additional correction. Since the autopilot was
engaged in both the NAV and STANDARDI conditions, this "autopilot" effect causes them to appear quite similar and qvite
different from the MANUAL condition.

The sceond pantcrs of results, relates to the similarity between the NAV and MANUAL conditions on certain parameters
which relate tI the way the aircraft maneuvers in the horizontal plane. Is would appear that the inercased precision of track
specification by the FMC. whether manually or by the autopilot, results in better flying performance on these parameters.

The third clear pattern in the results highlights superior performance when flying in the N,%V condition.

These Ending,• sui'R•.si differences in the smoothness of the tracks ilown during the NAV trials when compared with the
other two coinditions. In particular, the exrecmely low yaw rate with an associated low standard deviation of rudder position
pitint to significantly less stressful and more com;ortablc flying with the FMS,

As commented in the se.ction on Dynamic Methods the expected ordering of conditions with respect to workload was
achieved. NAV showing lowest, MANUAL highest. The trend displayed here is nonetheless made even more noteworthy by
the fact that neither pilot had extensive experience with the IFMS and th1refore c -uld have been expected to show some dcgree
of extra preoccupation with flying in these ,onditions.

CONCLUSION

The practice of man-machine interface analysis clearly got an added.impetus with the approach to the iss',e discussed in
this paper. It eulmitiated into a battery of methods that not only dealt with that particular aspect but much more generally
investigated the impact of new technology and its match with the crew and operations. Man-machint interaction analysis
precisely is in the business of examining these matches. Rather than 'nsisting excessively on workload it concentrates on
iaiformation-transfer which, we believe, is the essential parameter of the interface equation.

The common rationale of all our methods is that they work by comparison wo previously certificated man-machine
systems. They wer' launched as an important and risk-taking validation exercise several years ago without any prior certainty
as to what they wouU prooduce as results. Clearly, the practice of flight testing by cross-reference to former designs is classical
and justified but there is an upcoming need to develop integrated workload and performance standaids which would
potentially alleviate or delete this requirenment for comparison.

A step in this directini was performed by validating some of the pr,.viously mentioned work with regard to Dynamic
Workload Analysis (se Part II). It was done b. means of Performance Criteria Analysis, described in the preceding paragraphs
and Ambulant Monitoring of Heart Rate, mentioned in Pan II,
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DYNAMIC METHODS

1. PRNCIPLES OF THE METHODOLOGY

The Dynamic Workloa-d Metho is a subjective, qualitative techtnique to asses- the workload reultini; fron thde
interaction of all piloting atit management functions mentioned in FAR23, Appendix D. It addresses mental effort due to the
imie pressure, information processing and einotional stress whilst piloting the aircraft under a variety of normal. abnormal or

emergiency conditions. With tis method the point is made that the menu.! vffort associated with collecting anid processing
information at'd the making of decisions is much more prominent in pilot workload than the actual physical implementation of
decisions through actuation of controls. I fence covert eftforts which occur in the planning, monitoring and decision-making
processes are of particular importance.

*f'he method's application basically consists ina concur. ent assessment of workload by the pilot,- and by an observer-pik, 1.
This is done by means of a commun workload scale modclled a,'ter the Coopor-Harper wcale. 'The first scheme adopted a',
AIRBUS INDUSTRIE consisted of a 5-point scale for pilots and an oseriapping 7-ooint scale for observers. T'his dual
workload sc~e was used for the A300 FF workload campaigns and con~zed of one ratinigchoice for each workload category
for the piitots,

Obset-!#trs disposed however of two rating choices for both thc low and rnderate, workload categories (19) (20). The
expel ence of the A300 FF certification showed that the rating activity wits quite uninirusive to pilots, that low workload did
not need two categories but that heavy load deserved a c2hoice selection.
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Fig. 7 Dynamic workload scale (A3 1tt)

The common A3 10 workload scale thereiotc consisted of 7 points from 2 to 8 (Figure 7) which offers one rating choicc
for the low worklocd ecaegory 2, twa rating possibilities for the moderate %, 4 and the high workload 5. 6 categories. The two
rensainias rating alternatives concern extrrme 7 and supreme 8 workload cases that impose strict scriatiny during the post-flight
analyses (21) (22). A description of the scale by means of selection criteria is prov'ided for initial guidance hut due to the
diveisity of workload co-nnotations across individuals (23) AIRBUS INDUJSI'RIE insists that pilots and observersi he strictly
guided by theiv own persotvt interpretation of the term workload. T"he objective of the common pilot and obset ver scale is to
give pilots and oibservers a frame of reerence on workloadl acceptability without insposing a definition or as viewpoint. Pilots
and ob-erver- are however asked to rate workload i~id not taskload nor performance.

Practically, flight crew-s are subject to a comprehensive set of both simulator and real flight scenarios throughout which
they arm required to proviC. frwxiuent and prompt ratings of workload. Pilots are trained to rate their workload experience upon
thc obs.:rver's re.juest.

The observer-ratter first introduce% his assessment of estimated pilot workload by means of a rating box (Figure 8), and
thereby triggrs the corresponding pilot's gaven cue light. 7'hi:; effectively requests the pilot's response which is implemensted
through activation of the appronriate push-buttsas on the pilot rating box. which i%, on the glareshield.

The basic insti uction is for the observers to r'qfuest and provide a ruling wiienever they fccl workload since the last rating
has changed or in t,.~ absence of s,.ch variation it a substantial amount of time (more than 5 minutes) has elapsed since the
previous rating. T~he rating system is designed such that its .svration imposes minimal interference. although pilot response
time to a nting request may be si~nifcant as pilots are' instructed to give priority to their immediate work. It should be noted
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that observer-raters 3re also asked to keep track of errors by rating them according to their gravity as proposed by a 3-point
"scale..hese performance measures can also he introduced on the more elaborated observer pushbutton box. The three
categories of errors which are considered ar, as follows:

- Minor errors (M): slip or error fixed promptly.

- Important errors (I): important errors, corrected or uncorrected anomalies or safety-unrelated errors uncorrected,

- Safety-related errors (S): errors that may affect safety in the longer term whether corrected or not.

The rationale behind the coupled pilot-obser -cr rating procedure is that each pilot is intimately facing his workload
situation and that this close implication may sometimes bias his appreciation either towards an overstate:ment or towards an
understatement. Similarly, the observer is following at the same time the corresponding pilot's workload situation but this
independent relation may also bias his appreciation either towards an overstatement or towards an understatement. AIRBUS
INDUSTRIE's basic hypothesis is that the true picture may in fact be lying between both appreciations of workload. In the first
case too much or too little emphasis may indeed be put on covert processess, in the second ease too much or too little emphasis
may be put on overt behaviour Close attention is therefore iiven to the degree of concordance of pilot and observer opinions
and this is the subject of further analysis in the discu.sion of results in order to validate the overall method.

In the A300 FF minimum crew certification the Dynamic Workload Analysis was applied during both a simulator
campaign and a real flight campaign (Figure 9). The simulator campaign involved three programmes, one on the A3)O FF and
two on reference aircraft i.e. the B-737 and the DC-9 (19) (20). This procedure of comparing with well-established two crew
aircraft is similar to the approach of the Static Taskload Analysis. The objectives were to provide the Airworthiness Authority
observers with baseline references on two-man aircraft which have proven in service experience and to calibrate their use of the
workload scale b) means of common scenarios. This was considered essential prior to their participation to the A300 FF
simulator and flight programmes. The participating crews comprised one complete Airworthiness Authority crew and two
crews consisting of a captain (CMI) from the Airworthiness Authorities assisted by a pilot (CM2) from AIRBUS
INDUSTRIE.

In the A3 10 minimum crew certification the Dynamic Workload Analysis was also applied during both a simulator and a
flight campaign (Figure 10). For both campaigns AIRBUS INDUSTRIE was able to benefit from the former experience by
comparing;o an in-house aircraft, the A300 FF, as in the Static Taskload Analysis (13) (14). The extent of the A3 10 milrn!..:,
"crew certification exercise was however much larger than with ihe A300 FF because up to 7 different crews par: ,ipated to
both the simulator and flight campaigns. These consisted of one complete Airworthiness Authority crew, two crs.ws with a
captain (CM I) from the Airworthiness Authorities assisted by a pilot (CM2) from AIRBUS INDUSTRIE and four ct4.:ws each
with a captain (CM I) from one of the 4 launching airlines also assisted by a pilot (CM2) of AIRBUS INDUSTRIE.

The preparation of the various flight scenarios was largely inspired by such training techniques as LO.F.T. (line
orientated flight training) and combined operational difficulties with in-flight technical problems involvipg abnormal and
emergency situations.

A brief examination of cumulated results helps to appreciate the procedure adopted for comparing the results of the
aircraft under certification with the reference aircraft. The principal numerical tools usef for this were the cumulated rating
distributions presented under histogram form (see Figure 10). These histograms permit to get an idea of the frequency of
timewise distribution of ratings throughout any particular campaign. In particular the addition of the low to moderate workload
categories shows that the A300 FF workload levels are at worst eq.ivalent but generally even better than those of the B-737
and the DC-9 when considering common scenarios exercised on the simulat.ir.
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It was also demonstrated that the various workload categorie are at least similarly occupied on the A310 as on the A300
FF so that it was established that workload levels on the A310 resnain within the envelope defined by the A300 FF for the
common scenarios of both the simulator and flight campaigns (Figure 101.

The application of this methodology for min'mum crew certification with the A300 FF and the A31 0 in both the simulator
and real flight cam,~pign is described in more detail elsewhere (24).

2. DLSCUSSiON OF THE METHOD

The actual results of workload ratings as provided by pilots and observers may be presented along a timeline. In order to
follow the graphic tinelines more easily, main events were plotted so as to link the workload spectra with the scenarios being
exercized. Workload ratings are joined by solid lines for the observer and by internipted lines for the pilot (Figure 11) (19) (Q0)
(21) (22, This helps to visually appreciate the concordance between pilot and obs.rver ratings and its evolution through time.
It should be recalled for the appreciation of this that during the A300 FF certification pilots had a 5-point scale from A to E and
observers a 7-point scale from 2 to 8. Moreover observer ratings 2 and 3 corresponded with rating A for low and observer
ratings 4 and 5 with rating B for moderate workload. The experience with the A300 FF indicated that for the A310 certification
only one rating choice should be given for the lo'w workload category 2, whereas two rating possibilities should be provided for
the moderate 3 and 4 and high 5 and 6 wor~load categories respectively.

Before reaching for conclusions it was judged necessary to validate the Dynamic Workload Methods with some
elementary statistical tests as is commcnly done in marketing and social research. The first tests had to prove the good
concordance of pilot and observer ratings in order to validate the principle of the coupled rating procedure. An adequate
quality index needs to take into account the values of pilot/observer .ifferences of opinion as well as the amnunt of time this
was sustained throughout the flight. It was moreover hypothesized that the workload scales could be considered as continuous
numerical scales with constant intervals between the workload ievels. The sclected quty index expressed as divergence index

integrates throughout the whole flight the areas of the graphic timelines where pilot and observer have made different workload
assessments and refers this to the whole envelope area generated by the observer's graphic timeline. This index formulation is in
fact truly reflective of the reader's appreciation of the comparison of pilot and observer graphic timelines.

The results brought to our attention that:
(a) Better ngreement between pilots and observers was reached during the flight campaign than during thki simulator

campaign both for the A300 FF and A310 minimum crew demonstrations (12 simulations out of 35 for the A300 FF, 40
simulations ou. of 54 for the A310, 28 flights out of 50 for the A300 FF and 45 flights out of 60 for the A310 with a
Sdivergene coefficient smaller than 3.33%),

(b) Biggest divergence indices were recorded during the crew's first flights in each campaign which together with (a) seems to
indicate that there is an adaptation to the rating activity.

(c) Overall a relatively good overall concordance of opinion was obtained especially between observers and flying pilots;
concordances were even improved on the A3 10 versus the A300 FF after adoption of the adapted common pilot-
observer workload scale.

(d) Divergence indices were relatively constant throughout a flight's history i.e. when they started low or high they remained
low or high throughout a flight.

(e) Some crews and observers were better in reaching agreement than others but overall divergence was low.
(f) Divergence indices appear to be independent of scenario difficulty.

Another very simple check helped to confirm some of these conclusions since it appeared that when converting the ratings
collected on the A310 to the scale adopted on the A300 FF:

(a) Full agreement between pilot and abserver was reached:
- For 68.1% of ratings on the A300 FF but for as much as 76.7% of ratings on the A310 duriig the simulator

campaigns,
- For 80.8% of ratings on the A300 FF but foras much as 84.8% of ratings on the A310 during the flight campaigns,

(b) Disagreement by just one workload category between pilot and observer was reached :
- For 31.0% of ratings on the A300 FF but for only 22.85% of ratings on the A310 during the simulator campaigns,

- For 18.85% of ratings on the A300 FF but for 15.6% of ratings on the A310 during the flight campaigns,

(c) Disegreement by more than one workload category between pilot and observer was reached:
- For 0.7% of ratings on the A300 FF but for 0.45% of ratings on the A310 iuring the simulator campaigns,
-- For 0.35% of ratings on the A300 FF but for 0% of ratings on the A310 during the flight campaigns.

The final verification looked at the possible relation of errors with workload. Statistical work on these data showed that:

(a) The classical shaped curve (4) between performance and workload could not be verifild indicating that pilots never go to
situations where they could but make erro-s.

(b) The simulator campaigns brought proportionally more errors than the flight campaigns possibly ,,ause simulator
scenarios were somewhat harder or were more difficult to execute.

(c) There was no direct relationship between scenario difficulty and errors.
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3. EL.AMPLES OF WORKLOAD RATING APPLICATIONS

The Perionnance Criteria Analysis presented in Part I 'if this chapter respectively concern man-machine interface
experiments on EFIS and FMS (25) (26).

The EFIS-experiment involved flying a 15-minute take-off, circuit, approach and landing/go-around task to compare the
system with conventional instruments.

This involved three configurations (flight director ILS, raw data ILS and NDB non-precision) by two pilots with two
replications on each system.

A new subjective rating scale based on the concept of interruption or bother was used so as to enable workload
comparisons. In this I0-point scale, the "1" corresponds to little bother at an optimal time in the flight for the pilot to be
interrupted, while, the "10" ce,-responds to a big bother at an inopportune time for interruption. Ratings were requested at 12
predetermined points in the segments of each circult.

In addition, the Flight Test Engineer was requesitJt to ask for additional ratings at his own discretion.

An examination of the table below shows a slightly lower mean workload for the EFIS scat, but this difference was not
statistically significant. The Ex1S also exhibits a slightly larger dispersion that is most probably due to the relative inexperience
of both pilots with this equipment when compared to the conventional instruments. The rating scores by condition showed that
the pi.ots rated the Flight Director trials as having lowest workload, followed by the ILS trials with the NDB trials rated as
highest in workload. This effect was significant when tested by a one-way analysis of variance and indicates that the expected
ordering of conditions with respect to workload was, in fact, achieved.

The results •howed that !he EFIS were no! associated with any higher workload event with pilots who were relatively
inexperienced in the use of the new electronic instruments.

Summary of subjective rating

Mean Standard Deviation

Left seat 6.7 2.3
Right seat 6.5 2.5
Flight Director 5.4 1.9
ILS 6.9 2.1
NDB 7.7 2.6

The FMS-experiment similar to the preceding involved flying a 25-minute take-off, SID, STAR and landing/go-around
task to compare normal flying with the FMS commanding the autopilot (NAV), first with normal flying without the FMS but
with autopilot (STD) and second with manual flying without autopilot or flight director but with F`MS for navigation (MAN).
Obviously the same "bother" scale was used in this experiment when requesting ratings from two pilots in the NAV (no
replication), STD and MAN condition (two replications each).

The distribution of workload ratings shown in the table below shows that the actual mean values are in the predicted
direction with the NAV condition showing the lowest value, followed by the STANDARD condition and the MANUAL
condition being the highest. However, the differences in the mean values were not sufficient to yield significance with only 90
ratings.

Summary of subjective rating

Mean Standard Deviation

NAV 5.5 210
STANDARD 6.1 1.6
MANUAL 6.3 1.8

The trend displayed here is nonetheless made even more noteworthy by the fact that neither pilot had extensive
experience with the EFIS or FMS and therefore could have been expected to show somno degree of extra preoccupation with
flying in these conditions.I As a conclusion the performance gains observed for both the EFIS and FMS (reported in Part 1) were not associated with
any increase mn the workload perceived by the pilots in the experiments. Flying with the EFlS is rated as bringing lower
workload than with conventional equipment, using the FMS is associated with lower workload than trials flown without it.
Although neither of these differences were statistically significant, the results providedr the clear implication that pilot workload
would be positively influenced by the introduction of these new electronic flight systems.

WORKLOAD MODELING DEVELOPMENTS

1. Workload ihdex Developusent
Today's certification process involves a lengthy set of test flights during which pilots give subjective workload ratings. It

was reasoned that the entire process would be greatly simplified and made more objective and procire if a model relating
workload to system performance measures (described in Part I of this chapter) were to be generated and validated. The flights
for the EFIS - instrument comparison constituted an ideal setting on which to superimpose this research conducted in
cooperation with DUNLAP & ASSOCIATES EAST.
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S7r this effort the idea was to dcvelop a statistically appropriate mlithematical model relating the subjective workload
ratings to objectively measurel flight parametcrs. Thus, it was clear that the times at which parameter values were important
were those times at which ratinbs were requested. 1his prc:cluded the need for any other breakdown of the circuit and defined
402 points in time for which values had to be dewived from the data tapes.

The dependent measure for the experiment was the rating given on the 10 point numeric scale described earlier.

The independent measures from which an attempt would be made to predict ratings had to be constructed from the 61
parameters mentioned earlier.

Midtiple regression with ratings as the dependent variablc was chosen as the analytical tool for building a workload index.
Multiple regression is a generalized statistical techi-que which predicts a dependent variable using one or more independent
variables.

Only those independent variables which represented input by the pilot or the reIspofne of the aircraft %ystem were
considered for inclusion. It was decided that the instantaneoas value of these variables at the time of the rating would generally
not be wn appropriate measure for several reasorts. First, the single second value at the tine of a rating might be a transient and
not truly representative of the parameter being -bserved. Second, while the pilots were asked to give an instantaneous
judgment, experience and the literature show that euey would tend to base their rating on their inirression integrated over some
time period. Third, there was a varying and unmeasured response delay between the request for a rating and the flying pilot's
response. Hence, choosing only one second's data might introduce needless nrror.

The situation suggested that some smoothing of data was needed.

For this study, multiple regression was applied in a stepwise fashion. Using this technique, a se,, of variables is chosen and
individual independent variables are allowed to enter the model one by one on the basis of some pre-established statistical
criteria. This procedure is generally used when one wishes to isolate a subset of available predictor variables that will yield an
optimal equation with as few terms as possibl,.

A model of this type appears to have the potential, if validated, to rcsult in an excellent and extremely useful tool for
measuring workload.

It is important when considering a model such a% this to examine the reasonableness or apparent face validity of the
measures which the stepwise procedure has brought into the equation. The most important variables relate to the flight director
pitch order which is essentially an error measure. The literature tends to indicate that the perzeption of error is often related to
workload. Likewise, several acceleration measures enter the equation as theory would predict. In fact, all of the meamures in the
model appear reasonable because they are either the direct result of pilot actions, e.g. elevator position reversals; represent
error conditions which must be attended to, e.g. flight director orders ; or are related to the stability or smoothness of flight, e.g.
pitch angle. Thus, it can be concluded that the model likely has physical meaning and is consistent with theory.

In spite of all of these considerations, care must be exercised in using this model as any other until it is validated. Orly two
pilots took part in the experiment and only a rclatively narrow range of workload was examined. No data were collected under
extremely low workload conditions, such as cruise, or extremely hWgh, such as associated with an emergency.

2. Ambulatory Monitoring of Heart Rate
Among all physiologic parameters that may objectivate the impact of task performance, heart rate and heart rate

variability appear to be very responsive indicators of the activity of the sympatho-adrenergic system and consequently of the
adaptation of the human being to physical exercize. to me, Al load or to a situation of emotional stress (27) (28) (29) (30).

The measurement of the periodicity of electric cardiac activity by means of electrocardiographic recording (ECG)
appears to be a most accu rate way to study heart rate. A method of ambulatory monitoring of heart rate for transport pilots wvas
developed for this purpose by J.P. FOUILLOT and J. REGNARD of the Laboratoire de Physiologi• at Cochin Faculty of
Medecine i. Paris.

A miniature magnetic tape-reccrder, records the ECG, a 60 Hz signal produced by a quartz clock and an identification
signal introduced for synchronization purposes by meams of an ovent marker-button. An observer keeps an activity log on a
paper erid with the help of an electronic chronometer. In this way flight deck activity is cut in a series of time sequencies which
are all identified by a four-dint code. This observation of cockpit activity is synchronized with the recording of ECG by means
of the event marker at the start of the flight. Cardiac period (RR-interval) is measured by the time elapsed between two QRS-
waves detected by means of an analog system. The measurement is made from the clock.

In a first approach these recordings were therefore processed to obtain RR interval histograms for all flight sequences.
The representation of heart rate variation by means of histograms for cardiac periods (or RR intervals) is an effective way to
condense the abundant information of each flight sequence. These, RR interval histograms are presented using 10 classes of
heart rate categories expressed in heart beats per minute ; each clqss (from 60 t: 69 bpm until from 160 to 169 bpm)
corresponds with the percentage of the total number of heart beats detectad for that category during the sequence.

The RR interval histograms provide a synthesis of heart rate response corresponding to a flight sequence which is a
microscopic view with regard to the whole flight. 1s order to provide a macroscopic view of heart rate variution, histograms are
cumulated per flight phase, per scenario, and per pilot function over the whole population for 7 crews involved in the A310
two-man crew certification.

Scenarii involving non-major failures are not associated ivith any increase in heart rate. On the opposite scenarii involving
a degradation of flight conditions and a rapid change of flight plan such as rapid descent, electrical smoke/fire or single engine
flight bring an increase in heart rate indicating the possible occurrence of mental load or emotional stress. Hear t rate histograms
for rapid descent are shown in Figure 12.

, -. ,
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For the flying pilot (PF) these histograms demonstrate that there is no increase .a Ieart rate frequency during engine
failure reconitien and che:klist prccessing by the other pilot. For the non-flying pilot, this sequence re",.s, however, in a heart
rate increase as he is handling the check list and applying the procedure. The flying pilot undergoes an increase during

approach through landing with a maximum during go around (if any). The non-flying pilot has a decrease in these sequences
compared to the sequence corresponding with the failure introduction. These general trends are summarized in the table below
which shows heart rate percentages nbove 109 bpm for the various phases:

Climb Failure Approach Go-around Landing
introduction

+ C/L
PF 7% 7.6% 35.4% 56% 35%

PNF 9.9% 25% 12% 20.2% 11.7%

It should be reminded that take-off, go around and landing phases were, however, of relatively short duration lasting no
longer than 90 seconds.

In a second approach eight indices of heart rate and heart rate variability were processed at each evaluation of workload
rating by either pilot or observer.

We studied the correspondences between these heart rate and heart rate variability indices and pilot ratings
simultaneously recorded using the method of factorial analysis of Benzecri (31 ). This method is applicable to any given table of
positive values having r3ws of N individuals (in this study the flight sequence corresponding to workload rating evaluations)
and columns of N variables (in this study heart rate and heart rate variability indices and workload ratings). This permits to
represent the sets of variables and individuals in the system of orthogonal basis defined by the factorial axis (32). In order to
apply factor analysis of correspondences homogeneous data have been obtained by defining classes within boundaries for all
the above mentioned variables.

From the A310 flights' material we have inventorized 3032 sequences and divided each variability index into seven
classes going from lower to higher values.

Coding of workload ratings and various variability indices helps to extract 64 modalities.
The initial data table has dimensions of (3032,64) and figure 13 shows the deduced 2 dimensional factorical space (Fl,

1F2) where the 64 modalities are plotted. This figure shows that the modalities vary according to a specific gradient going from
the lowest to the highest modality values. As for example, the modalities of the SM3 * index follow a parabolic like curve from
SM3 t * to SM37 *; while the workload RAP * estimated by the pilot varies in the opposite direction (RAPI * to RAP5 *).

The proximity of different modalities can be studied knowing that 2 modalities are as close to each other as their
interrelation can allow.

The matrix of distances between variables, in the factorial space formed with the first 7 factors, enables only to look after
the nearest neighbours of each workload rating evaluation. One can see that the higher pilot workload ratings have as nearest
neighbours classes of indices corresponding to higher heart rate and lower heart rate variability and those of lower pilot
workload ratings have only as nearest neighbours classes of indices corresponding to lower heart rates and higher heart rate
variability.

In conclusion, we do think that heart rate and heart rate variability ambulatory monitoring of aircrews can be a good
means to assess the impact and difficulty of task performance. From these last findings of a correspondence between heart rate
variability and pilot ratings there is suggestive evidence of the possibility to include heart rate variability in a pilot workload
model.

3. Dynamic Workload Modelling
The research results mentioned above suggested that workload ratings might be modelled using data extraneous to the

pilot, such as aircraft and flight status measures. The research information reported in the previous paragraph illustrated
however that heart rate data intraneous to the pilot may also be indicative of varying worklos 4 states. Hence the objective was
formulated to attempt modeling ratings of the dynamic workload method by means of .:',craft data, heart rate variability
parameters and flight status measures. The study reported in this section was performed in cooperation with Dunlap &
Associates and Cochin Laboratory of Physiology. It utilizes data collected during 60 hours of actual route-proving flights in the
A310 Certification campaign late 1982 and early 1983. The purpose of this study was to develop and validate a statistical
model which would be capable of predicting the subjective mental workload ratings actually given by the pilots during the
certification campaign. From over 60 hours of route proving flights on the European network, 31 flights averaging
approximately one hour each were used to build a predictive model since aircraft data and heart rate measures on both pilots
were available.

The task of developing a model capable of predicting a pilot's subjective workload rating involved both extensive data
manipulation and management as well as the application of a rigorous statistical approach to avoid the possibility of deriving
spurious results. Data management was a major undertaking both because of the size of the data sets and because four different
sets of information recorded in completely different ways had to be integrated.

These were the pilot and observer ratings, the aircraft flight parameters and the pilot heart data. The fourth data set
consisted of printed log sheets prepared during the various flights showing the flight phase, e.g. takeoff, climb etc., and flight
condition, e.g. normal, emergency etc. Figure 14 shows the flow of these data through the various major processing steps.
Development of the model was undertaken using a 'split halves" design in which half of the data were used to construct the
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model and the remaining half were used asmareliabiltay and validity test. The 7-pcuit rating scale ranging from 2 through 8 was

employed for the certificati zn fligizj and used as the dererdent measure in this study.

The model building half was used for the stepwise multiple regression scroeniag of candidate m~easures previously
mentioned.

Models were calculated using the General Linear Models (GLM) ('3) (34), approach which permits the use of both

11continuous and discrete variables.MTus, rw~nasured data on heart rates and the aircraft (contutuous measures) and categories of

aircraft status information such as fliiht phaAe (takeoff, climb, approach, etc.) could all be used to predict the workload ratings,

whtich had been given bythe14 pilots dur~ingthe figjiL

The resulting model coefficients wei, utilized to L.akculate a predicted workload rating for each data point in the validity

sample. T'he actual and predicted rating were then correlated and the mod.A was either accepted as valid or rejacted based on

fthe significance and magntude of the~ correlation.

Tlhe application of these data management methods resulted in the calculation of over 50 different models of pilot

P workload.

The aircraft measures considered included:

* exponential averages,
rates through zero,
reversal rates,

* number of AFC modes on.

ILITh heart rate measures L'cluded:
* level
* difference (baseline, overall mean)
* trend (short, long terms)
0 variance (short, long terms).

The resultin model firally selected as the beat was proved reliable and a valid predictor of the rating pilots gave,

significantly better than chance (p ( 0.000 1) (Multiple R of 0.67). Ratings predicted by the model correlated well with actuel

ratings, the model also predicting the ratings of the pilots mo"re accurately than did the un-board observqrs.

This can be appkeciated by flight ?ihast. and' ,y scenario on figure 15. These graphs preftnt mean ratings as a function of

Noigt phase or fligh., condition and use:
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- Aircraft meures
- Heair rate measures on sting pilot
- Heont rate measures on nan-rating pilot
- Fight condition
- scenrio

Pilot flying/pilot non flying specification.
In general, this shows that higher mca.t workload ratings were associated with situations and conditions which research

and experience suggested would show higher workload.

RegaRdless of the particular Apec of workload actually heingt addressed by the subjec-ivf ratin given by the AIO
certification pilots, it was possible to uidhze the data available to calculate a valid and reliable predictive model. Moreover, all
three types of data (aircraft, heart rate and variability) Play important roles in the model the;eby further reinforcing the notion
that workioad is a multi-dimensioAW mentally determined construct" (35).

PITFALLS AND LIMITATIONS

1. Dyeamic Mailhud
Although Pi.ot workload has b-en a concern for sometime, there has been little large-scale reseach c•Wdctc'd on

commercial circraft to date. The minimum crew certification programme for the AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A300 FF and A3 10
provided a ur.qae opportunity to perform practical work in this field. Heart rate monitoring analysis could be done since
measurement equipment was easy to install and unobtrlsive when compared to other physiological measures. Subiective
assessment of pilot workload ,vas also esly accepted by thope involved in tie evaluation fqijts. Some pioneering work had
already teen done by Cooper and Harper (10) wo develop a scale to rate aircraft handling qualiies. The practia-; of opinion
surveys well known in mark-ting and attitude research zould readily be transferred to the cockpit area by adapting the scale just
mentioned. However the apparent additional burden for pilots to have to rate their own workkwad prompted AIRBUS
INDUSTRIE to adopt a cautious approach with regard to the amount of rating cattgories. At irst, in the A300 FF, the pilot
scale only contained 5 choices, which was eventually expanded to 7 for the A310 minimum crew campaigns, the former ha'.'ng
proven not to be disturing at all.

It does not go unnoticed that most ratings obtained with either scale had the propensity to be in the medium workload
category. Rating distributions however clearly proved sensitive to workload alterations kus shown earlier,

With ths 7-point scale in the A31 0 campaigns we obtained even more continuously bell-shaped histograms whose median
would systematically shilt rightwards with increasing w%.,kload.

Finally, for the EFIS and FMS "-periments a continuous I to 10 "bother" scale was also easily adopted by pilots. This
scale again allowed for much more variation to be expressed.

It is also clear that the 5th (A300 i7F) or 7th (A310) extreme workload category pushbutton on the rating box is
intentionally missing. The reason ocing that in such a saturatcd situation the observer-rater would obviously not insist on a
workload rdting and rather c!l off the scevnaio being exercized to have pilots back to their primary oncem i.e. mabit iining
flight sdety. Because of this the A and E categories (A 300 FF) or 2 and 8 ratings (A310) were to be considered as anchor
points lt both extremes of the workload range.

Haing trained participating pilots to rate their workload evaluation with the scrde almost continuously (at observer's
request) we have to maintain that universal calibration is improbable be it only because everyone may be giving different
attribut-s to the term workload, is having a different perception and is adopting a different attitude. Cumulating frequency or
time distribiltion histoýrams may therefo'e appear as a simplistic aciounting procedure whatever alternAtives there may be,
Not being engaged in pure scientifically-oriented research AIRBUS INDUSTRIE had purposely chosen not to impose ,my
specific workload definition.

2. Workload Ass-sair t at
Mos: importa-it w-s the ability to meas;;ie variations of reported workload and the possibility to express acceptability

judgements thrugiout the scenario range. Workload in this sense is a humsin by-product resuInog from a variety of man-
machine and man-man informatior. cxchange processes based on &is concepts of communication theory (36) (37). Boy
expanded this Lnetic intvrpretation of workload to several (workload) variabihty indices characterizing the informational
entropy ofcrew-o.1;aniznt;i-naw perccption and memorization procedures ani Jxision strategies (38)(39). One should remind
It stay clear from the temptati.jn to make absolute quantifications o• workload just as in thennodynamics it is not possible to
measure entrop ,by means of,, direct measuring equipn 'at st-'h aw o thermometer or v manometer.

Given the multi'ldu of tnil,'ieret very pi z.se :iuss.tifications of workload to assess the impact of a minor oesign chartge,
the effect of a small proctdutrAl nhorilt,,.tion or tie influence of an alteration in flight scenario ma:. -1ot necessarily make sense.
No flight ever resembles an) ether as weather situation, ATC communication, air traffic, aircraft condition, crew contact and
the operational context never are *. ,ci'y the same without rigorous experimental precaution. It may be hazardous or even
illusive to reproduce s flight for the sole purpose of absolute workload determination given the many influences that mtiediate
the variation rr cess and contribute to introduce biases and errors .n such assessments.
3. Modelial Workload

What matters most, for an aircraft manufacturer is to be able to detect workload changes and trends as a function of
evolving situations and resulting crew activity organisatiot within a giv-n cockpit environment.
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This is why experimentel conrol precautions were taken in the performance, criteria tests described earlier in P7ýrt 1.
Fac.orial desips for analysis of variance were rigorously adopted capable to counterbelince for confounding effects or to
separote them from the efects of lantrest dudn analysis.

After the completion of mms developmental studies, a central question concerns the practicality of the results. In most
cAses, research Jatt are collected Lmrder conditions which permit an unusually high degree of couitrol. 'I ne Ability to extend
results based on theme data to 'normal" conditions without dth rigouars of cedprmental controls is often an isue. However, int
the context of the workload model derived from tWe A3 10 minimum crew catapaignt there is no such problem. The data lot that
stuy were collected durnag route-proving -ertification fligts which wev ý!esigxwd to be realistic. In fact the use of the data to
support the construction of a model was not contemplated during tbhe process of certifying the A3 10. It is therefore reasonable
tp concluide that the model developed in this study is realistic and representative of certification fligts anid, likely, the normal
line operationts these flights were intended to simitlatc.

The pelmhnarwy development study (discussed above) also found a strong predictive momicl of pilot ratings made on al10
point scale not unlike the?7 paint version used during the A3 10 flihts The preliminary study, however, %Ns conducted in ar
A300 test aircraft. This provides th suggeston that madel can be developed wch~d would be valid acoss a wide variety of
nircraft types. Indeed, there is notklng inherwit in any of the measures used Wnthe modtl which would suggest that they were not
widely appbcable to jet aircraft with simular performance characteristics. The OLM modelin technique would allow the
aircraft type to be used as a classification variable if similar data across the aircraft types were availabe.

The model (discussed above) invoved numerous scenarios which covered a great van.-ty of oormal, abnormal And
emergency operating conditions. This model semdquite capable of trackiiig the suIbjetiv, judgements of the 0iots across
this rng~e of circumstances Thus, tI: flying task need not be kept uniform in order to be able to predict pilot ratinS.

The. proved validity, reliability; mdn realism of the model does not, necessarily, insure its utility to AIRBUS INEUSTRW.
The model was developed uslngtne A310 (200 series) and flights with a duration of approximately one hour. Its universality
has yet to be demonstrated and validation work with other fligt measurements on other AIRRUS-versions is tuaderway.

* Nevertheless, there is Ample evidence that the approach employed and, perhaps, the basics of the model could ha% e: widespread
applicabiky.

oXWaumIOr
Dynami#- assessment of workload had never been performed by a European aircraft rtumiufacturer to the extent it is

reported in this paper.

Clenrly, the incentive. was to certify the advanced cockpits of new technology zircraft with a crew complement of two
pilots. But beyond that it broujit a realiniton that meaningful human fihetors worý a~n make sense if proper menurement
procedures are used and if nowoveIlable computational fhaclte are utilized. Ia particular. while not overstressing the merits of
subjective (workload) ratting it helped once spin to atempt that hieman judgement can be r"lid on if And when used with
precaution. Moreover, it was extremely encouraging to sc the work on embulatory monitoring of heart rate to corne to fruition
she partly because many attempts in the past led to evtr-ircreasing vreticisms wit), regard to this field.

Regardless of the particular Aspect of workload actually being Addressed by thw subjective ratings given by thte A310
certification pilom. it was possible to utilize the available dost to calculate a valid IAnd reliabl predictive modeL The existence of
the model is, by itself a significant finding. The com~plete mmnaysiL of Mt thie dintensions of the moodel and its pitential
implications fonr di theory of workload and its measurement were well beyond the realm of the present paper,

It is worth~y of note, however, that the process of developing this model has shown that there is an underlying order to the
dynanime workwoa assessmonts performed by pilots in sinitioums such as Ctrtificabtio flighti. The ability to detect workload
variations tad to predict the subjecive ratng opens up numerous pussibilities for addlitional rereach and development in
othe area than the certification of aircraft.
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CHAPTER IS

MEASUREMENT OF PILOT WORKLOAD

by

Sandra G Hart
NASA-Ames Research Center

Moffett Field
California 94035, USA

4  lINTRODUCTION

'_ýPilot workload may N defined as the cost incurred by the human operators of complex airbor-me systems in accompishirk
the operational requirem.nits imposed on them. If all pilots could perform all flight-related sctivities on time end without error,

Sand if they could do so uuing available hardware, software, and human resources, the concept of workload would have little
pracdial significance. However, they often cannot. Automation has been offered as a solution to an increasing number of
workload-related problems in existirg systems or predicted for those under development. In addition, there 'as been an ever-
i ncreasing tendency to reduce the number of crewmembers in aircraft cockpits. Again, automatic subsystems arm provided to
moderate the demands thus placed on the remaining crewmembers. Attempts to completely replace humans by automatic
systems have failed, however, because human capabilities, adaptability, and flexibility continue to surpass those of the most

• advanced and sophisticated systems.

To achieve the desired levels of overall system effectiveness, aircraft must be designed that take advantage of the
capabilities of the remaining crewmembers and impose acceptable levels of workload. Thus, the concept of workload has
received an increasing amount of theoretical attention during the past decade and it has become an important consideration ir.
system design. This interest has been prompted by the realization that th, human element in advanced man - machine systems
represents the limiting factor in accomplishing, increasingly complex activities..q-

In some cases, apparently human limitations reflect the consequences of controls, displays, and automatic subsystems that
'ire poorly designed or that are poorly interfaced with the pilots. In other cases, the demands imposed on the pilots exceed their
capabilities either momentarily or for extended periods. Finally, the environments in which some tasks are performed impose
additional demands cn the pilots, combining with other sources of workload to exceed their capabilities.

SOURCES OF WORKLOAD

The relationship between workload, human behaviour and system performance is complex. Thus, measurement
procedures that aie inappropriate, insensitive, or simplistic may provide trivial or misleading answers, The components of
workload for different actdvities vary and the workload experienced by individuals faced with apparently identical task
requirements may be quite different. To some extent, this occurs because the workload of a task is not uniquely defined by its
objective demands; it also reflects an operator's responses to them as well. In addition, various measures may provide different
workload estimates for the same task because they reflect unique aspects of it, the circumstances in whic it is performed, and
individual differences in behavior and experience. Thus, the utility of the information that measures provide may vary with the
situation under consideration. The factors that contribute to pilot workload include the demands imposed by the task, the
available system resources, the environments in which it is performed, and individual differences among pilots.

IMPOSED DEMANDS

The demands that are imposed on pilots are created by what they are asked to achieve (eg the objective goals of the flight
and requirements for speed and precision) and when (eg schedules, procedures and deadlines). Some flight tasks are
intrinsically more demanding than others, and the difficulty of almost any task Cap be altered by a requirement for additional
speed or accuracy. The system resources that are provided define how the pilots can accomplish the task demands.

Thc3 include controls, displays, automatic sub-systems, other crew members, and ground support. Poor display design.
inaccessible controls, poor handling qualities, and too much or too little information can increase workload, even for flight
tasks that might otherwise impose relatively low demands. Finally, where a wsk is performed (eg geographical location, altitude,
tim e of day, weather) may also affect workload. For example, visual workload may be increased by poor visibility, physical
workload may be increased by turbulence, and threats from natural or man-made sources certainly increases stress-related
components of workload. These elements may act independently to create the workload level that is imposed on a pilot or they
may interact, enhancing or mitigating each others' effects.

EXPERIENCED DEMANDS

Finally, who performs the task determites the actual level of workload experienced by a particular pilot. Most tasks
require certain basic skills, knowledge, and training; unskilled or inexperienced pilots experience higher levels of workload
than more skilled or experienced pilots. In addition, incorrect strategies, insufficient effort, or pilot errors may result in higher
levels of workloaa associated with detecting, resolving and recovering from the problems created by the pilots themselves.
Finally pilots' expectations, previous experiences, and physical and emotional states can affect their subjective experiences and
evaluations of workload; as well as their performance. Thus, the "work" that is 'loaded"on a pilot is an important component of
the workload experienced by a particular pilot, but the demands experienced during a specific flight may reflect a number of
other factors as well.
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Different types of questions might be asked about workload. The underlying motives might be economic, political,
engineering design, safety, or humanitarian. The goal might be to prevent potential problems or to identify and solve those that
already exist. Some questions relate to the sources of workload (eg the effects of specific flght tasks, procedures, schedules,
alternative types of controls and displays, the addit'on of automated sub-systems, degraded f•ght modes, and pilot selection
and training). Others focus on the consequences of inappropriate levels of workload (eg the likelihood of fatigue, performance

F decrements, or health problems). Yet others relate to the relative merits of alternative solutions to workload problems (eg
modified system designs, mission requirements, or crew complements). Finally many questions are posed about the extent to
which a pilot's "resources" are consumed by the nominal flying task and are, therefore, unavailable for additional tasks or
emergency situations. Different questions demand different procedures to provide a valid and practical measure or solution.

WORKLOAD MEASURES

Despite its complexity, workload is assumed to be an important and practically relevant entity and a number of valid,
sensitive, and reliable measurement techniques have been devcloped. Workload measures are usually organized into four
categories: (a) objective measures of primary or secondary task performance, (b) subjective ratings, (c) physiological
recordings, and (d) analytic techniques. Each type of measure has advantages and disadvantages and limitations in range of
activities and questions to which it applies; the evidence they provide may or may not be useful, depending on the situation.

A structure and rationale for selecting and applying workload measures and interpreting the results relies on a theoretical
understanding of the potential contributors to pilot workload and a precise definition of the goal of a specific analysis. For
example, questions about task demands might be addressed by analytic procedures (eg task and time-line analysis). Questions
about cor~trol and display design might be addressed by behavioral measures (eg reaction time, accuracy, eye point of regard),
physiological measures (evoked certical potentials), pilot opinion, and models of human operator control, attention, and
decision making. Questions about the effect of the environment on workload might be addressed by measures of physiological
arousal (eg heart rate, respiration) and pilot opinion. Finally, questions about reserve capacity are often answered with
secondary-task techniques.

It is difficult to measure workload absolutely. To some extent, this occurs because the workload of different tasks is
created by different factors. Thus, the values obtained with the some measure used in different situations may reflect different
phenomena. A workload rating for one task might reflect the level of time pressure expe-ienced, whereas another, apparently
similr r rating, might represent mental effort or stress. An increase in heart rate might reflect the stress of low level flight er t'
physical effort required to control an aircraft in heavy turbulence. Each evaluation reflect3 the cost incurred in performing the
task, but the information provided by the measures is not equivalent. Furthermore, it may be difficult to compare workload
estimates obtained with different m.asures directly.

For this reason, most workload evaluations are relative; one flight segment is compared to another, a new aircraft is
compared to a reference aircraft, alternatii e display designs are compared to each other, a degraded environment is compared
to the nominal case, or the '-orkload of a skilled pilot is compared to that of a novice. In each case, it is assumed that the salient
features of the activities are rouglhly equivalent, except those that are experimentally manipulated. Thus, other, irrelevant,
variables are held constant, information obtained about the variables of interest can be compared directly, and the reference
task or configuration provides a context within which the results can be interpreted.

EXAMPLE OF A WORKLOAD ANALYSIS

A standard task has been provided by the AGARD FMP Panel for which a candidate workload assessment procedure is
to be recommended: the final five minutes prior to landing for a jet transport (Appendix 1). The task requirements include
manual altitude, speed and flight path control, navigation (using the Instrument Landing System - ILS), communications,
checklists, instrument checks, and callouts. The approach is flown in the rain with a 200ft cloud base and limited visibility in a
typical aircraft configured for two pilots. No system failures are encountered nor are any modifications made to the intended
flight plan.

DEFINING THE QUESTION

Different questions might be asked about the workload of this flight segment:

(a) Is the allocation of duties between the two crewmembers optimal? (b) What is the effect of degraded weather during
approach and landing? (c) Could pilot workload be reduced by automatic altitude callouts or checklists? or (d) Are there
momentary workload levels that are too high? I will focus on the first question for this paper study. To answer this question,
information is needed about the tasks each pilot is expected to do, when he must do them, and the relative amounts and types of
workload the pilots will encount,wr during different approaches. For example, the pilot-flying might experience continuous
visual and manual workload while the pilot-not-flying might experience high levels of monitoring and communications
workload. Furthermore, differences in responsibility between th,! right and left seats might create relatively subtle differences
in workload from the pilot's perspectives.

GENERAL PROCEDURE

In this section, I will describe how the workload analysis will be structured and an inflight experiment conducted. First, the
activities required of the crew as a team must be defined and a nominal time-line ,r these activities established. Next, the
distributions of duties adopted by individual crews (and the resulting workload levels) must be assessed inflight. The former is
accomplished analytically, the latter, empirically. The preliminary analysis provides a structure for the subsequent inflight
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experiment. It suggests how to segment the flight for analysis, when tc apply workload measures, and candidate tasks for a
detailed analysis.

The pilots will perform the approach and landing in a standard cockpkt with all equipment hfnctioning normally. Since no
alternative controls, displays, levels of automation, or crew sizes will be considered, the effect of system resources upon
workload will not be addressed. Likewise, since the approaches will be flown under identical meteorological conditions, the
influence of environment on workload will not be examined directly.

Criterion performance levels are established for airspeed (+/-3 kts), rate of descent on the glideslope (+/-50 ft/min),
localizer tracking (+/-2.5 deg) and touchdown point (within 100m and at less then 6 ft/sec). In addition, a list of discrete
activities that must be accomplished during each segment (eg callouts, flap settings, landing checks, communications), will be
prepared.

Qualified transport pilots will participate in the flight experiment, using equipment and procedures with which they are
familiar. Flight time and familiarity with the aircraft and routes will not be experimentally manipulated.

SELECTION OF MEASURES

Task Analysis/Time Une
A task analysis will provide information about what activities are required whil a time-line will estaibsh the schedules,

procedures, and deadlines. Some preliminary information about the workload imposed by each task and the time it requires
can be obtained from existing data bases (eg Hart & Bartolussi (1).

The entire five-minute flight could be evaluated as a single entity, however, subdividing it ino four intervals allows a more
precise and diagnostic assessm'mt. The activities performed during each segment (Table 1) include: flight-path control,
navigation, communications, checklists, crosschecks, or callouts, and discrete actions. The segments represent metningful
units of activity from a pilot's perspective rather than equal intervals of time.

Measures of Performance
Primwry Task Compliance with target performance values will be evaluated at 3G-sec intervals by a cockpit observer. He

will also record when discrete actions are performed nnd by whom. Two measures of performance will be obtained that are
often se.)sitive to inflight workload: flight path control (glideslope and localizer leviation) and communications. Control
measures provide an objective summary of how well the pilots manage an aircraft to achieve a smooth and precise approach.
Deviations during any 30-sec interval will indicate periods of tme when the pilot-flying was sufficiently overloaded by other
actions that primary fhightpath control suffered. A communications anal' sis will provide an objective estimate of ATC-related
workload levels. This is possible because standardized taxonomies of commuiwcatiors exist in which a priori estimates of the
workload imposed by c minunications tasks have been quantified (1), (2), (3)

TABLE 1. Segments of flight for workload analysis.

Segment I: Descent irom 4000 ft to level off at 2000 ft

a. Reduce speed from 250 kts to 210 kts using speedbrakes
b. Approach checklist
c. Radar vectors to intersect ILS

Segment 2: Lcvel at 2000 ft to glideslope capture

a. Reduce speed to 140 kts
b. Gear down
c. Flaps to 1, 5, then 15
d. Set altimeters
e. Localizer intercept
f. Change to tower frequency
g. Landing checklist complete

Segment 3: Glideslope capture to touchdown

,. Reduce speed to VAT+10
t, Descend on glideslope
c. Landing flaps selected
d. ?ial landing information obtained and checked
e. Altitudtl callouts

Segment 4: Touchoown to axi off runway

a. Reverse thrust, deceleration
b. Braking
c. Nose wheel steering
d. Change to ground frequency
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Secondwy Task Most secondary task meastres of pilot workload are inappropriate inflight because they are difficult to
implement and might compromise safety. However, interval production is one exception because stimuli can be presented and
responses obtained with minimal instrumentation and it does not intrude on primary task performance. When workload levels
become very high, it is performance on the interval production task that suffers rather than aircraft control. In fact, pilots may
simply forget they are in the midst of producing an interval when overload situations occur. The occunence of such "timeouts"
can be evaluated as indicators of workload peaks. Furthermore, previous research has shown that this measure is sensitive to

F the workload levels encountered in different segments of simulated flight (4), (5), (6), (7). Because it is difficult to concentrate
on the passage of time in th: prescent of any other activity, dock time continues but subjective awareness of it may not, leading
to an underestimation of tie passage of time (eg longer production intervals and shorter verbal estimates) and increased

I r variability.

In this flight, as in many previous simulations, 10-sec intervals will be selected for the interval production task. At
previously established points in each of the four segments of flight, the observer will ask the pilots to start a timer mounted on
the outboard side of their seats, wait until they feel that 10 sec has elapsed, and then stop the timer. The observer will collect the
timers, record the prod'iced durations and replace the timers for the next interval production. In order to avoid interfering with
flying at critical times, interval productions can not be recorded throughout the flight.

However, te information that they provide when they are given indicates the relative amounts of mental workloaa
experienced by each pilot at that instant. To control for individual differences in timing, baseline productions will be obtained
prior to the flight and measures obtained inflight will be expressed as deviations from these values

Physinlogkal
Two physiological measures will be obtained for each analysis segment: heart rate and heart rate variability. These

measures reflect several factors that can contribute to flight-task workload: stress, responsibility, physical effort and mental
effort. Physiological measures generally have the advantage of being unobtrusive. That is, they can be ob-aincd without
requiring attention from the pilot or interfering with the flight. In addition, since they can be recorded relatively continuously,
they can reflect momentary fluctuations in workload. Finally, they provide an objective indication of involuntary physiological
changes that often accompany variations in workload. The disadvantages include a lack of diagnosticity. That is, most
physiological measures reflect non-specific responses to many sources of stress. These responses may be due to the demands
imposed by the flight, the environment, or the pilot, or to other factors that are less directly related to workload. Cardiovascular
responses do, however, provide an integrated indication of the total impact of the flight on the pilots that does not also reflect
the characteristics of the system (as many performance measure do) or the pilots' biases and misconceptions (as subjective
ratings do).

As the heart muscle tenses an, relaxes, circulating blood through the system, variations in the sound of the heart beat and
residual electrical potentiaL can be recorded on the skin. These electrical :ipgels can be recorded with a portable biomedical
monitoring device s-sch as the Vitalog. The Vitalog is the size of a pocket calculator and can >e worn in the pocket of a pilot's
flight auit (81. Three electrodes are attached to the pilot's chest with electrode paste and adhesive tape. The Vitalog detects
"R-waves" and records the average inter-beat interval and with a very high sampling rate (20 times per second), also provides
information for the proposed analysis cf heart rate variability.

Heart Rate
Thc average beat-to-beat interval has been shown to reflect the stress associated with specific flight-relatrd activities. In

general, the expectation is that heart rate will increase as workload is increased. For example, Hart, Hanser and Lester (8) and
Roscoe (9) found that heart rates are typically elevated during take-off and landing and return to baseline levels at altitude. In
addition, substantially greater increases were found for the pilot-flying during take-off and landing than for the pilot-not-flying.
It is possible that the feefing of responsibility nod level of preparedness that must be maintained by the pilot-flying could result
in their elevated levels of arousal. Thus, heart rate measures should be able to differentiate between two crew members.

Heart rate may not be sensitive to differences in mental workload, however.

For example, it has been found to be relatively Lisensitive to the workload of tasks performed in a laboratory or simulator
when the sources of workload were primarily mental and the stress associated with flight was not present (10), (11). Thus, heart
rate provides information about pilots' arousal levels, but may not relate to other aspects of workload.

Heant Rate VadOqllty
A second cardiovascular measure will be used that has been found to reflect even subtle variations in mental workioad;

heart rate variability or sinus arrythmia. The general finding has been that heart rate irregularity decreases as the difficulty of a
task is increased. The specific technique proposed is based on an idea suggested by Mulder (12) that controlled or attentive
cognitive processing may lead to a "defense reaction" that is initiated by an increase in effort and reflected in a decrease in heart
rate variability. This is manifested in a reduction in the amplitude of the 0.1 Hz component of the frequency spectrum of beat-
to-beat intervals. Mulder's analytic technique was based on aggregates of 256 heart rate sample-, however, (about 4 min for a
heart rate of 65 beats/min), which would not be precise enough for current application (several segments will last less than 1
min).

Moray and his colleagues at the University of Toronto have developed an alternative method of obtaining an estimate of
the power in the 0.1 Hz region of the frdquency spectrum that looks very promising (13), (14). They developed a "black box"
that monitors, records, and quantifies this cardiovascular measure virtually continuously, providing a sensitive real-time
indication of workload variations associated with difficulty manipulations within tasks and of the workload reduction that
accompanies training Inflight the information for thi3 analysis could be recorded and stored for later, offline, analysis,
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Subjective ratings may come closest to tapping the essence of workload and provide the most generally applicable and
sensitive ummasr.Thsi easthypoieadrciniainothimato ih-eatdatvteonpoLht
integrates the efet of many workload contributors. Another advwtage is that the pilots can let their experiences influence
their judgements, thereby taking into amount whatever they considered mlevant in a lictticular flight segment. The
disadvantage is the potential for high levels of hetween-rater variability. Since the requiremaent to quantify onec's e~xperences

with emperimentally-imposed rating scales is not a natural activity, there may be discrn.pancies between pilots' subjective
experiences and their abilities to express these experien;.)es with a specific ratiig scale. However, well-designed rating scales
with operationally defined terms can resolve many potential problems.

Despite inconsistencies in the absolute values given with rating scales, the typical finding is that the rank-ordering of tasks
or flight segments with respect to workload is quite consistent across raters. However, because the factors that contribute to
workload vary between tasks and between raters, a multi-dimensional approach may be better able to capture all potentially
relevant factors. The typical finding is that people can estimate specific components more accuratey and consistently than they
can the more global construct of workload And that they can evaluate experimentally relevant factors even though tib -y might
not have considered them in a global workload rating. The subscales must include questions about the objective demands
imposed on pilots as well as their behavioral and emotional responses to them, but they must not be so numerous that they
cannot be obtained inflight with minimal interference.

A rating scale has been developed at NASA-Ames Research Center that provides an overall workload score based on a
weighted average of magnitude ratings on six subscales: Mental Demands, Physical Demands, Temporal Demands, Own
Performance, Effort, and Frustration. The subscales were selected after a multi-year research effort, summarized in Hart and
Staveland (15). The importance of each factor as a source of workload for a particular tasl; is obtained by a simple pair-wise
comparison among the six factors. Ratings on each subscaie are obtained after each performance of the task. By ;iviag more
weight to ratings of factors that were most important during a particular task, the sensitivity ot the derived workload score is,
thereby, enhanced. The derived workload scores have substantially less between-rater variability than unidinmensional
workload ratings and the subscales provide diagnostic information about the specific sources of loading.

The first dimension of this two-dimensibnal rating scale (Importance) reflects the contribution of each factor to the
workload of a specific task from the perspective of the pilot. This dimension is reflected in the weight given to each factor by the
raters. The weights account for two potential zources of rating variability: differences in worldoad definitions between raters
within a task and differences in the sources of workload between tasks. In addition, the weights also provide diagnostic
information about the nature of the workload imposed by different tasks or experienced by different pifotL. There are 15
possible pairwise combinations of the 6 scales. The number of times each factor is selected as being more relevant to the
workload of a particular task, in comparison to each other factor, is tallied. The minimum tally for each factor is 0 (not at all
relevant). The maximum tally is 5 (more important than any other factor).

The second dimension (Magnitude) reflects the numerical values given to each factor during or following perormance of
a task or task segment. Ratings are obtained for each scale individually. The scales are presented on a. cominuter display or
rating sheet. Responses are made with an analog input device, marking on the rating sheet, or verbally. Inflight, rating sliceis or
verbal responses are most practical. Each scale is presented as a 12-cm line divided in 20 equal intervals anchored by bipolar
descriptors appropriate for that factor (e.g., Extremely Low/Extremely High). The responses are quantified on a scale from 1-
100 in increments of five points during data analysis. The weights and ratings may or may not cowary. For example, it is possible
for mental demnmds to be the prinimay source of loading for a task, but the magnitude of those demands might be low.
Conversely, the time pressure under which a task is performed might be the primary source of workload and the time demands
might be rated as high.

The overall workload score is computed by multiplying each rating by the weight given to that factor by each subject. The
sum of the weighted ratings for each task or task segment is divided by 15 (the sum of the weights). Table 2 depicts the
procedure for computing a derived workload score. Sample weights cnd ratinEs are listed for an approach segment flown on
autopilot 'vith high planning and information-seeking demand and moderate time pressut e and stress.

TABLE 2: Hypothetical example of weights ani( ratingr given by a pilot during ani approach and the derived workload.

Factor Weight Rating Product (W R)

Mental Demands 5 65 325

Physical Demands 0 10 0

Temporal Demands 3 60 180

Own Performance 1 50 50

Effort 3 45 135

Frustrauon 3 30 90

Sum 780

Derived Workload Score 52

! •'s
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Since the ratings are given very quickly, it is possible to. obtain them inflight The observer could hand pilots a rating sheet
at the end of each segment However, since the last two segments are r*elatively brief and giving ratings might interfere with
safety of flight, these segments will be rated immediately after the aircraft arrives at the gate. Previous simulation and inflight
reaearch has shown that little information is lost when ratings for certain segments are not given immediately (8). An alternative
method would be to obtain subjective ratings for all four segntents during a past-flight debriefing. For this technique to be
effective, however, a video-taped replay of the pilot's activities during each segment of flight should be provided as a mnemonic
aide that can be stopped after each egrnent to obtain ratings. A high correlation has been found between "online" .atings and
those obtained retrospectively with a visual recreation of the task (10), (16).

SUMMARY

A multi-stage process fo.: evaluating the workload of a five-minute segment of flight including approach and landing for a
typical trmpcrt ai-craft was described. The goal of the analysis was to compare the workload of the two pilots. Four types of
measunament tc.fisniques were suggested: 1 Analytic (a prelimi~nary task and time-line analysis identified task requirements and
target performance ;evel); 2 Performance (flight-path control, communications, and interval production); 3 Physiological
(heart rate arod heart raie variability); and 4 Subjective ratings (a multi-dimensional technique developed at NASA-Ames
Research Center).

Different information about the research question is provided by each stae of the analysis procedure. The task and time-
line analysis provides explicit information about what is expected of the pilots and when each subta'k is to ue performed It can

Sprovide a priori estimates of workload and an organizational structure within which the information provided by the other
measures can h- related and interpreted.

The flight-path control measure of performance reflects the degree to which the pilot-flying was able to accomplish the
pr-nary control task. The types of communications tasks performed by the pilot-not-flying provide an independent estimate of
his workload. In addition, errors and delays in response might indicate the presence of high wosrkload levels. The accuracy and
v-•riability of time productions indicates the relative levels of mental workload experienced by the two pilots by reflecting the
cz•nuont of available attention each was able to focus on the timing task.

Heart tate reflects the different levels of arousal experienced by the two pilots during each segmeint. Heart rate variability
reflects the moment-to-moment cognitive demands placed on them within each segment.

The im portance placed on each of the rating subscales reflects the differential sources of loading placed on each pilot. The
numerical ratings reflect the magnitudes of the different types of loading for each pilot and flight segment. The derived
workload score provided an integrated estimate of the overall workload imposed or, each pilot, taking into account the fact that
they are likely to encounter different '.ources of loading within and between segments.

By analyzing all of the information obtahied inflight, and by comparing it to a priori estimates, a fair, -complete picture of
the sources and magnitudes of workload imposed on each pilot can be obtained and compared. This inWo.61. ition might be used
to identify moments in which one or the other pikot was ower-or under-loaded and suggest a redistributioi, oi duties or modified
procedures. Given the information available about the specific nature of the tasks performed by each pilot, and the workload
associated with each one, the decision of what modifications might be made could be accomplished with some assurance and
the outcome of the modification could be predicted in advance.

Workload is a complex, multi-dimensional expeiieuce that reflects the cost to humans of accoaxplishing different tasks.

Although its definition might vary frcm one activity to the next, or from one person to another, it is a practically relevant
and measurable quantity. By understanding the levels and types of workload imposed on pilots by different airborne systems
and tasks, the quality of system design can be improved for aircraft wider development ard many operational problems can be
resolved in existing aircraft. This only can be accomplished by selecting valid and reliable measures that address the type of
question that has been posed.
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CHAPTER 16

INVESTIGATION OF WORKLOAD MEASURING TEChNIQUES:
A THEORE7TCAL AND PRACTCAL FRAMEWORK

by

Rent C van de Graaff
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR

Amsterdam
The Netherlands

ABBREVIA1IONS

AOL Above Ground Level
Autopilot

ATC Air Traffic Control
SDME Distance Measurement Equipment

FD) Flight Director
Fr Feet

ILS Instrument Landing System
KT Knot(s)
NDB Non Directional Beacon
SYNC Synchronizer
T/L Take-off and Landing
VHF Very High Frequency
VOR VHF Omnidirectional Range
VTHR Threshold Speed.

During the last two decades considerable research efforts have been devoted to developing a proper framework from
which pilot workload can be analysed in a systematic manner. In this context, several attempts have been made to come to an
unequivocal definition of the concept "workload" as well as to find an adequate method for its "measurement". At present it
must be stated, however, that these efforts have not yet produced a satisfactory result. Although there is general agreement
among investigators about the existence of different measures which could be used in some way as workload indicators, there is
still no agreement about which these are, about which are the most effective, or about how (combinations of) these measures
can be related to ch snges in the workload of an operator.

This situation has ictulted in the development of a large number of measures for -quantifying" the operator's workload,
whereas relatively little systematic research has been devoted to basic aspects, such as estimating the sensitivities of specific
measures with respect to different task conditions and the relative practical usefulness of different techniques, within different
operational environments. Furthermore, it has been assumed in a growing number of workload investigations that we are
dealing with a multidimensional concept, so that a combination of measures is needed, or alternatively one measure with

4 sensitivity to several dimensions, in order to come to a satisfactory evaluation of the operator's workload. This idea has had
little impact, however, on the development and use of workload measurement techniques.

The foregoing outlines some reasons for developing a new approach towards the study of workload measurement. Such
en approach should be based upon the presumption that the concept of workload encompasses various task-and operator-
related aspects, for which each measure will most likely have a different sensitivity. In addition, the data obtained with these
different measures must be integrated in a proper way in order to arrive at valid conclusions.

?; The following section discusses the implications of such an approach in detail. Subsequently, an experimental program is
described, which could be used as a framework for systematic research on workload measurement techniques according to the
notions mentioned above. This approach does not deal specifically with the development of new, independent measures but
rather with the problem of bow already existing measures can be used most effectively in a complex operational environment
and how the results from several measures can be integrated to arrive at generally acceptable conclusions.

It should he noted that no attempt has been made here to propose the "correct" definition of the term "workload". Instead,
it has been subsumed that this term pertains to a certain concept which cannot be decomposed satisfactorily in terms of its
apparent compoiwnts, but, when used as an operational concept, needs no further explicit explanation.

BASIC IDEAS AND AIMS

The basic ideas and aims beyond such a global research program can, as suggested above, be formulated more specifically

as follows:

1 it is assumed that workload generally encompasses ewral compownts, such as time-stress, effort, etc. It is not clear which
components play a part in a specific situation, nor what the impact of each is upon the overall perception of workload. It is
therefore advocated that attention be paid to the sensitivity of specific workload measures to different aspects of the task.

2 As a further consequence of I it can be stated that research on workload measures should not be based upon any"2 'j-5 ' underlying assumptions about the existence of a superior method which canbe used as a criterion (eg, "task complexity") for the

fV
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evaluation of other methods. Any such a-priori selection of task conditions according to a particular criterion, which may
emphasize specific properties of a given task situation, could conceivably suppress the usefulness of certain other measures,
due to an insufficient degree of variation of (other) task variables to which these measures are specifically semitie. In other
words, any assumption which supposes that "degrees" of workload can be indicated on the basis of one criterion exclusively is
contradictory to the idea that workload is multidimensional. Investigations of workload measures, such as that proposed in the
following, should therefore not start fom an a-priori ranking of task conditions with respect to the expected "amount" of
workload involved in the tasks. Instead, the underlying rationale for drawing certain conclusions should first carefully be
considered.

3 Most workload studies focus exclusively on identifying differences in workload It is important, however, that such studies
focus also on the problem of identifying similar workload levels with respect to different tasks. This can have considerable
importance for the experimental design. Equivalence in workload level has, for example, still not been demonstrated in cases
where measured difterences do not reach a significant level. It is necessary in workload studies, therefore, to estabiish the power
of the intended statistical tests in an early stage of the investigation. Only in cases of sufficient power of the statistical tests being
used (larger than, say, 0.7) is it possible to identify with a reasonable tertainty both possible similarities and differences in
workload for different task situations.

4 As a consequence of 3, minimal differences of interest ("difference margins") have to be specified with respect to each
workload measure. The smaller these minimal differences are, the larger the sample-size must be in order to obtain the same
power of the test. It is usually of little interest, for example, to detect "small" differences between two tasks, such as differences
in average heart rate of, say, 0.1 beat per minute, or differences on a t0-point rating (interval-) scale between values of, say, 6.2
and 6.3. By thoughtfully selecting plausib. - .,difference margins, it should therefore be possible to use workload measures as
indicators of differences as well as similarities in workload at an a-priori specified power. Clearly, there is a need for a universal
agreement in connection with the specification of the indifference margins for workload measures*.

kX 00
V.

E3 0 0
d I,SV

TASK CONITITON

Fig. 1 Illustration of hypotbetical experimental results for different modality
ueasuree (e.g. mean heart rate, subjective rating, etc.)

5 ice the data from a specific measure have indicated that either a (positive or negative) change or an equivalence of
work- A has occurred, it is nectssary to define a strategyfor drawing conclusions on the basis ofsa number of different modality
measures, including some possibly contradictory results. A hypothetical situation is indicated schematically in Figure 1. The

• tows that:

i) Task conditions c and n are discriminated from each other by all measures in an unequiv al y.

(ii) Task conditions d and b can not be discriminated from each other unequivocally by all the measures; that is, 3 of
the 5 measures indicate a "positive trend, while the remaining n indicate equivalence. The same observation hofds
for conrditions c and a. where 4 of the 5 data indicate differences.

(ii-) The relative workload levels for the task conditions a and d, as indicated by the difference measures, are very
contradictory.

It is obvious that case (iii) has to be exmunined more thoroughly. (Assuming that all measures involved are demonstrably
valid workload indicators, one explanation is that artefacts have occurred in the data4 Siwation (i) doe not evoke any
interpretntion problem; for comparable task situatons it would seem sufficient to use one or two of the most convenient
measures.

*In this context it is proposed here that it should, in first instance, be sufficient to accept an Indifference margin" of approximately
2.5 beats per minute for the average heart rate and of circa 0.3 point for a I 0-point subj-;ctive rating sc.e- (on an interval level).

/ L '''•" :
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For situation (ii), on the other hand, it should bW concluded by conretion whether or not a difference in workload has
bow observed. That is to say, when using several u simultaneo y, it should be acceptable to tolerate a small
percentage of contradictory results (eg 20 percesit) whein formulating the final conclusion (alternatively, all deviation outcomes
shai be inspected for the presence of artefacts, which, Md raise the cost of an investigation appreiably), In such cases the use
of a proper weighting futction with respect to the separate outcomes should also be considered. If a critical number of deviating
results is exceeded, it is then necessary to carry out additional investigations of the considered cases until a desired level of
homogeneity in the results has been obtained.

The problem of how to deal with contradictory results obtained from different measures is closely connected with the
operational situation. That is, due to the complexity of most task situations it can usually not be postulated in advance which
criterion should be used to draw final conclusion about the workload involved. Consequently, an operationally-based
research program which includes various workload measures is advocated, on the basis of which a convention for drawing
conclusions cart be agreed upon. The ultimate objective of such a convention is to come to a generally acceptable framework for
the evdluation of the outcomes aising from a set of separate measures.

6 The task situations to be selected for workload experiments must correspond to the ultimate complex operational
enWronment for which the methods developed are intended to be used. This objective also supports the need, mentioned in 5
for an in-flight research program to be used as a common basis for different investigators for comparing and collating measures,
evaluating strategies and effects of task aspects, etc. Such a program could be extended by including progressively more
relevant task situations, ultimately arriving at a general framework from which operationally oriented workload studies can
systematically proceed.

EXPERIEMAL PROGRAM

The purpose of this section is to propose a basis for an in-flight experimental program which is in accordance with the
ideas set forth in the foregoing. To accomplish this the experimental task conditions should be selected on the one hand on the
basis of the irrelevancy with respect to operational situations and on the other hand also with respect to a-priori expectations
about whether these conditions will produce a reasonable spread in the workload data. The analyses of the data obtained for
the different measures will be aimed primarily at producing results which can be organised and presented is a form similar to
that of Figure 1, from which one can proceed to the problem of drawing specific conclusions on the basis of different measures.
Thereby, by comparing any systematic variations occurring in the different measures with the random variations occurring in
such analyses, also an impression can be formed of the specific sensitivities of different measures.

The workload measures considered in connection with this experimental program must be selected on the basis of their
expected "practical usefulness". By this is meant on one hand that the measures to be considered are expected to have a
sufficient "discriminative power" with respect to the task conditions for which they are used, and on the other hand that these
measures are expectoed to interfere as little as possible with the actual task. (Such a selection process can also be useful for
clarifying specific pros and cons of certain measures with respect to operational applicability).

The experimental program set forth in the following deaJ, with flight conditions for a fixed wing transpoit aircraft. The
explanations are adopted from the findings of an in-flight study on pilot workload at the National Aerospace Laooratory
(NLR), cerried out in 1985-1986", In addiion to a discussion of some of the practical implications of such a program, an
overview is given of some workload measuring techniques which are proposed as initial candidates for simultaneous
investigation.

Task conadtions
t The heart of the program is the definition of the experimental task conditions. The problem faced here is to define a set of

relevant tasks which cover a broad variety of operational flight conditions in a balanced way, but which do not exceed certain
practi-al .'estrictions, such as time limits (ic, cost, pilot fatigue"), air traffic control restrictions, unncceptable risks, etc.
Furthermore, as mentioned above, it is desired that dhe selected tasks give rise to a reasonable spread in the worklod data to be
obtained.

Taking these considerations into account, the following matrix ot flight conditions for the civil aviation operating
environment is proposed. The experimental tasks consist of flying procedural approaches (with an external view occluding
visor), with each experimental run starting on "downwind", approximately 10 minuteq before touchdown. The independent
task variables are based on (i) the different approach aids, that is, ILS+FD, ILS, VOR+DME, NDB, (ii) the manner of p-lot
control, that is, automatic, manual, or manual with simulated tri-n malfunction (ie, retrimming prohibitwd after downwine• and
(iii) the number of crew members, this is, 2 man versus I man crew. Because of time constraints it is advisable to carry .ut not
more than 8 approaches within each experimental session. A proposed experimental design is presented in TF:aie 1.

The different kinds of approaches are. illustrated in Figures 2-4. The approaches consist of four compitible segments:
downwind, turn/intercept, 1st segment final (above 1000 feet), 2nd segment final (below 1000 feu4, which are very suiteble for
making comparisons between scenarios on the basis of the workload data obtained

It is advisable to terminate each approach with an overshoot (at approxinmately 50 feet) as this will increase the flexibility
of the program considerably, in addition to keeping the costs down. (Note that some of the approaches might conceivably have
to be flown in opposite direction to the rest of the landing traffic due to local circumstances of wind and beacon locations).

• At tCe moment of submission of this paper to AGARD, the study is Ui progress.
• For obvious reawnt, experiments ar to be carried out wit'- one subject, pilot (left seat) an, one safety pilot.
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TAULK 1
Zxperia.ntal task conditions

Task Control Number of Approach 1
Conditior Mode rw Member. Aid

a Mtu'ilot 2 ILSWO/AP 1
b Manual 2

c Manual 2 11.5

d Manual I 11.5

a Manual 2 V0140*IZ

f Manual 2 MDU
g Manual 1 NDD
h Manual v4 tb 2 MDI

_________ tr�u malIuncti' ____________ ____________ J
OS�'i.� N 'HOC TUEN '�N

ON PtNAL hA NIORO

F��CN�CK�OMPLUTID I
im KY

Fig> 2 ND approach
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Rodiq preceduri
The suitable moment for subjective ratings (if ratings are to be given) is at the end of each segment, resulting in 4 ratings

per approach). The ratinp should concern the previously flown segment exclusively. Ratings can be obtained from both the
subject pilot and the safety pilot. A proposed safe rating procedures (especially if the giving of ratings requires an appreciable
amount of time) is a follows:

The safety pilot determines the appropriate moment, and says (after having given his own ratingsý "I have control",

The subject pilot confirms with "You have control" and then gives his ratings, while the safety pilot flies the aircraft.

After completing the ratings, the subject-pilot takes over control, saying: -1 have control" (Safety pilot confirms: "You
have control").

The fourth rating (for the second segment of final) can be given during the overshoot, There is plenty of time during this
flight segment, so that additional comments with respect to vhe entire foregoing approach can also be given.

Instructed lietrafte itwid

The following formulation of the requested performance standard is recommended as beaig relevant for real flight conditions:
"You ar requested to fly the procedures as accurately as possible, however, without violating your own standards (no
exaggerations)".

Crew coordlawdon

During the 2-man crew task conditions the safety pilot will perform the duties of the first officer, ie, he will take care of ATC
communication, select beacons, set flaps on request, read out checklis'.s and perform such other activities as would be expected
from the first officer. In the 1-man crew task conditions, the subject-pilot must take over these duties in addition to the normal
duties required for flying the aircraft.

Workload Measures
Given that the experimental set-up is designed to allow the simultaneous investigation of various measuring techniques

(assuming that the experiment will be carried out on a well instrumented research aircraft), a careful selection has to be made of
which specfic techniques are to be considered within each experiment. Impotant for this selection will be, of course, the
de•ee to which these measures interfere with the main flying task and w%-: the other measurements. In Table 2 a number of
proposed measures are listed (most of which are currently being considered in the above mentioned research program at the
NLR). Some specific details about the measures in Table 2 are summarised as follows:

TABLE 2
Proposed workload measures to be considered vithin the study program

Pilot Ratings
1. tcDonvoll'a 10 point demand scale (Ref. 1)
2. SWAT 3x3 rating matrix (Ref. 2)
3. Pro- and post-experimental ranking of task conditions

Heart Rate
1. Basic stailatico (mean, standard deviation, root mean square, root mean

square of successive differences)
2. Measures based on the spectral content of the signal

Primary Task Measures
1. Control activity
2. Task nerformance
3. Error frequencies

Model Heascres
1. Control effort (Ref. 3)
2. Decision load (Ref. 4)

Other Measures
1. Tine-motion parameters
2. Secondary task performance
3. Retrospective measures based on video replay
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Two subja.tive rating techniques (McDonneUl/SWAT) have been selected on the basis of their ability t. •.• iduce ratings
on an 4 vAlseKalo, in addition to the expectation, based on previous experience, that these two te chniques can be used
simultaneously without mutual interference. The McDonnell technique (1) involves pilot ratings, based upon the
attentional demands of the task on a 10-point scale. The SWAT technique (2) involve separate ratings with respect to
time, effort and psychologicA stress aspects of the task, in order to arrive at one single assesment of the pilo's overall
workload. In addition to the ratings given during the experiment, the subjects are requested to rank the different
approaches according to the expected/expedenced task workload also before and after the experiment.

SIn choosing heart rate as a workload measurc it is worthwhile to note the advantage of its objectivity, the ease of recording
it and the non-intrusive nature of its measurement.

The primary task measures (for each flight segment) involve a number of relevant statistics related to the pilot's control
activity (for the manually flown tasks) and flying performance.
The data obtained make it possible also to investigate the usefulness of predictions of pilot workload based upon
mathematical models of pilot-uircraft interactions. Especially, for the manually flown tasks the so-called "control effort"
parameter (E) mentioned in reference (3) reems worthwhile to be investigated further. This parameter indicates, among
others, the sensitivity of task performauce to a model parameter reflecting level-of-attention. Also model-based
parameters reflecti 'busyness" aspects or "decision-loading" aspects, such as the "Expected Net Gain for Procedure
execution (ENGP), mentioned in reference (4) can also be investigated further. It should be noted that such use of
modelling presupposes the availability of an adequate system/aircraft model.

Finally, crew activity is to be recorded on video in order to enable various task analyses, investigations of pilot errors, andother further analyses based on video replay.

Final Rearks
As it anown from other in-flight experiments. a relatively large variability in data can be expected due to such

unconuti!able factors as atmospheric conditions and airport traffic. Therefore it is advisable to fly all approaches at one
specific aibboort. In the current NLR research program, a preliminary study has indicated that 20 sessions (including
20x--160D approaches) are necessary to obtain an adequate level of statistical reliability in the experiment

.SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

orkload research has lead in the past to the development of various measures, mostly concerning different aspects of
task workload, in a separate and isolated way. In addition, present opinion assumes more and more that, in order to acdieve a
satisfactory workload evaluation, a matrix of measures is needed.

This paper discusses a number of considerations involved in the setting up of an investigation dealing with the problem of
being able to draw conclusions from a variety of experimental measures in a complex task situation. Several implications are
point-d out, such as the problem of dealing with contradictory outcomes, the designating of artefacts, and the problem of
formulating final conclusions without the (a-priori) availability of a superior method for evaluating other methods, Finally, an
experimental program is outlined which is based on (normal) approach conditions for civil fixed wing aircraft. The task
conditions in this experiment are selected to serve as an operationally based framework for comparing different workload
evaluation methods, for evaluating the effects of specific task conditions and for investigating the strategies needed for drawing
final conclusions from a variety of outcomes. . ... .
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APPENDIX

FINAL FIVE MINUTES OF A MANUALLY FLOWN UIS APPROACH AND LANDING OF A
TWO-PILOl PASSENGER JET TRANSPORT (USING FLIGHT DIRECTOR)

WEATHMU 200 FiT CLOUD BAS&. RAIN, RVR 700m

Aprox Distance Speed Activity
Time to From TD KIAS

ID

41 14 250 Descending through 4,000 ft in thick icing cloud to level at 2,000 ft. (Desctnt checks
completed byIOD.) Speedbrake out. Autopilot disengaged. Radio nay aids already

210 set and identified for landing

13 210 Through 3,000 ft. Radar vectors to ILS localiser. Approach checklist.

11 210 Speedbrake cancelled.
Level off at 2,000 ft. Flaps to 1. Radio call to 'approach control'.

190 Altimeters - PI sets QFE. P2 set QNH.
10 OcoFlaps to 5

F170 On course to intercept l5caliser.

3 8 170 Localiser intercepted - Radio change to tower frequency. Localiser established.

6 170 Landing gear down. Flaps to 15.
150 Landing checks

2 5 140 Glide slope capture

VAT+10 Land flap selected checks complete.
Descending on glide slope.

2 4 VAT+10 Outer Marker - Height check. Land clearance and surface W/V and RVR passed
by control.

500 ft QFE Height calls and incapacitation check. Speed and rate of descent
monitored.

300 ft QFE 100 ft above call.

200 ft Decision height. 'Approach lights' call.

0 Flare and touchdown.
Reverse thrust - deceleration

41 60K Reverse trust canaclled - braking gently.
Nose-wheel steering.

NB Performance limits to be clearly defined eg 3K IAS, 50 ft/min rate of descent on G/S. Touchdown within 100m of
'numbers' at < 6 ft/sec.

Pi -Pilot flying P2 - Co-pilot
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APPENDIX 2

FIVE MINUTE RECCE/ATtACK TASK FOR FAST JET AIRCRAFF (SINGLE PILOT)

I. CHOICE OF TARGET FOR RECCE/ATTACK

A realistic target would be a simple, soft skinned, vehicle parked on a two lane track, at known position, in flat/undulating
open country.

2. ROUTE AND PARAMETERS FOR ATTACK TASK

Route comprises a single 3 minute navigation leg to IP followed by I min IP to target run, positioning for standard 45
degree tip-in a shallow 5-8 degree dive. Parameters of tip-in according to aircraft type, following attack, defensive recovery
manoeuvre and fix before withdrawal, I minute after target. (The recce task would involve a similar sequence but camera
selection would replace wuapon selection and a level off set fly-by would replace the tip-in attack.)

3. ACCURACY

EN ROUrE AND IP RUN ± 20 kt!10° ft at peacetime minimum height or +100 ft above 500 ft AGL.

Define pull-up position relative to target
Pull-up point ± 300m laterally, ± 3 sec along track
Define dive angle ± 1 degree
3 sec tracking to release point
Release at +20 kt planned speed
Pull-off target 4g. Defensive/position manoeuvre to roll out towards next turning point.

4. DETAILS OF ATTACK TASK

a. Approach to UP

Whilst flying within sat parameters, complete following actions:

Check slip ball and trim out sideslip at planned attack speed
Weapon switching up to final arming switch

1 X track-check, map-to-ground

1 X revision ETA for IP ±5 sec (10)?

8 X simulated checks of wing-man's six o'clock high

Estimate (or check wind from INS) W/S for weapon release

Set WIND/AM Depression for Main or reversionary attack

Carry out height fix to IP to update Pressure alt/or auto height fix at IP(TNAS)

Set or confirm next heading

Acquire IP visually

b. IP to Pull-Up

Whilst flying within set parameters:

Complete height fix in INAS equipped aircraft

* Update INAS

Accelerate to Attack Speed

Check track 3 pull-up point and pull-up time

Adjust Sighting (Call up attack picture on HUD).

c. Pull-up to Weapon Release

IniWtate Pull-Up

Acquire target

Top at height required to achieve planned dive angle

Check speed/power

Sight or Bomb Fall Line on Target (3 sec)

Make Final arming switch
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Start Camer (if not automatic)

phase Change (if INAS equipped

Track target for 3 sec up to weapon release

Release Weapon.

d. Esa

Recover from dive

Make defensive manoeuvre

Put weapon switches safe

Track to next turning point

"Locate and identify other aircraft (No 2) if available

Switch off camera

Regain HUM NAV mode (ýi not automatic).
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APPENDIX 3

BROAD OUTLINE OF A STANDARD HELICOPTER TASK

Total time - 5 minutes

Scenario reasonat ly well detailed eg 'nap of earth' flying for recce task.

0 take-off - spot turn

0.30 transition - climb to 1250 feet

2.00 cruise for one minute

3.30 descent to nap of earth for precision low level observation task at high speed covering a 'figure of 8' pattern.

4.30 approach to land

5.00 land

NB Further details of aircraft parameters and of scenario to be added as necessary.

i "I
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